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ABSTRACT 

The legal profession is a deeply challenging profession, filled with adversarial 

interactions, secondary traumatic stress, and personal and professional isolation. Lawyers 

are trained to weaponize basic human connection and often find themselves lonely, 

disillusioned, and disconnected. As a result, they have mental wellness, health, and 

relationship challenges that exceed other professional populations. Frustratingly, like 

other Resistant Influentials, they are also culturally discouraged from seeking their own 

mental health care. On the other hand, licensed professional counselors are trained to be 

aware of unique subpopulations, to bracket their personal fears and biases out of the 

counseling suite, and potentially, to fear lawyers. There is no counselor training for 

therapists who counsel lawyers and other Resistant Influentials. Given the potential 

challenges of legal professionals, the lack of training for counselors, and the potential 

power imbalance between a lawyer client and a licensed professional counselor, a 

troubling question emerges: Are counselors prepared and/or able to serve lawyers in 

counseling? 

No studies exploring the lived experiences of counselors who serve lawyers was 

found to exist. This qualitative case study explored the experiences, perceptions, and 

voices of counselors who serve this unique population. Additionally, this study provides 

recommendations for counselor educators, legal educators, and licensed professional 

counselors.             
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 Choosing to be an attorney can be hazardous to your physical and mental health 

(Beck, Sales, & Benjamin, 1996; Krieger & Sheldon, 2015; Seligman, Verkuil, & Kang, 

2001). Attorneys are more anxious, more addicted to alcohol and drugs, more stressed, 

and more likely to struggle with poor mental health, poor physical health and wellness, 

and substance use and abuse than the general population (Krill, Johnson, & Albert, 2016; 

Levit & Linder, 2010; McKinney, 2002; Peterson & Peterson, 2009; Rothstein, 2008). 

Further, the percentage of law students and lawyers with clinical depression exceeds all 

other college students and professionals, respectively (Beck et al., 1996; Tani & Vines, 

2009).  In fact  

…Lawyers, as a group, are decidedly less happy than are members of many other 
professions.  Members of the clergy, travel agents, architects, scientists, 
engineers, airline pilots, physicians, financial planners, and detectives are all 
happier than lawyers.  Even repair persons, housekeepers, and butlers report 
higher levels of happiness than do members of the legal profession. (Levit & 
Linder, 2010, p. 2) 
 
Sadly, attorneys do not only hurt themselves.  Lawyers have high divorce rates 

(Beck et al., 1996), commit suicide with significantly higher frequency than non-lawyers 

(Ayres, Bankman, Fried, & Luce, 2017), and otherwise negatively impact their loved 

ones (Seligmen, et al., 2001). These challenges are acutely troubling given the significant 

roles and influence lawyers have across all facets of society (Beck et al., 1996). 

Accordingly, the state of mental health in the legal profession is both a personal and 

public health crisis that deleteriously affects the rule of law and the professionals seeking 

to advance it (Seligman et al., 2001). 

Ivey & Ivey (2007) said that “problems, concerns, and challenges are the stuff of 
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counseling and therapy” (p. xvii). Counselors are especially equipped to deal with these 

challenges because they are strength oriented, optimistic, and focused on integrated 

wellness (Corey, Corey, and Callanan, 2007; Neukreg, 2016, Young, 2013). Throughout 

graduate training, counselors learn techniques, theoretical orientations, and other clinical 

skills designed to create and nurture the “therapeutic relationship” (Ladany & Bradley, 

2010). The therapeutic relationship provides the impetus for personal transformation and 

change (Rogers, 1995; Yalom, 2009).  

Professional counselors might be key support resources for lawyers looking to 

achieve better mental health and wellness. However, potential challenges exist for both 

attorneys and licensed professional counselors. In the following sections, I will explore 

the origins of the mental health crisis in the legal profession; the personal, professional, 

and cultural challenges of being an attorney; the special nature of mental health care for 

Resistant Influentials (Delony, LaTore, & Croffie, 2016); briefly introduce the counseling 

profession; and introduce the potential training and expertise gap for counselors working 

with this unique population.    

Mental Health in Law School 

The mental wellness challenges of the legal profession begin in law school 

(Krieger & Sheldon, 2015). Law school is pedagogically (Krieger & Sheldon, 2004; 

McKinney, 2002; Peterson & Peterson, 2009), psychologically (Halpern, 1982; 

McKinney, 2002; Organ, Jaffe, & Bender, 2016; Peterson & Peterson, 2009; Tani & 

Vines, 2009), emotionally (McKinney, 2002), and financially (Krieger & Sheldon, 2015) 

incongruous with learning (Bromberger, 2010), personal growth (Krieger & Sheldon, 

2002), and “short-term and long-term health” (McKinney, 2002, p. 231). As law students 
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navigate their way through the challenges of legal education, they receive implicit and 

explicit signaling that pursuing mental health care and support for psychological, 

emotional, and personal challenges can negatively impact their career (Organ et al., 

2016). These problems are both structural and traditional, woven into the fabric of legal 

education. This educational environment provides an unstable foundation for the future 

rigors of the legal profession.  Halpern (1982) notes 

The tense atmosphere and psychological insecurity engendered by law-school 
pedagogy during the first year inhibits curiosity and genuine intellectual 
interest…The student is stripped naked, so to speak, so that he may be remade a 
lawyer. (p. 389) 
 
In law school, pre-service lawyers are conditioned to focus on signals of success, 

including money, prestige, recognition, awards, indeterminate hard-work, adversarial-

interactions, and other extrinsic, control-oriented motivators (Krieger & Sheldon, 2004).  

Law students are thus trained to believe that ‘thinking like a lawyer’ is a unique, superior 

way of viewing the world (Krieger & Sheldon, 2015).  Students learn to ‘think like a 

lawyer’ by “discounting their own moral values, setting aside their own feelings of 

empathy and compassion, and substituting a strictly analytical and strategic mode of 

thinking” (Peterson & Peterson, 2009, p. 379).  

This transformation to a new way of thinking conditions law students to engage in 

combative (adversarial), winner-take-all relational exchanges, both inside and outside of 

the courtroom (Beck et al., 1996; Gordon, 2015). Unfortunately, ‘thinking like a lawyer’ 

does not provide a student or professional “special” (p. 621) cognitive powers, nor does it 

immunize law students (or future attorneys) from seemingly basic human needs such as 

love, healthy and whole relationships, community, physical health and wellness, mental 
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health and wellness, and spiritual health (Krieger & Sheldon, 2015). Bluntly stated, 

‘thinking like a lawyer’ “is not a superior way of thinking that can be employed in 

personal life, or even in most work situations, without suffering psychological 

consequences” (p. 621).  

Legal education acculturates law students to think and act in ways that do not 

promote healthy living, healthy relationships, or life balance, and as noted above, 

consequences include noteworthy mental health challenges and substance abuse. The 

shift to extrinsic motivators (Krieger & Sheldon, 2015), relentless competition, and 

learning to ‘think like a lawyer’ necessitates students to manage new anxieties, while 

living with any pre-existing personal challenges. Law students unsurprisingly transition 

into the legal profession and bring their poor (or non-existent) coping strategies with 

them.  

Wellness in the Legal Profession 

While training to become a lawyer can be detrimental to a student’s health and 

wellbeing, being a lawyer may be even more dangerous (Beck et al., 1996). Beyond the 

deconstructive nature of legal education, much speculation exists as to the pervasive 

mental health crisis in the legal profession. New attorneys, often buried under educational 

debt (Gibson, 2010), enter the legal profession facing an entrenched occupational 

hierarchy, a culture of long workdays, reduced or forfeited vacation time, elevated 

alcohol and drug consumption, and a focus on results and billable hours (Alfini & Van 

Vooren, 1995). Seligman et al. (2001) suggests that an attorney’s learned pessimism and 

ability to foresee multiple negative outcomes of a given situation “also carries the risk of 

depression and anxiety in the lawyer’s personal life” (p. 41).  
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Additional theoretical or anecdotal attempts to explain the current state of lawyer 

mental health include the adversarial nature of the practice of law (Gordon, 2015; 

Seligman et al., 2001); work cultures that “generate anxiety” (Ayres et al., 2017, p. 119) 

and reward “those who ‘sell their soul’ to the firm” (Alfini & Van Vooren, 1995, p. 65); 

and the day-to-day incidents of wading through client trauma, dishonesty, poor financial 

decisions, criminal acts, and tragedy that create secondary trauma (Jennings & Graham, 

2016). Attorneys regularly review horrific photos and videos, visit clients in deplorable or 

hopeless situations, and walk alongside clients amidst crumbling marriages, fighting 

families, extreme poverty, and broken businesses. Additionally, lawyers meet with 

abused children and partners, serve as mercenaries to craft legislation that may fall 

outside of the boundaries of their personal values, work to eviscerate opposing attorneys 

and clients pitted against them, and wade through the shattered personal and professional 

dreams of others, often in six-minute billable hour segments. These experiences are both 

acute and cumulative and cause secondary trauma (Jennings & Graham, 2016).  

The adversarial nature of the legal profession values pessimistic, forceful, and 

oppositional attorneys (Seligman et al., 2001). Unfortunately, lawyers often bring these 

traits into their homes, families, and personal relationships because they “cannot easily 

turn off their pessimism when they leave the office” (Seligman et al., 2001, p. 41). This 

creates a negative echo chamber of loneliness and damaging internal recurring narratives 

(Jennings & Graham, 2016).  The rules of adversarial engagement and ‘thinking like a 

lawyer’ can fragment families, friends, and social communities and further isolate legal 

professionals. This unsuccessful feedback loop can cause “trouble sleeping, poor eating 

habits, or overall irritability and then progress to substance abuse, relationship problems, 
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hyper-vigilance, and isolation or attachment issues” (Jennings & Graham, 2016, p. 682). 

The cumulative stress (Jennings & Graham, 2016) combined with the learned traits of 

pessimism that make a person a zealous client advocate may also contribute to their 

inability to have deep and satisfying relationships with colleagues or loved ones (Beck et 

al., 1995; Krieger & Sheldon, 2015).   

Adding to the complexity of lawyer wellness are the intercultural forces within 

the legal profession that are opposed to evidence-based wellness practices and lifestyles 

(Organ et al., 2016). In a profession that weaponizes words, leverages others’ emotions, 

and preys on weakness while lionizing toughness and sacrifice, admitting to mental 

health struggles is simply not a viable option for most attorneys. This is tragic for lawyers 

who will not seek mental health and substance abuse treatment due to the perceived 

and/or real stigma of disclosing personal problems to their State Bar or their professional 

firm (Glesner, 1991; Krill et al., 2016; Organ et al., 2016, Rothstein, 2008). Lawyers 

must also be careful that judges, opposing lawyers, or others in the legal community do 

not discover their mental health issues as well. Often, offers for help are can be mere lip 

service. Seligman, Verkuil, and Kang (2001) suggest 

…Attempts by lawyer groups, even distinguished ones like the New York City 
Bar, to address the issues seem self-serving and half hearted – driven more by 
public relations and economic concerns than objective study. (p. 35)  
 

Given the visibility and systemic challenges of the legal profession, it is not surprising 

that attorneys are not rushing en masse to local counseling offices.   

Lawyers: Resistant Influentials 

Delony, LeTora, & Croffie (2017) suggest that attorneys can be considered within 

a cluster of professions, including attorneys, clergy/ministers, medical professionals, and 
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academic leaders, called “Resistant Influentials” (p. 2). Resistant Influentials are 

“individuals who work in high stress, deeply confidential, and highly prominent 

professions [with] expectations of near-mythological insight and knowledge, boundary-

free and unhealthy work environments, exposure to secondary trauma, and responsibility 

for individuals, families, and extended communities” (p. 11). Thus, if an attorney has a 

bad day at the office, someone may lose their estate, get an extra few years in jail, or lose 

their children. The sordid details of their bad day at the office are often found in 

newspapers, on the nightly news, or in other public spheres because the results of their 

fallibility are on public display. Being a public figure begets isolation (Delony, et al., 

2017). 

Unfortunately, when a Resistant Influential “reaches out to a mental health 

professional for support, they may be doing so at significant risk of personal, 

professional, and reputational harm” (Delony et al., 2017, p. 10) and in contrast to their 

professional cultural ethos. Because attorneys are hesitant to seek mental health care, it is 

critical for professional mental health counselors to understand the unique hurdles to 

seeking professional counseling relationships when they actually do. 

Professional Counseling and Personal Change 

 Counseling is “a professional relationship that empowers diverse individuals, 

families, and groups to accomplish mental health, wellness, education, and career goals” 

(American Counseling Association, 2013a, para 2).  May (1939) suggests “personal 

counseling is any deep understanding between two persons which results in the changing 

of personality” (p. 120). Ivey, Bradford Ivey, and Zalaquett (2018) identify counseling as 

“understanding and listening to a client’s life challenges and developing strategies for 
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change and growth” (p. 6).  Although the word counseling has been professionalized in 

recent years, counselor or counseling continues to colloquially represent a number of 

helping professions (Young, 2013). Examples of helping professions include 

psychotherapist, psychologist, licensed professional counselor, social worker, family 

therapist, and vocational specialist. Like the majority of these helping professions, 

professional counselors address a wide variety of client issues (Neukreg, 2016, p. 5).         

Licensed professional counselors are trained to develop client-centered, 

professional relationships and provide theory-based, culturally appropriate, wellness-

focused care (Neukreg, 2016). Counseling is deeply rooted in the relationship between 

the client and the counselor. Known as the therapeutic relationship, success in counseling 

is generally dependent on this special counselor/client relationship, “account[ing] for 

about twice as much as technique” (Young, 2013, p. 53).  In fact, the profession 

understands the counseling relationship between client and counselor to be more 

important than any specific counseling techniques. This relationship has many cognitive 

and affective factors, but can generally be distilled into two parts: a trained counselor 

who deeply cares for their client (Glasser, 1998; Rogers, 1995; Young, 2013) and a client 

who is interested in experiencing life changes.  

Counseling Theories and the Code of Ethics  

Western approaches to professional helping relationships have produced many 

theories of counseling and psychotherapy. Prominent historical counseling theories are 

rooted in studies of pathology, human behavior, and individualism. Theoretical 

orientations include “psychoanalytic, behavioral, humanistic, or cognitive that arose from 

Euro-American culture, [and] reflect the values, mores, customs, philosophies, and 
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language” (Sue, Ivey, Pederson, 2007, p. 4). The counseling profession is still working to 

move away from a “unicultural perspective and practice” (Marbley, 2011).  Sue et al. 

(2007) suggests that theories of multi-cultural counseling offer “culture-centered 

approaches” (p. 36) and opens counselors to “balance their self-orientated helping 

approach with a self-in-relation approach” (p. 36).  

In addition to multiple theoretical orientations, the counseling profession also has 

a Code of Ethics (ACA, 2014). The professional Code of Ethics is foundational to the 

application of any theoretical orientation in the training of new counselors and in clinical 

practice. In the following section, I will discuss the counseling code of ethics and how it 

informs the counseling of lawyers.  

Considering an Ethic of Counseling Attorneys 

Theoretical frameworks and multicultural counseling competencies shape and 

inform counseling approaches (Neukreg, 2016). The American Counseling Association’s 

Code of Ethics (2014) informs the practice, training, research, and decision making of the 

counseling profession. According to the Code (2014), counselors must “communicate 

information in ways that are both developmentally and culturally appropriate” (A.2.c, p. 

4) and must be aware of their own “values, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors” (A.4.b, p. 5) 

when counseling specific client populations. Additionally, the ACA Code (2014) 

mandates 

Counselors practice only within the boundaries of their competence, based on 
their education, training, supervised experience, state and national professional 
credentials, and appropriate professional experience. Whereas multicultural 
counseling competency is required across all counseling specialties, counselors 
gain knowledge, personal awareness, sensitivity, dispositions, and skills pertinent 
to being a culturally competent counselor. (p. 8, C.2.a.) 
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The spirit of multicultural counseling ethics is obviously referring to racial, ethnic 

and gender diversity, historical and current marginalization, and “power dynamics” 

(Comes-Diaz, 2011, p. 541) in the counseling relationship. That said, I am proposing that 

attorneys may live out of a distinct professional cultural which most professional 

counselors have not encountered or considered before. Lawyers clearly face uniquely 

grave pre-professional, professional, and derivative personal challenges, a professional 

culture with “different values frameworks” (Hendricks, Bradley, & Robertson, 2015) 

distinct from other professions, and the added power dynamic reversal whereby the 

therapeutic relationship may be compromised by the ever-present fear of litigation of the 

counselors by a lawyer client (Henderson & Thompson, 2011).  

Additionally, the ACA Code of Ethics (2014) provides guidance on the need for 

counselors to be trained in efficacious techniques and therapeutic frameworks for specific 

populations. Specifically, the Code (2014) mandates that “when providing services, 

counselors use techniques/procedures/modalities that are grounded in theory and/or have 

an empirical or scientific foundation” (p. 10, C.7.a). Cross-disciplinary mental health 

counseling programs, theories, and trainings exist for unique populations such as veterans 

(Ryan & Burrell, 2012), trauma victims (Herman, 1992; Van der Kolk, 2014), children 

with sexual behavioral challenges (Friedrich, 2007), refugees (Douglas, 2011), members 

of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender community (Comes-Diaz, 2011), and 

specific ethic, cultural, and racial groups (Comes-Diaz, 2011; Sue et al., 2013) among 

many others.  However, counselor training programs do not exist for specific professional 

cultures such as law, medicine, or other Resistant Influentials. Additionally, counselor 

training does not address unique professional experiences and the resulting personal 
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challenges that might provide important context into a client’s lack of wellbeing, 

relationship challenges, and overall mental health. Thus, when a lawyer bravely walks 

into their office seeking care, counselors might be forced to rely on anecdotes, personal 

bias and experiences, generalizations, and existing theoretical frameworks. This lack of 

preparation to serve legal professionals appears incongruent with the mandates of the 

ACA Code of Ethics (2014). Subsequently, professional counselors may need unique 

professional multicultural training to best serve attorneys.    

The uniqueness of the training and professional experiences of attorneys 

demanded inquiry into the experiences of counselors who work with his population, 

including the efficacy of counseling techniques, the nature of counseling relationships 

between counselors and attorneys, and possible therapeutic interventions that support 

attorney wellness. Further, it was important to recognize that the data on lawyer wellness 

remains somewhat insular and might not be realized in actual counseling sessions. As 

such, it was critical to hear the voices of experienced counselors on their lived 

experiences counseling attorneys.   

Call for Study 

A surprisingly few number of authors point to a need for mental health counseling 

intervention for members of the legal profession. Traditional wellness practices such as 

yoga and meditation may not hold much value for lawyers (Krueger & Sheldon, 2015). 

Counseling interventions, however, may serve as a positive intervention strategy 

(Rothstein, 2008). Hughes (2004) reports that confidential counseling in law schools 

“may help reduce stress-related issues and substance abuse problems” (p. 196). Given the 

unique personal and professional challenges of legal professionals, mental health 
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practitioners may be an important interpolation in the anxious, depressed, isolated, and 

relationally disregulated lives of attorneys.  

Krill, Albert, and Johnson (2016) and Rothstein (2008) call for the exploration 

and/or the creation of specified mental health treatment protocols for lawyers. Rothstein 

(2008) calls on researchers to explore the efficacy of mental health treatment options for 

lawyers and law students, similar to existing directed programs for physicians, and to 

develop attorney-specific “model practices” (Rothstein, 2008, p. 562). She notes 

It has been suggested that the ideal component of an effective treatment program 
for physicians include immediate intervention, evaluation and triage to an 
appropriate facility, uninterrupted therapy, family involvement, rapid re-entry into 
practice, close monitoring, and disaster plan contingency.  Are these also the ideal 
components for the legal profession? (p. 564)   
 

Krill et al. (2016) suggest a “need for tailored, profession-informed services” for legal 

professionals (p. 51). Specifically, Krill et al. (2016) appeal for “specialized treatment 

services and profession-specific guidelines” (p. 51) for lawyers in alcohol recovery. 

Organ, Jaffe, and Bender (2016) call on the multiple stakeholders in legal education and 

the legal profession to communicate the value and importance of seeking mental health 

care. Glesner (1991) and Soonpa (2004) are not content to wait until lawyers enter the 

profession before identifying specific intervention practices. They argue that law schools 

have a duty to develop specific interventions for those preparing to be members of the 

profession. Glesner (1991) suggests that “publishing the phone number of the college 

counseling center in a student handbook…is not enough” (p. 646) and that wellness 

models should be “sufficiently intense” (p. 646) for the client population.  Soonpaa 

(2004) advocates that law schools cultivate specific counseling support for law students 

in all stages of law school.   
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Despite the avalanche of scholarship lamenting the rampant mental health and 

substance abuse challenges in the legal profession, most of the literature utilizes self-

reporting social science anecdotes and omits the insights of professional counselors who 

serve attorneys (Krueger & Sheldon, 2015). Additionally, the literature on lawyer health 

generally only offers insular solutions from within the legal profession itself (i.e. calls to 

fix legal education, law firm culture, or the legal system, itself) (Bromberger, 2010; 

Flanagan, 2007). The reluctance of the legal profession to consider external expertise and 

refer struggling members of the profession to professional mental health counselors may 

be a sad, ironic twist for unwell lawyers. Once again, the legal community appears to be 

trying to solve a problem by thinking like a lawyer. In this case, lawyers are advised to 

fix themselves.   

As such, this first-of-its kind inquiry was important for several reasons. First, no 

study had explored the experiences of counselors who serve legal professionals or the 

perceived efficacy of mental health counseling interventions for this special professional 

population. Second, while limited addiction rehabilitation programs and counseling exist 

for lawyers in practice, no studies had explored whether attorneys present to counselors 

with unique mental health challenges or whether they present the same as other non-

lawyer clients. Finally, no literature on counselor training for specific occupational-

identities and the professional experiences of attorneys existed. The nexus of significant 

mental health challenges within a unique professional population, combined with the lack 

of awareness and training for mental health professionals of the common experiences and 

unique stressors of attorneys, invited exploration into the experiences of counselors who 

work with attorneys and the nature of counselor/attorney therapeutic relationships.   
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Problem Statement 

Attorneys have significant and pervasive mental health and wellness challenges. 

Lawyers perceive professional cultural barriers to mental health and wellness support. 

Accordingly, many lawyers are reluctant to seek or receive counseling support (Krill et 

al., 2016; Organ, et al., 2016; Peterson & Peterson, 2009), though they may benefit from 

professional mental health interventions and personal counseling (Delony et al., 2017; 

Jennings & Graham, 2016; Peterson & Peterson, 2009). Additionally, counselors are not 

trained on the uniquely isolating nature and disorientating rigors of the legal profession, 

and may in fact be trained to fear this population. The nexus of elevated substance abuse 

and mental-health challenges, the perceived inability to seek help, and a lack of counselor 

training into the specific intervention needs of this population may hurt both the legal 

profession and society as a whole (Beck et al., 1996; Krill et al., 2016; Rothstein, 2008).  

Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 

The purpose of this study was to explore the lived experiences, perceptions, and 

insights of licensed professional counselors who serve attorneys in professional 

counseling relationships. Specifically, I explored how counselors perceived and 

experienced attorneys within a therapeutic relationship. Additionally, I inquired about 

counselors’ perceptions of the personal and professional barriers that may prohibit 

attorneys from seeking mental health treatment and support.  Finally, I explored 

counselor recommendations for both mental health professionals who work with 

attorneys and for wellness stakeholders in the legal profession. The following research 

questions guided this study:  
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1. How do licensed professional counselors experience attorneys in counseling 

relationships, beginning with the initial appointment through the termination 

of services?   

2. How do licensed professional counselors perceive the attorney-counselor 

counseling relationship, the efficacy of specific counseling interventions, and 

therapeutic outcomes for attorneys?    

3. What recommendations do licensed professional counselors have for a) 

counselors serving attorneys, b) attorneys considering or experiencing 

counseling, and c) mental health change agents in the legal profession?  

Significance of the Study 

This study was a first-of-its-kind exploration into the nature and experience of 

counselors working with attorneys. Previous to this study, there was no existing literature 

that gave voice to mental health professionals who serve attorneys, or to otherwise 

educate mental health professionals about the experiences of counseling attorneys. As 

such, this study is significant for two populations: stakeholders in the legal profession and 

stakeholders in the counseling profession.   

For the legal profession, this study provides insight into the unique, outsider voice 

of counselors who work with legal professionals. This voice offers insights into how non-

lawyers experience attorneys. Findings suggest that counseling attorneys is akin to 

serving any other professional populations, and despite the many professional and 

personal challenges lawyers face in their chosen profession, individual lawyers actually 

share the same challenges, fears, and obstacles as any number of other clients. The 

findings also suggest that lawyers are unique individuals and clients, and share 
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similarities with other people of power. Regarding mental health counselors, this study 

offers introductory insight and guidance to inform traditional counseling training towards 

better support of legal professionals and in turn, exploration of other unique professional 

populations. This study also offers recommendations for stakeholders in the legal and 

counseling professions, as well as for further studies into curricular or co-curricular 

changes in legal education and counseling education that may address mental health 

challenges of the professional before they start. Finally, this study provides directional 

support for new discussions on experiential bias awareness training, professional identity 

development, and counseling people of power (Resistant Influentials).     

Theoretical Framework 

 William Glasser’s Choice Theory (1998, 1985, 1965) and Irvin Yalom’s (2009) 

The Gift of Therapy: An Open Letter to a New Generation of Therapists and Their 

Patients served as the theoretical frameworks for this study. The legal profession is built 

on a foundation of extrinsic reward, an isolating professional culture, and traumatizing 

work. This challenging intersection can result in damaged interpersonal relationships and 

poor personal mental health. Glasser’s Choice Theory offered an interesting window into 

the mental health issues of lawyers. Viewing the adversarial mindset and the personal and 

professional thoughts and behaviors of lawyers though this framework provided a unique 

context for counselors serving the legal profession.  

Additionally, Yalom is the father of existential psychology and an important and 

transparent voice speaking into the practice of modern psychotherapy and professional 

mental health practitioners. In 2009, Yalom published The Gift of Therapy as a 

transparent open letter to counselors on his experiences and lessons as a gifted therapist 
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and researcher, a client, a university professor, and writer. His experiences and 

recommendations served as a reflective guide for exploring the reported experiences of 

the counselor participants.     

Choice Theory. Choice Theory (1998) posits that every person has five basic 

needs: survival, love (sex in context and belonging), power, freedom, and fun (Robey, 

Burdenski, Britzman, Crowell, Smith-Cisse, 2011; Glasser, 1998).  The pursuit, 

attainment, and loss of any of these basic needs provides the impetus for human behavior 

(Robey et al., 2011). Glasser (1998) states “that, for all practical purposes, we choose 

everything we do, including the misery we feel” (p. 3). People do not act against their 

own interests because of external signals (Wubbolding, 2007), including the usual 

suspects of oppressive cultural forces, purveyors of macro- or micro injustice, or their 

personal histories. Instead, Glasser (1985) suggests that “all unhappy people have the 

same problem: They are unable to get along well with the people they want to get along 

well with” (p. 5). When people outsource their sense of worth, belonging, freedom, or 

love to be defined by others, they commit to an external-control, signal/response 

psychology that invariably leaves them unfulfilled. Thus, according to Glasser, true and 

loving relationships are the key to joy and fulfilment, as they provide context for 

harnessing the interplay between behavior, cognition, emotional responses, and our 

biochemistry (Glasser, 1985; Grills, Villanueva, Anderson, Corsbie-Massay, Smith, 

Johnson, & Owens, 2015).   

In Choice Theory (1998), behavior is both a language and a decision. In contrast 

to much of the current psychological zeitgeist, behavior is never someone else’s fault, the 

result of faulty cognitive wiring, or a physiological or biochemical error. Further, 
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behavior is not “aimless or arbitrary” (Wubbolding, 2007, p. 253). Instead, people behave 

intentionally (not to be confused with consciously) to fulfill particular desires 

(Wubbolding, 2007) and get what they want (Glasser, 1985). Glasser further suggests that 

a person will destroy themselves in pursuit of their basic needs. A person with an eating 

disorder for example, may ruin their health chasing feelings of power and control over 

their bodies and environment. A disorderly child will fracture relationships with loved 

ones in desperate search for visibility, acknowledgment, and relationship – even if the 

engagements are negative.  

Additionally, Glasser (1965) does not believe in the existence of omnipresent 

mental illness. He suggests that people choose to be depressed, choose anxiety, choose to 

be nervous, choose to “obsess and compulse” (1985, p. 136), and choose to activate 

“headaching, backaching, or other painful feelings” (1985, p. 137). Such coping 

behaviors provide a means of obtaining one of their basic needs or coping with their lack 

of met needs. Making choices that have corresponding physiological and biochemical 

reactions (such as the serotonin release that accompanies a person’s choice to depress or 

anger) allows a person to avoid dealing with the true obstructions in their lives, including 

broken relationships/lack of love and belonging, loss of freedom or control, lack of 

autonomy, and no recreation.   

Glasser (1985) further suggests that “although depressing gives…some control, it 

does so at a very high price: misery” (p. 145). People then seek to cure “misery” through 

drugs, alcohol, mental illness, unhealthy work hours, and other maladaptive behaviors, 

instead of doing the heavy lifting of mending relationships, seeking deep and true 

belonging and love, and exploring avenues for freedom and joy. A counselor who utilizes 
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the Control Theory framework and concomitantly practices Reality Therapy (Glasser, 

1965) commits to three main tenants: deep love and care for the client; a willingness to 

serve as a moral compass for the client; and serving as an educator who is willing to 

teach better ways of living.   

Choice Theory (1985), as noted above, provided a unique and interesting lens to 

explore the mental health experiences of lawyers and the resulting experiences of 

professional counselors who work with them in a clinical context. Attorneys are highly 

educated and terminally degreed, skilled in combative social exchange, and may be 

exceedingly conscious of their metacognition and the connections between their 

behavioral choices and the deleterious results of their behavior. In this study, I was 

specifically interested in how counselors feel and experience attorneys in this 

professional relationship and ultimately, whether the tenants of Choice Theory were 

expressed in the counselors’ experiences with attorneys.   

The Gift of Therapy. Using a published book is a non-traditional theoretical 

framework for a study of this kind. Yalom is best known for his groundbreaking work in 

group therapy and in existential psychotherapy. However, instead of using Yalom’s 

theoretical works, I instead chose to use his personal reflections, concerns, 

recommendations, and experiences described in his 2009 book The Gift of Therapy: An 

Open Letter to a New Generation of Therapists and Their Patients.  

 This book offers a “book of tips” (xviii) for new therapists. Here, Yalom mines 

almost 50 years of therapeutic experience, and offers “an idiosyncratic mélange of ideas 

and techniques” (xix) that he has found valuable across his career. The book is “long on 

technique and short on theory” (xix) and distilled into 85 easily digestible snippets of 
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advice, instruction, and recommendations. Yalom loosely grouped his material into five 

undefined sections: The nature of the counselor/client therapeutic relationship; existential 

exploration of death and meaning; recurring issues in counseling; dream work in 

counseling; and the “hazards and privileges of being a therapist” (xx).    

 Like Glasser, Yalom’s work has been influential in my development as a new 

counseling professional. Yalom eschews the modern movement of cheap, expedient 

solution-driven therapy; he laments the demise of professional psychiatry into a 

transactional pill dispensary; and he is deeply transparent, in both his fiction and his 

scholarly work, about his own successes and failures as a professional therapist. 

Undergirding everything is Yalom’s deep belief in the transformative nature of a safe, 

loving, and reciprocal therapeutic relationship. I resonate with his heart and experiences. 

The Gift of Therapy represents the lived experience of a leading therapist and served as a 

reflective marker by which to explore the reported experiences, perceptions, and insights 

of my participants 

Methodological Framework 

 A constructivist theoretical framework guided this exploration into the 

experiences of mental health professionals who counsel attorneys.  Theoretical 

frameworks contextualize and align “an interrelated set of assumptions, concepts, values, 

and practices that comprise a way of viewing reality” (Schwandt, 2007, p. 121).  

Theoretical structure provides context for how research is conducted, why research 

protocols were implemented, and how research data will be analyzed.  

Constructivist theoretical perspective. This study was framed by an 

interpretative, constructivist paradigm (Schwandt, 2007). While “there is no clear 
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definition” (Reagan, 1999, p. 414), constructivism posits that knowledge is constructed 

(Guba, 1990). A constructivist theoretical perspective acknowledges that all knowing is 

filtered through a complex and evolving matrix of previous and future experiences, 

previous knowledge, genetics and biophysiology, culture, and environment.  

Constructivism then “holds that all knowledge claims and their evaluation take place 

within a conceptual framework through which the world is described and explained” 

(Schwandt, 2007, p. 38). People “invent concepts, models, and schemes to make sense of 

experience” (Schwandt, 2007, p. 38), and such frameworks are always being tested 

against new experiences and environments.  

 In this study, I recognized that each counselor constructed their reality as they 

experienced it. Thus, I took the participants at their word and faithfully explored and 

reported each participant’s experiences, perceptions, and recommendations. Data 

emerged from semi-structured interviews and observations (Merriam, 2009), candid and 

reflective interpretation of the data in my research journal, and my experiences 

navigating the study. I analyzed research data through a constructivist lens.  

Delimitations 

 Delimitations are features of a research study controlled by the researcher that 

bound and limit the range of the inquiry (Simon, 2011). In this study, I explored licensed 

professional counselors who are currently or have been in a therapeutic relationship with 

licensed attorneys, across a 16-state band of the southern United States. I intentionally 

sought multiple experienced professional counselors from different clinical settings to 

obtain broad, rich, and thick (Merriam, 2009) data on their experiences. It is critical to 

note that I have experience with attorneys as a doctoral student in a clinical counseling 
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setting, in professional coaching/mentoring relationships, and in personal and 

professional relationships. Therefore, my insights as a counseling student were combined 

with my deep personal and professional familiarity with legal professionals. 

Undoubtedly, the interplay of my past and current experiences influenced the data 

collection, interpretation, and analysis.  

Limitations 

This instrumental case study was bound by region, cost, time, professional 

licensure, and clientele. Specifically, I limited the scope of study to licensed professional 

counselors in the southern United States. As such, the findings of this study may not be 

transferable to other mental health professionals, other attorneys, or other related 

occupations. Additionally, this study may also be limited by available data sources.  My 

chief source of data was ethnographic interviews. Due to privacy laws governing clinical 

mental health records, I was unable to corroborate participant experiences with actual 

case notes, client interviews, or other confidential sources. Therefore, I triangulated the 

data using member checks, deep engagement with my personal research journal, and 

multiple interviews.    

Definitions of Terms 

1. Attorney, lawyer, legal professional: An individual who is a licensed attorney or 

law student. I used these three words interchangeably throughout this dissertation.   

2. Licensed professional counselor, counselor, professional counselor: A 

professional counselor who has completed the necessary educational and 

licensure requirements to be licensed as a professional counselor. I used these 

names interchangeably, along with therapist and/or psychotherapist  
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3. Therapeutic relationship: A professional helping relationship whereby a 

licensed professional counselor or counseling student provides a variety of 

counseling services to a paying client(s).  

4. ACA Code of Ethics: The professional code that guides the American 

Counseling Association, and thereby, the counseling profession. The Code 

provides guidance on the ethical practice of professional counselors, counselor 

educators, counseling students, and researchers. Additionally, the Code provides 

guidance for ethical, legal, and professional complaints, grievances, and other 

inquiries related to members of the counseling profession. Finally, the Code 

“serves as an ethical guide” (p. 3) to support the continued evolution of the 

counseling profession (ACA Code of Ethics, 2014).    

5. Professional orientation: The guiding ethos, cultural mores, and practices of an 

individual profession.     

6. Mental health challenges: General psychopathologies including pathological 

anxiety, depression, substance abuse, and other mental health problems that might 

not be diagnostic in nature, but that provide a barrier to a fully-functional and well 

life.  

7. Multi-cultural counseling competencies: Counseling knowledge and skills that 

considers other cultures, experiences, biases, issues of power, and values in the 

counselor/client relationship.  

Organization of the Study 

 This dissertation contains five chapters, including this introductory chapter. 

Chapter two offers a review of the research literature on the counseling profession, the 
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therapeutic relationship, multi-cultural counseling, theoretical approaches to counseling, 

and counseling special populations. Additionally, chapter two provides a review of the 

literature on professional counseling, the personal challenges of being a counselor, the 

personal expectations of counselors, wellness in legal education and the legal profession, 

and the multi-tiered call for the study. In chapter three, I discuss the methodological 

framework that guided this study. Further, in chapter three I offer a detailed description 

of how I conducted this inquiry, including the procedures I used for gathering and 

analyzing the data. In chapter four, I present the findings of the study. This includes 

descriptions of each participant and emergent themes. Finally, in chapter five I provide a 

brief summary of the study, answers to the research questions, and recommendations for 

stakeholders in the counseling and legal professions. I conclude chapter five with 

implications of this study, as well as recommendations for future research.      
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CHAPTER II  

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 In this study, I explored the lived experiences of licensed professional counselors 

who serve lawyers in a professional counseling relationship. I provided counselors an 

opportunity to speak across three unique areas. First, I was interested in the bias, 

experiences, perceptions, fears, and otherwise mundane experiences of counselors who 

serve lawyers. Second, I investigated the insights of professional counselors for the best 

therapeutic practices, interventions, and outcomes for attorneys in counseling. I was 

further interested in the experienced victories and failures of counseling lawyers.  Finally, 

counselor participants provided recommendations for serving the mental health needs of 

attorneys, both in and out of the counseling relationship.  

This chapter provides a review of the literature related to my study. It is divided 

into four distinct sections, each with multiple subheadings. The main subsections of this 

literature review are Counseling, Mental Health in the Legal Profession, and Making the 

Case. In the Counseling section, I provide a brief history of the counseling profession, 

insight into the counseling ethos, the efficacy and mechanics of counseling, the 

therapeutic and theoretical approaches to counseling, and a brief primer on multicultural 

counseling. Additionally, I present literature on the counselor as a person, including the 

ideal characteristics, personal challenges, wellness, and ethical decision making of being 

a counselor, an exploration of the therapeutic relationship, and a brief discussion on 

counseling special populations and the counseling environment. Further, I explore the 

literature on the state of mental health in the legal profession. Here, I introduce the 

extensive literature depicting poor mental health across legal education and the legal 
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profession, the legal education origins of the mental health crisis, the pervasiveness of 

stress and pessimistic thinking in the profession, and the barriers and stigma of lawyers 

receiving mental health support. Next, I explore potential challenges of professional 

counselors serving attorneys, the lack of counselor training for this unique population, 

and potential counselor bias. Finally, I connect the multiple gaps in the literature that 

came together to form the impetus for this study.       

Professional Clinical Mental Health Counseling 

Inquiries into the inner workings of the human mind are found in ancient 

Egyptian wisdom literature (Neukreg, 2016) and continue through the most recent cutting 

edge neurological and neurobiological brain science (Ivey, Bradford Ivey, & Zalaquett, 

2018). The earliest human civilizations looked to “myths, magic, belief in spirits, 

ritualism, and sacred art” (Neukreg, 2016, p. 31) to make sense of their thoughts, 

behaviors, and feelings, and their interactions with the world. The search for answers and 

explanations continues as modern mental health researchers explore chemical, 

environmental, physiological, sociological, and psychological explanations of human 

behavior and the condition of the human heart and mind (Neukreg, 2016; Yalom, 2009). 

Mental health practitioners of all types, including religious healers, shamans, 

philosophers, physical healers, medicine dispensers, and psychological inquisitors, have 

sought – and continue to sell – solutions to problems of the human psyche (Neukreg, 

2016; Passer & Smith, 2004) 

For more than one hundred and fifty years, professional psychological and mental 

health guilds have proliferated across the western world. Modern iterations of 

professional “psychological helpers” (Young, 2013, p. 30), including licensed 
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professional counselors, interviewers, marriage and family therapists, psychotherapists, 

clinical social workers, psychoanalysts, psychologists, psychiatrists, leadership coaches, 

and pastoral counselors (Ivey & Ivey, 2007; Neukreg, 2016) have permeated modern 

culture as experts in human mental health and change (Miller & Rollnick, 2013). These 

medical and mental health professionals direct and/or support clients or patients to 

consider cognitive and behavioral change (Miller & Rollnick, 2013). Uniquely, 

counseling seeks to consider human change with an optimistic, integrated wellness 

orientation. This integrated approach seeks “optimal health and well-being, in which 

body, mind, and spirit are integrated by the individual so that he or she may live life more 

fully within the human and natural community” (Ivey & Ivey, 2007, p. 48). This wellness 

orientation, or “psychotherapy for normal people” (Young, 2013, p. 32), is a relatively 

recent shift in focus for mental health practitioners.   

Clinical mental health counseling is a professional helping relationship, usually 

between a licensed mental health professional and a client(s), who work together in a 

therapeutic alliance to accomplish the client’s goals (Kottler & Brown, 2000). 

Professional clinical mental health counseling is one of the newest iterations of human 

psychological interventions, emerging from both Frank Parsons vocational guidance roots 

(Neukreg, 2016) and Carl Rogers (1995). As a professional term, “counseling” has a 

unique professional nature but is now used interchangeably with psychotherapy (Young, 

2013), therapy (Yalom, 2009), and interviewing (Ivey & Ivey, 2007). Professional 

counseling draws heavily from the literature and practice of psychology (Neukreg, 2016). 

Counseling, like all helping professions, has ethical codes that guide the profession 

(Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 2011; Hendricks, Bradley, & Robertson, 2015).    
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 The specialized practice of counseling is defined in several ways. Young (2013) 

suggests that counseling is “professional helping services provided by trained individuals 

who have contracts with their clients to assist them in attaining their goals” (Young, 

2013, p. 32). Corey (2013) offers counseling as “an intimate form of learning” (p. 18). 

Additionally, counseling focuses on “identifying areas of growth rather than dysfunction” 

(Young, 2013, p. 32) and utilizes the therapeutic relationship to facilitate change in both 

the client and the counselor (Rogers, 1996; Yalom, 2009). Counseling is concerned with 

human narratives and the lived stories and experiences of clients (Ivey & Ivey, 2007).  In 

a departure from counseling’s modern psychoanalytic roots, counseling emphasizes a 

future orientation. Yalom (2009) laments much of psychotherapy’s overreliance on the 

past to the detriment of helping a client look towards a more optimistic tomorrow. This 

future-oriented approach of counseling is critically important because  

Through the conversation that is interviewing and counseling, it is possible to 
rewrite and rethink old stories in new, more positive and proactive narratives. The 
result can be deeper awareness of emotional experience, more useful ways of 
thinking, and new behavioral actions. (Ivey & Ivey, 2007, p. 12) 
 

Professional counseling has a distinct professional ethos and culture that distinguishes it 

from other helping professions. 

The Fluid Ethos of Professional Counseling  

Simply stated, “the essence of counseling is change” (Fernald, 2000, p. 174). 

Change happens both in the client and, if done optimally, in the counselor, as well 

(Nelson & Southern, 2008; Yalom, 2009). As noted above, professional counselors 

attempt to bring optimism, hope, a wellness orientation, and a focus on the future to help 

a diverse range of individuals and groups. This ranges from helping normal “people cope 
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with normal problems” (Ivey & Ivey, 2007, p. 15), to serving those with significant 

mental illnesses. Counseling is rooted in “the belief that positive growth and change can 

best take place in an atmosphere of acceptance, respect, genuineness, and empathetic 

understanding” (Nelson & Southern, 2008, p. 105). This laser-focus on “the self 

identified needs of the client or client family” (Nelson & Southern, 2008, p. 105) is key. 

Counselors do not impose their beliefs, therapeutic techniques, or philosophies on clients. 

They enter a client’s space with humility, grace, and “humanity” (Pierce, 2016, p. 136). 

Modern society encourages individualism and isolation, leading to loneliness and a 

number of physical and psychological conditions (Cacioppo & Patrick, 2008). 

Counseling provides an environment to deeply engage another person, connect at a 

human level, and find a common humanity in the pain of anxiety, anger, social ills, 

depression, and trauma. This relational engagement helps reveal hope amidst the 

challenges of relationships, child rearing, job and identity loss, and death (Kottler & 

Brown, 2000).  Ivey & Ivey (2007) “firmly believe that problem resolution and client 

change can best be affected through a wellness and positive psychological approach that 

provides a ‘center’ for clients…Clients who know themselves and meet the challenges of 

life” (p. xvii).  

Prior to the emergence of counseling’s unique professional orientation, the 

helping professions were developed with a focus on pathology; that is an exploration of 

what is wrong with a client. This interventionist approach makes up the bulk of medical 

model’s interposition. Here, a patient has a problem (pathology) and they come to a 

service provider (psychologist, doctor, etc.) for a solution. Professional counseling rejects 

this approach, for “a focus on the medical model restricts therapeutic practice because it 
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stresses deficits rather than strengths” (Corey, 2013, p. 7). Unlike other mental health 

approaches, counseling is not exclusively for someone who is ill or broken (Rogers, 

1996). That said, as the counseling profession has become more professionalized, 

respected, and accepted, counselors have been asked to serve a wide range of clients, 

including those experiencing severe psychological disorders, those needing insurance 

reimbursements (Yalom, 2009), court mandated criminal visits, trauma, and sex-offender 

rehabilitation. Unfortunately, the trend of the profession is towards a pathology-focused, 

medical-therapeutic model of care.  

As noted above, in recent years, insurance companies and medical payment 

models have influenced many of the mental health helping professions. This has pushed 

counselors to create “briefer and more economical” (Passer & Smith, 2004, p. 556) 

therapeutic approaches. This external economic influence has created a convergence of 

distinct discipline ethos into a more homogenized mental health approach that cuts 

through and across most helping professions. On the whole, helping professions continue 

to be focused on pathology identification, diagnostics, and limited sessions for insurance 

modeling. As such, a relatively rapid coming together and professionalization of 

professional counseling, psychotherapy, clinical psychology, marriage and family 

therapy, clinical social workers, and other important helping professions appears to be 

occurring. This professionalization has elevated professional counselors in stature and 

expectation while simultaneously causing identity issues across the psychotherapeutic 

professions. This relatively rapid expansion of respect and influence has created a fluid, 

transitioning ethos across the profession that some see as a crisis of professional identity 

(Nelson & Southern, 2008).     
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Factors Which Influence Persons to Seek Counseling 

As I discuss counseling, a salient question emerges: Why would someone seek 

counseling? The simple answer is that counseling is generally effective (Ivey et al., 

2018). Successful counseling helps individuals become more connected to their past and 

more active and engaged in the creation of their future (Rogers, 1996). Indeed, people 

seek counseling for a number of different purposes. Lew & Bettner (1993) suggest that 

all people search for belonging, continuous improvement, and meaning, and these 

manifest themselves in unique ambitions or purposes. Some individuals attend counseling 

with very specific therapeutic goals, while others may not be able to articulate their 

reasoning for making an appointment. Clients may have been mandated to attend, or they 

may simply be in pain and seeking existential, personal, relational, or physical relief 

(Corey, 2013). Individuals who do experience counseling may learn to connect 

personally, social, emotionally, spiritually, and biochemically with themselves, the 

counselor, and over time, with those they seek to be in relationship with outside of the 

counseling relationship (Glasser, 1985; Rogers, 1996; Yalom, 2009). 

The Mechanics of Counseling  

 Effective psychotherapy is comprised of three distinct components: theoretical 

approaches and therapeutic techniques (Erford, 2015; Kottler & Brown, 2000), the person 

of the counselor (Rogers, 1996), and the therapeutic relationship between the client and 

the counselor (Rogers, 1996; Yalom, 2009). Each of these components has their own 

distinct lines of inquiry and emphasis. As such, I detail each of these components below.  
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Counseling Techniques and Theoretical Orientations 

Counseling techniques. Counseling techniques are specific procedures designed 

to effectively help a client reach their goals (Erford, 2015). Techniques are born from a 

theoretical foundation and should be  “integrative in nature” (Erford, 2015, p. v). 

Counselors utilize counseling techniques “to persuade, inform, arouse, motivate, and 

encourage their clients and to thoroughly assess their issues and backgrounds” (Young, 

2013, p. 32). Specific counseling techniques include improvisation (Bayne & Jangha, 

2016), thought stopping (Bakker, 2009), reframing (Corey, 2013), and journaling (Kerner 

& Fitzpatrick, 2007), among many others. As noted above, clients have a wide range of 

individual needs and personal responses to their unique challenges.  As such, counseling 

professionals should be skilled in multiple counseling techniques and interventions to 

meet a broad range of client needs (Corey, 2013). Corey (2013) further suggests 

Some practitioners make the mistake of relying on one type of intervention 
(supportive, confrontational, information giving) for most clients with whom they 
work. In reality, different clients may respond better to one type of intervention 
than to another. Even during the course of an individual’s therapy, different 
interventions may be needed at different times.  (p. 8) 
  
Two foundational techniques undergird the counseling profession: listening and 

interviewing (Bayne & Jangha, 2016; Ivey & Ivey, 2007; Miller & Moyers, 2017). 

Despite years of training and theoretical expertise, sometimes “simply listening carefully 

and empathetically is enough to produce meaningful change” (Ivey & Ivey, 2007, p. 12). 

Listening is a skill that requires practice, genuine care for the client and patience (Rogers, 

1996; Yalom, 2009).  

Theoretical counseling orientations. Theoretical counseling orientations are “a 

blueprint for action” (Kottler & Brown, 2000, p. 106). Kottler and Brown (2000) note 
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The counselor’s choices of interventions, reactions, analysis, and understanding 
all flow logically from a theoretical model of what people are like, what is good 
for them, and what conditions are likely to influence them in a self-determined, 
desirable direction. (p. 106) 
 
There are hundreds of theoretical approaches across the mental health helping 

professions (Young, 2013), and they continue to proliferate. Examples of important 

theoretical orientations and approaches include psychoanalytic (Freud, 1954), emotion-

focused (Greenberg & Watson, 2005), motivational interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 

2013), existential (Frankl, 2000; Yalom, 2009), Gestalt (Perls, 1969; Polster & Polster, 

1972), choice theory and reality therapy (Glasser, 1985), dialectical behavior therapy 

(Linehan, 2015), rational emotive behavior theory (Ellis, 1995), and play therapy 

(Strauss, 1999), among others. A concern with theoretical orientations is the dogmatic or 

authoritarian use of a particular orientation that does not fit with a particular client’s 

needs.   

Central to modern counseling is Carl Rogers’s person centered or client-centered 

(1980) approach to counseling (Erford, 2015; Nelson & Southern, 2008). This approach 

was predicated on three Rogerian principles: empathy, genuineness, and unconditional 

positive regard (Erford, 2015; Fernald, 2000; Rogers, 1996). The person-centered 

approach is often incorrectly taught as a set of techniques or dogmas. Rogers was 

apprehensive of the mechanization and cultification of the person-centered approach for 

this reason. In contrast to a set of rules,    

The person-centered approach is primarily an attitude, a way of being in 
relationship. For Rogers, empathy, genuineness, and unconditional positive regard 
are not techniques. Rather they are human qualities. The emphasis is not on what 
the counselor does; it is on who he or she is in the moment. (Fernald, 2000, p. 
178)  
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Rogers (1995) suggests that people seek to become “a process rather than a 

product” (p. 122) and that counseling “is a unique and dynamic experience, different for 

each individual, yet exhibiting a lawfulness and order” (p. 74). He described counselors 

descriptively, yet ambiguously, with adjectives including warm, genuine, welcoming, and 

accepting. This counselor and client partnership, otherwise known as the therapeutic 

relationship (further discussed below), becomes the medicinal agent.     

Common factors. A “common factors approach” (Prochaska & Norcross, 2007, p. 

478) to counseling looks at the shared characteristics of multiple counseling approaches 

in order to “create more parsimonious and efficacious treatments based on those 

commonalities” (p. 478). Importantly, this approach focuses on what is the same between 

different theories – as opposed to what is unique. This helps counselors determine what 

tools they should use with individual clients.  

Historically, efficacy differences between theories were often because of unique 

counselor differences across different approaches, “theoretical allegiance” (p. 479), and 

poor research study design (Prochaska & Norcross, 2007). Ultimately, a “common factors 

approach” (p. 478) seeks to identify the key features of the client change process. Four 

common factors “lie at the heart and soul of change” (p. 480). They are: the life of the 

client, the therapeutic relationship, the presence of hope and belief in change, and the 

appropriate use of counseling theories and practices (Prochaska & Norcross, 2007).  

The common factors approach pushes a counselor from their personal theoretical 

comforts and towards a more client-centric model. As noted above, this is a shift in the 

profession from a centralized framework-based approach to a more eccentric or multi-
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tool approach. Counselors should focus on client needs “instead of assuming that the 

right theory or method leads to favorable results” (Prochaska & Norcross, 2007, p. 480). 

The natural progression of a person-centered is the development of individual of 

multicultural perspectives. Multicultural perspectives provide an expanded understanding 

of a person, both in their personal and cultural values and in their personal wellness and 

goals. In the following section, I describe the recent emergence of multicultural 

counseling and the impact both on the profession and on individual clients.  

Multi-cultural counseling. In recent years, the counseling profession has 

increasingly focused on multicultural counseling competencies (Neukreg, 2016). The 

acknowledgment and development of multicultural competencies and action has marked 

such a profound shift in the profession that Pederson (1991) and Neukreg (2016) suggest 

that multicultural frameworks and social justice (the resulting action) have become the 

“fourth and fifth transformations of the counseling profession” (Neukreg, 2016, p. 92), 

respectively. A multi-cultural counseling framework refers to a counselor’s 

understanding, feelings, and abilities to recognize and bracket their personal bias, morals, 

and ideals. Additionally, multi-cultural counselors actively engage the heritage, values, 

and lived experiences of the client, and implement culturally competent counseling 

practices (Corey, Schnieder-Corey, & Callanan, 2011; Neukreg, 2016). Ivey & Ivey 

(2007) suggest 

Cultural contexts may include many dimensions of diversity including, but not 
restricted to, age, ethnicity/race, gender, geographical location or community, 
language, sexual orientation, spiritual/religious beliefs, socioeconomic situation, 
physical ability, and experience with traumatic situations. (p. 10) 
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A number of multicultural orientations have been adapted to the counseling 

profession.  Emergent counseling frameworks include feminist counseling theory (Zerbe 

Enns, 1993), queer theory counseling (Carroll and Gilroy, 2001), and multicultural 

counseling (Sue, Arrendondo, & McDavis, 1992) approaches. Such theoretical 

frameworks offer new models for hearing and being in relationship with clients. 

Additionally, the frameworks offer new ways for counselors to consider and “examine 

their expectations, attitudes, biases, and assumption about the counseling process and 

about persons from diverse groups (Corey, 2013, p. 25). With intentionality and a focus 

on the client, this reflective examination will direct counselors towards new abilities and 

openness to better serve all clients (Corey, Schnieder-Corey, and Callanan, 2011; 

Neukreg, 2016). Hendricks et al. (2015) believes that all counseling students should be 

trained to practice from a multicultural lens. They suggest that deep, reflective ethical 

training must not only be taught in a single topical course but that multicultural 

perspectives should be embedded throughout both their graduate training and in 

continuing education programs. Neukreg (2016) offers an acronym for working with 

diverse clients: RESPECTFUL. The acronym identifies the following multicultural 

variables: Religious/spiritual identity, Economic class background, Sexual identity, 

Psychological development, Ethnic and racial identity, Chronological and developmental 

challenges, Trauma/safety/wellbeing, Family background, Unique physical 

characteristics, and Location of residence and language differences (p. 468). 

The Counselor as a Person  

Who is a professional counselor? As noted above, professional counselors are 

licensed professional helpers, generally with a graduate degree in counseling or a related 
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field, and licensed by their state. Counselors are trained as helping professionals who 

ideally model hopeful, well living in their own lives. Counselor education programs “are 

tasked with ensuring students meet standards for knowledge and skilled application of 

various content areas” (Bayne & Jangha, 2016, p. 250). The American Counseling 

Association Code of Ethics (2014) provides the professional standards of the profession 

that both guides and binds counseling practitioners, graduate students, researchers, and 

educators. Beyond ethical codes, techniques, and theoretical orientations, “what 

counseling is and how it works depend to a large extent on the personal characteristics of 

the counselor” (Kottler & Brown, 2000, p. 19).       

Ideal characteristics of professional counselors. Professional counselors must 

be empathetic, genuine, honest, have a sense of humor, exhibit neutrality and creativity, 

demonstrate compassion, and be able to bracket their own values and beliefs (Bayne & 

Jangha, 2016; Kottler & Brown, 2000; Rogers, 1996; Yalom, 2009). Becoming a 

professional counselor “means making a commitment to a lifestyle” (Kottler & Brown, 

2000, p. 6). This lifestyle includes a pledge to being responsible, open, and continually 

willing to confront one’s own demons. Additionally, this commitment includes modeling 

growth-oriented behavior, both inside and outside the counseling suite (Kottler & Brown, 

2000; Yalom, 2009). It is this positive and public modeling that makes someone a 

“therapeutic person” (Corey, 2013, p. 35). Accordingly, counselors are trained of the 

ethical and missional obligation to continually grow, develop personally and 

professionally, and to always seek to improve as a counselor (Ivey & Ivey, 2007). They 

are also trained to understand the consistent need for supervision, consultation, 

professional community, and personal attention to their own wellness.  
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This promise to be introspective and committed to continuous growth “is an 

integral and foundational part of the development of the professional counselor” (Pierce, 

2016, p. 136). The personal and professional journey to become a licensed counselor is 

not a destination, but instead, is the gateway to a lifetime ontological commitment to 

always becoming (Rogers, 1995). As previously noted, counseling is founded on timeless 

human principles, yet is also a rapidly changing and transitioning profession (Nelson & 

Southern, 2008). As such, counselors must be both professional helpers and life-long 

travelers – or clients - as well.  

In addition to being trained reflective travelers (Yalom, 2009), counselors must 

also be believers in a person’s ability to change (Ivey et al., 2018). This belief must be 

both are both authentic and sincere. Rogers (1995) suggests  

The more that the client perceives the therapist as real or genuine, as empathetic, 
as having an unconditional regard for him, the more the client will move away 
from a static, fixed, unfeeling, impersonal type of functioning, and the more he 
will move toward a way of functioning marked by a fluid, changing, acceptant 
experiencing of differentiated personal feelings. The consequence of this 
movement is an alteration in personality and behavior in the direction of psychic 
health and maturity and more realistic relationships to self, others, and the 
environment. (p. 66) 
 
Corey (2013), Frank (1981), and Kottler and Brown (2000) offer unique lists of 

personal attributes of effective counselors. Jerome Frank (1981) postulates a list of six 

common attributes of counselor efficacy that cut across particular theoretical approaches. 

The six traits include keeping a deep and robust relationship between the counselor and 

the client; helping the client to believe in the efficacy of counseling and the importance of 

their role in getting well; helping a client grow in their own abilities to be successful in 

their lives; offering new psychoeducation and learning; providing a client awakening of 
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feelings and expression; and finally, offering space for trying on new ways of acting and 

behaving in the world. Kottler & Brown (2000) offer their own six attributes of 

professional counselors. They suggest that counselors make a personal and professional 

commitment to a way of being; they strive for personal and professional excellence; they 

are committed to neutrality and not giving advice; they appropriate support for personal 

needs; they are comfortable with discomfort, and they have an ability to deal with 

ambiguity, distraction, and vagueness (p. 6-11). Finally, Corey (2013) offers a list of 

fourteen personal characteristics of efficacious counselors. He suggests that “effective 

therapists have an identity; respect and appreciate themselves; are open to change; make 

choices that are life oriented; [and] are authentic, sincere, and honest” (p. 20). 

Additionally, Corey (2013) suggests that counselors have a  

Sense of humor; make mistakes and are willing to admit them; generally live in 
the present; appreciate the influence of culture; have a sincere interest in the 
welfare of others, based on respect, care, trust, and a real valuing of others; 
possess effective interpersonal skills; become deeply involved in their work and 
derive meaning from it (they can accept the rewards flowing from their work, yet 
they are not slaves to their work); are passionate; [and] are able to maintain 
healthy boundaries. (p. 20)  
 
The personal challenges of being a counselor. Counseling is a personal, self-

reflecting (Young, 2013) profession. Counseling practitioners are expected to dig into 

their own lives and be prepared to face their fears (Kottler & Brown, 2000) as they work 

with different clients day in and day out.  Most psychotherapists have personally utilized 

counseling services (Corey, 2013). Yalom (2009) suggests that counselors “must be 

familiar with their own dark side and be able to empathize with all human wishes and 

impulses” (p. 40). The majority of counselors report that this type of intimate engagement 

with other helping professionals results in “positive outcomes” (Corey, 2013, p. 21).  
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While counseling may be constructive and positive, counselors must attend to 

their own mental health after daily listening to the experiences, challenges, anxieties, 

traumas, and fears of clients. Inherent in the profession is an honest acknowledgment of 

the potential mental health challenges that come with the decision to become a therapist. 

Corey (2013) suggests  

Through our work as therapists, we can expect to confront our own unexplored 
personal blocks such as loneliness, power, death, and intimate relationships. This 
does not mean that we need to be free of conflicts before we can counsel others, 
but we should be aware of what these conflicts are and how they are likely to 
affect us as persons and counselors. For example, if we have great difficulty 
dealing with anger or conflict, we may not be able to assist clients who are 
dealing with anger or with relationships in conflict. (p. 21)  
 
The responsibilities, commitments, and challenges of the profession mentioned in 

the above section are difficult, uncomfortable, and painful. Rogers (1995) notes how 

deeply challenging the personal heart work of a counselor will be.  He says 

The degree to which I can create relationships which facilitate the growth of 
others as separate persons is a measure of the growth I have achieved in myself.  
In some respects this is a disturbing thought but it is also a promising or 
challenging one. It would indicate that if I am interested in creating helping 
relationships I have a fascinating lifetime job ahead of me, stretching and 
developing my potentialities in the direction of growth. (Rogers, 1961, p. 56) 
 
In addition to the challenging soul work of being a counselor, therapists must also 

work diligently to keep the needs of the client front and center in counseling relationships 

(Corey, 2013). The counseling session should focus exclusively on the client and his 

therapeutic goals and not on any of the counselor’s personal, professional, financial, 

spiritual, physical or other issues. Simply stated, it is unethical for a counselor to consider 

their own needs in the counseling relationship ahead of the client’s (Corey et al., 2007).  
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If a counselor becomes distracted from the client’s therapeutic needs and is 

instead, focusing on their own needs, it may be that the counselor is suffering from a lack 

of personal wellness, resulting from professional burnout. When this occurs, they should 

seek additional consultation, personal counseling, or consider referring their clients 

(Corey, et al., 2011). Such intimate personal reflection is difficult and requires ethical 

decision-making models that help counselors through challenging decisions to find their 

next steps. In the following section, I discuss the importance of ethical decision-making 

and ethical decision-making models for professional counselors.    

Ethical Decision Making 

Code of ethics. Bradley and Hendricks (2008) suggest that “the path to good 

ethical decision making begins with the counselor knowing and understanding how to 

implement the code of ethics” (p. 261). The American Counseling Association Code of 

Ethics (2014) offers the operating principles of the counseling profession (Hendricks et 

al., 2015) as it governs the research, teaching, practice, and lived experience of 

professional counselors, counselor educators, researchers, and counselors-in-training. 

Because there is a “prevalence of ethical dilemmas” (Bradley & Hendricks, 2008, p. 263) 

in the practice of counseling, it is critical that counselors learn both the pertinent codes 

and utilize decision-making models. It is the counselor’s personal and professional 

responsibility to be aware and informed of ethical codes (Bradley & Hendricks, 2008).     

Corey et al. (2007) differentiates between mandatory and aspirational ethics. 

Similarly, Meara, Schmidt, & Day (1996) suggest a difference between principle ethics 

and virtue ethics. Mandatory ethics are the minimum ethical behavioral standards that 

everyone is required to follow. Examples of mandatory ethics include counselor 
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prohibitions from stealing from clients, sexual relationships with clients, or assaulting 

clients. Aspirational ethics focus on the best interests of the client and rise above simple 

do or do not behavioral codes. When considering an ethical dilemma, “principle ethics 

asks ‘Is this situation unethical?’ whereas virtue ethics asks, ‘Am I doing what is best for 

my client?’”(Corey, et al., 2007, p. 15).  

Ethical decision making models. Ethical decision making models guide the 

decision-making process for counselors who are working through a challenging choice or 

decision. Directly, they “describe a process for examining a situation” (Cottone & Claus, 

2000, p. 278). The ACA Code of Ethics (2014) requires counselors to use an ethical 

decision making model when necessary. Cottone and Claus (2000) offer a review of the 

major decision making models from varying philosophical and practical perspectives.  A 

few of the “practice-based ethical decision-making models” (Cottone & Claus, 2000, p. 

279) include the Forster-Miller & Davis Model (1996) — “identify the problem, apply 

the ACA Code of Ethics, determine the nature of quandary, generate potential courses of 

action, consider potential consequences, determine course of action, evaluate selected 

course of action, and implement course of action” (p. 279); the Stadler Model (1986) — 

“identify competing principles, secure additional information, consult with colleagues, 

identify hoped-for outcomes, brainstorm actions to achieve outcomes, evaluate effects of 

actions, identify competing nonmoral values, choose a course of action, test the course of 

action, and identify steps, take action, and evaluate” (p. 279); and Tymchuk’s Justice 

Model (1986) — “determine stakeholders, consider all possible alternatives, consider 

consequences for each alternative, balance risks and benefits to make the decision, decide 

on level of review, implement the decision, and monitor the action and outcome” (p. 
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279). It is important to note that involving the client in ethical decision-making, even 

discussing the dilemma directly with the client, may help make the most informed and 

best decision possible (Corey et al., 2007).    

Counselor Wellness (Counselors Need Counseling) 

As noted above, counselors should consider their own mental health as an 

essential part of their professional identity and practice. The ACA Code of Ethics (2014) 

mandates that professional counselors have a plan to address their own personal wellness. 

This focus on wellness generally begins in counseling training programs in the form of 

mandated therapy for graduate counseling students. Counseling students report that 

counseling is beneficial in helping them both learn how to become a professional 

counselor and for dealing with their own personal challenges (Corey et al., 2007).  Corey 

et al. (2007) further suggests that both counseling students and professional counselors 

should seek personal counseling “as a way of reducing or eliminating the potential 

negative consequences of practicing psychotherapy” (p. 47). Orlinsky, Norcross, 

Ronnestad, & Wiseman (2005) propose that counseling helps graduate students in three 

unique domains: a personal example of what counseling actually looks like in both 

experience and practice, an improvement in counseling skills and techniques, and the 

intrapersonal benefits of a neutral third party relationship and personal mental health and 

wellness.  

As this section highlights, counselors must take steps to intentionally practice 

reflection, personal growth, and consultation. Further, counselors must be proactive about 

their wellness so that they can fully engage in the intimate relationship of counseling.  In 

the next section, I detail the importance of the therapeutic relationship to client success.    
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The Therapeutic Relationship 

In counselor education programs, there is much emphasis on multi-culturism, 

clinical orientations, theories, diagnostics, and ethics (Neukreg, 2016). While each of 

these is important, it is critical to note that the person of the therapist and the strength and 

depth of the therapeutic relationship is as important, if not more important, than any 

particular theoretical approach (Corey, 2013; Yalom, 2009). In the following section, I 

highlight the importance of the therapeutic relationship.    

The therapeutic relationship is complex and not easily defined. Yalom (2009) 

offers multiple names for the therapeutic relationship including “patient/therapist, 

client/counselor, analysand/analyst, client/facilitator…and, by far, the most repulsive – 

user/provider” (p. 7-8). Rogers (1995) defines the therapeutic relationship as “one in 

which one of the participants intends there should come about, in one or both parties, 

more appreciation of, more expression of, more functional use of latent inner resources of 

the individual” (p. 40). Young (2013) offers that “professional helping relies on a special 

therapeutic relationship involving a trained helper and a client wanting help” (p. 55). This 

unique relationship is critical to the success across all types of counseling relationships, 

“including group work, working with children and adolescents, and working with couples 

and families” (Young, 2013, p. 54). In fact, the most important factor in successful 

counseling, is the therapeutic relationship between the client and the counselor (Rogers, 

1995; Yalom, 2009; Young, 2013). Co-constructing a therapeutic relationship is both an 

art (May, 1939) and “a skill that must be learned” (Young, 2013, p. 57).   

 One of the most important roles of the therapeutic relationship is the practice 

element of the client-counselor relationship. Clients may participate in the therapeutic 
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relationship as a curative experience for previous broken relationships and for the 

development of new relationships in the future. In this way, the therapeutic relationship is 

the change agent for good.  Yalom (2009) notes  

A great many of our patients have conflicts in the realm of intimacy, and obtain 
help in therapy sheerly though experiencing an intimate relationship with the 
therapist. Some (patients) fear intimacy because they believe there is something 
basically unacceptable about them, something repugnant and unforgivable. Given 
this, the act of revealing oneself fully to another and still being accepted may be 
the major vehicle of therapeutic help. Others may avoid intimacy because of fears 
of exploitation, colonization, or abandonment; for them too, the intimate and 
caring therapeutic relationship that does not result in the anticipated catastrophe 
becomes a corrective emotional experience. (p. 11) 
  
The ability to practice relationships in the safe confines of a counseling 

relationship can alter the established relational script in the life of a client. These 

relationships must be intentional, clearly articulated, and full of humanity, grace, and 

boundaries. Rogers (1995), Yalom (2009), and Young (2013) each offer characteristics of 

therapeutic relationships. Characteristics include mechanical elements including 

contracts, boundaries, and relational details. Other characteristics include human qualities 

of the counselor and are more existential and ethereal. In the following section I detail 

Young’s (2013), Yalom’s (2009), and Rogers’ (1995) models of therapeutic 

relationships.       

Elements of a Therapeutic Relationship 

Young (2013) offers seven elements of a successful therapeutic relationship. First, 

there must be a foundation of respect between the client and the counselor. Second, both 

the client and the counselor must remain focused on a commitment to the client’s needs 

and not the counselor’s. Third, both the client and the counselor must be committed to 

partnership and counselor scaffolding of the client as the client works on their own 
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challenges. Fourth, the client/counselor relationship must be founded on trust, including 

confidentiality and safety, though this does not imply a feedback-free or accountability-

free environment. Relational safety provides that the client’s disclosures will not be 

shared and that the counselor will provide honest and direct feedback regarding client 

behaviors and thoughts, even when such feedback is difficult. This type of trust is often 

initially established with a contract and is later confirmed through relationship and 

experience. Fifth, the payment of the counselor for their services is established at the 

beginning stage of the relationship. Sixth, relational boundaries are established, often 

including no social media or other electronic social contact, established contact times and 

locations (office appointments), and emergency resources for client needs outside of 

these times. Finally, Young suggests it is important to establish that the therapeutic 

relationship is finite and not indefinite and can be terminated at any time by the counselor 

or the client. Termination by the counselor would include referral to a new counselor 

with different or special expertise. The client can simply stop attending as they desire.  

 Rogers (1995) proposes that therapeutic relationships are built upon the 

interpersonal characteristics of counselors. He suggests that effective therapeutic 

relationships are built on client trust, a client feeling understood by the therapist, and a 

client’s feelings of being free to make their own judgments and plans for moving 

forward. These characteristics emerge from the counselor, and offer openness and safety 

for the client. Rogers (1995) further suggests that a counselor can develop an effective 

counseling relationship by being transparent and authentic, earnest and accepting, and by 

honoring the client by “a sensitive ability to see his world and himself as he sees them” 

(p. 38). A relational engagement that preserves the dignity of the client allows the client 
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to recognize hidden and blocked parts of their personality and experience, become more 

successful in relationships, find meaning in themselves and their experiences, develop 

more self efficacy, become more honoring of others, become vulnerable and 

communicative, and ultimately become more resilient and better equipped to work 

through the challenges of life (p. 38). 

 Yalom (2009) provides three foundational tenants of therapeutic relationships: 

“engagement, openness, and egalitarianism” (p. 2009). Yalom describes engagement 

similarly to Roger’s (1995) notion of empathy: the counselor does the challenging work 

of seeing and experiencing the world of the client through their eyes. Openness is a 

commitment to authenticity, speaking truth, and being vulnerable and intimate. Yalom’s 

concept of egalitarianism is of special note as he emphasizes that it is critically important 

that, where possible, relational hierarchies and power differentials be abolished.  In order 

to illustrate this concept, Yalom (2009) notes, “we are all in this together and there is no 

therapist and no person immune to the inherent tragedies of existence” (Yalom, 2009, 

p.8).  

The importance of authenticity in the therapeutic relationship. As noted 

above, Yalom (2009) states that counselors and clients are “fellow travelers” (Yalom, 

2009, p. 8) and that they must “attend to every nuance of how [he and the client] regard 

each other” (p. 11). The verbal and physical responses of the therapist to client narratives, 

experiences, and openness plays an important role in “moving the therapeutic process 

along” (Corey, 2013, p. 8). Corey (2013) further imagines the counselor as an artist, 

suggesting that “although [a counselor] can learn attitudes and skills and acquire certain 
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knowledge about personality dynamics and the therapeutic process, much of effective 

therapy is the product of artistry “ (p.8).     

Rogers (1995) and Yalom (2009) discuss the need for therapist congruence in the 

therapeutic relationship. Rogers (1995) suggests that it is critical for the therapist to care 

for their clients unconditionally – to truly “like” (p. 49) them. Yalom (2009) believes that 

the therapeutic relationship mimics other relationships in the life of the client. For 

instance, when a therapist becomes bored with a client, the boredom becomes critical 

therapeutic data for both the client and counselor. Likewise, when a therapist senses 

anger, frustration, or sensual attraction with a client, the therapist might explore that other 

people in the client’s lives may experience those same feelings. As such, it is important 

for the therapist to let the client know when they feel bored, excited, annoyed or 

frustrated. This is critical authentic information for the client that emerges from the 

therapeutic relationship. Specifically, Rogers (1995) states  

If in a given relationship I am reasonably congruent, if no feelings relevant to the 
relationship are hidden either to me or the other person, then I can be almost sure 
that the relationship will be a helpful one. (p. 51) 
   

  In an era of diagnostics and insurance agency influence on counseling, it is 

challenging to give primacy to the therapeutic relationship above reductionist problem 

solving and symptom reduction (Yalom, 2009). Rogers (1995) cautions against 

approaching a client “as something fixed, already diagnosed and classified, already 

shaped by his past” (p. 55). The therapeutic relationship allows a client to attend to a 

tangible social engagement, to continue to grow and develop, and to live into future 

potential and not be enslaved to their histories (Rogers, 1995). It is also important to note 

that while a collaborative, connected therapeutic relationship is key to client success, a 
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poor therapist can provide negative attributes to the relationship that may prove 

detrimental to the client’s mental wellness. Rogers (1995) notes that clients do not feel 

supported by counselors who appear to be uninterested, reserved, detached, full of advice, 

obsessed with history, or overly sympathetic.   

Barriers to the therapeutic relationship. Several barriers exist to the formation 

of a deep and intimate therapeutic relationship. Young (2013) offers five complaints that 

fracture a therapeutic relationship. He suggests the following “therapeutic faux pas: 

exclamations of surprise, being punitive, giving false reassurance, psychobabble and 

premature interpretations, and probing traumatic issues when the client strongly resists” 

(p. 67). Yalom (2009) suggests that overreliance on diagnostics or labeling puts blinders 

on a counselor, prohibiting them from fully seeing the client.  He notes 

…Psychotherapy consists of a gradual unfolding process wherein the therapist 
attempts to know the patient as fully as possible. A diagnosis limits vision; it 
diminishes ability to relate to the other as a person. Once we make diagnosis, we 
tend to selectively inattend to aspects of the patient that do not fit into that 
particular diagnosis, and correspondingly overattend to subtle features that appear 
to confirm an initial diagnosis.  What’s more, a diagnosis my act as a self-
fulfilling prophecy…Undoubtedly the time will come when the DSM-IV Chinese 
restaurant menu format will appear ludicrous to mental health professionals. (p. 4-
5) 
 

Other Considerations for Professional Counselors 

Counseling special populations. Beginning with Freud’s focus on women with 

hysteria in late 19th century Vienna (Herman, 1992), mental health professionals have 

always leaned towards a focus on subpopulations and therapeutic expertise in unique 

areas. Counselors can receive specialized training and licensure in clinical mental health 

counseling, school counseling, addiction counseling, family and relationship counseling, 

and expertise in a number of specialty groups. Further, counselors can specialize in play 
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therapy (Kaduson & Schaefer, 2006), trauma in adults (Herman, 1992) or children 

(Cohen, Mannarino, & Deblinger, 2006), children with sexual behavior problems 

(Friedrich, 2007), and in groups (Gladding, 2012). Specialized training for unique 

populations is an area of increasing focus.       

The counseling environment. Professional counseling takes place in a number of 

different environments (Ivey, Ivey, & Zalaquett, 2018). Therapy can take place in homes, 

public indoor and outdoor spaces, or a traditional office setting. Counseling might happen 

in a hospital, in groups, or in a jail. Ivey et al. (2018) suggest “the office is really a 

metaphor for your physical bearing and dress – smiling, culturally appropriate eye 

contact, a relaxed and friendly nonverbal style” (p. 19). As some clients and clinicians 

prefer traditional office space, Young (2013) suggests that counseling offices should be 

clean, organized, and relaxing.  He further notes that the counseling space should be 

warm and free from distractions. Counseling should not be done across a desk but in an 

open and engaging seating arrangement.   

In the section above I have provided a review of the literature for the counseling 

profession, including its history, ethos, and practice. Additionally, I offered literature 

about the characteristics, challenges, and opportunities of becoming a professional 

counselor, ethical decision-making models for the counseling profession, and the 

therapeutic relationship. In the following section, I will review the literature on mental 

health in the legal profession. Specifically, I will explore the mental health origins and 

challenges in legal education, the stress, secondary stress, and unique cognitive 

challenges facing attorneys, Resistant Influentials, and the barriers for lawyers interested 

in mental health and wellness.    
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Mental Health in the Legal Profession 

Many authors have written about the mental and psychological health, relational 

health, physical health, and substance abuse problems across legal education and the legal 

profession (Agatstein, Arnold, Dempsey, Sonnenfeldt & Weiss, 2014; Alfini & Van 

Vooren, 1995; Ayres et al., 2017; Benjamin et al., 1986; Bromberger, 2010; Flanagan, 

2008; Gibson, 2010; Glesner, 1991; Gordon, 2015; Gutierrez, 1985; Halpern, 1982; 

Hughes, 2004; Jennings & Graham, 2016; Johnson, 1991; Krieger, 2002; Krieger & 

Sheldon, 2015; Krill et al., 2016; Levit & Linder, 2010; Organ et al., 2016; Peterson & 

Peterson, 2009; Rothstein, 2008; Seligman et al., 2001; Sheldon & Krieger, 2004; 

Soonpaa, 2004; Stanton, 2011; Tani & Vines, 2009; Wilson, 2014). These authors note 

that mental health challenges and substance abuse are rampant in the legal profession. I 

will discuss relevant research in the following sections.   

Attending law school and practicing law are demanding and stressful endeavors 

(Glesner, 1991; McKinney, 2002; Soonpa, N.J., 2004).  Law students and licensed 

attorneys are at a greater risk of a whole host of emotional and psychological maladies 

(Gibson, 2010; Krieger, 2002; Sheldon & Krieger, 2004) including substance abuse 

(Krieger, 2004), suicide (Tani & Vines, 2009), depression (Dammeyer & Nunez, 1999; 

Eaton, et al., 1990; Tani & Vines, 2009;), and anxiety (Dammeyer & Nunez, 1999; 

McKinney, 2002).  Law students and lawyers experience psychological distress beyond 

that of the general population (Krieger, 2002).   

Theories abound as to the reasons for the disproportionate mental health and 

substance abuse challenges that law students and lawyers face (McKinney, 2002). Sadly, 

law school has been identified as the destabilizing variable in the mental health equation 
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(Tani & Vines, 2009). With little beyond anecdotes to assign the blame, few ideas as to 

the problems with legal education have gone un-implicated. The implicated includes an 

arcane law school pedagogy and curriculum (Garvey & Zinkin, 2009; Glesner, 1991), the 

shifting and uncertain legal job market (Cassidy, 2015), pathological intra-school 

competition (Flanagan, 2007), exhaustive hours, student loans (Soonpa, N.J., 2004), 

students who are unprepared to handle the rigors of law school (Flanagan, 2015), and the 

lack of focus on work-life balance and mental wellness of students and practicing 

attorneys (Gibson, 2010).  

In a troubling outline of challenges, Glesner (1992) suggests the following    

Law students get sick more frequently than others; headaches, stomach aches, 
colds, allergies. They have problems in their relationships with friends or family.  
They worry more than they work. They are continually agitated or lethargic. They 
gain or lose weight. They take up or increase their chemical crutches, such as 
caffeine, nicotine, alcohol, or cocaine. They often become angry and bitter – 
especially at their teachers, sometimes at their colleagues or at the profession – or 
they withdraw, dropping out, skipping classes, or simply avoiding getting to know 
their classmates. When called upon in specific stressful situations to use reserves 
of courage and confidence, they may be debilitated; and they often have no 
reserves to call upon. (p. 631) 
 
More concerning than the personal deconstruction of individual students, is the 

interpersonal damage done across their friends and families. Law students are trained to 

look for cracks in relationships, sharks in the water, and threats over every horizon. This 

substantial shift in perspective deleteriously “changes students, not just internally, as is 

the case for depression and substance abuse, but externally, in their relationships with 

friends, families, and colleagues” (Flanagan, 2008, p. 457). Flanagan (2008) further 

suggests that the law school evaluation system of ranking students against each other and 

bell curve grading pits students against each other. This forces students to divert focus 
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from learning the law to instead, tearing down and defeating their classmates. Most 

students do not have a “model for law student success” (Flanagan, 2008, p. 457) in such a 

competitive environment.  

This hyper-focus on becoming superior to the very people who should serve as 

social connection and community ultimately leads to the rise of “situational power” 

(Flanagan, 2008, p. 457). By the middle of their first year in law school, “many law 

students feel their situation is hopeless, and they withdraw emotionally, and sometimes, 

academically” (Flanagan, 2008, p. 459). Garvey and Zinkin (2009) suggest that the 

Langdellian model of teaching, including the use of cold calling and the professor vs. 

student model of teaching, conditions students to develop survival and performance 

characteristics and not learn the law. It is here that future lawyers begin to retreat into 

isolation and lose the desire to engage with other people. The culture of legal education 

creates ineffective coping skills and lonely and aggressive people, undermines the mental 

health of future lawyers, and launches people into a challenging professional life with 

significant mental wellness and work/life balance obstacles. 

In their seminal work on law student mental health, Organ et al. (2016) reported 

findings from the first national Survey of Law Student Well-Being in over twenty years. 

In addition to insights into law student drug and alcohol use, the survey also became the 

first survey to explore law student use of prescription drugs, mental health challenges, 

and “help-seeking attitudes” (p. 9). Over 3,000 students responded and the findings were 

troubling. Organ et al. (2015) found         

That significant percentages of law students are dealing with mental health issues 
and/or alcohol/drug issues but frequently are reluctant to seek the help they need 
to manage their issues in a healthy and responsible manner because of concerns 
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about potential threats to bar admission, potential threats to job or academic 
status, or social stigma associated with seeking help. (p. 8) 

They further found that students were reluctant to seek care and support for 

substance abuse and mental health needs for the following reason: 1) “potential threat to 

job or academic status; 2) social stigma; 3) financial reasons; 4) potential threat to bar 

admission; 5) the belief that they could handle the problem themselves; 6) not having the 

time; 7) concern about privacy” (p. 11). Encompassing these challenges is a law school 

culture that both implicitly and explicitly states that “seeking help is an acknowledgment 

of vulnerability” (p. 13) and that “students are better off not seeking help and instead 

trying to handle problems on their own” (p. 14). The nexus of high percentages of law 

students with mental health challenges, elevated substance abuse rates, fear of seeking 

help, and cultural messaging that considers help-seeking to be weak behavior, is a 

dangerous one. Predictably, this leads to a group of stressed, overwhelmed, and troubled 

students who bring their challenges with them after graduation. 

The Practice of Law 

 Most of the literature on the well-being of attorneys and law students is anecdotal, 

experiential, and otherwise non-scientific. In their landmark exploration of lawyer 

happiness, Krieger & Sheldon (2015) alternatively provided deep, data-driven insight into 

the experiences of practicing attorneys. They found that lawyer well-being was associated 

with workplace independence and “autonomy” (p. 617), community, and aptitude. 

Additionally, they found “that lawyers who find interest and meaning in their work are 

much more likely to be happy than others; such engagement also makes productivity 

more likely” (p. 622). Unfortunately, the legal profession is generally a practice of low-
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autonomy, isolation, and adversarial opponents constantly undermining the personal and 

professional efficacy of individual lawyers. The high prestige, high profile legal jobs are 

driven by the number of hours billed by each attorney. Krieger and Sheldon (2015) 

further note 

By contrast, the specific practice factor that had the strongest negative 
relationship with well-being was required billable hours. This practice was 
associated with increasing income by decreasing autonomy, relatedness, and 
internal motivation, an apparent example of managers undermining workers’ self-
determined motivation and well-being by promoting a focus on external rewards.  
Thus, as billable hours go up, income goes up and happiness goes down. (p. 615)  
 
Unfortunately, dealing with these mental health challenges is not encouraged in 

either law school or in the legal profession. Though there has been a recent proliferation 

of substance abuse and mental health assistance programs created by state bar 

associations, some argue that the ethos of legal profession discourages openness or 

vulnerability by the continued presence of mental health inquiries on State Board 

applications.  

The Stigma of Mental Illness in Legal Education and the Legal Profession 

In recent years, state bar associations have begun offering lawyer assistance 

programs with psychoeducation and legal support for law students and practicing 

attorneys. Law schools have encouraged counseling (Gibson, 2010), tinkered with 

experiential education models, (Cassidy, 2015), and integrated mental health education 

into the curriculum (Krieger, 2002) and co-curriculum.  

Programs aside, mental illness still carries negative stigma and naturally, lawyers 

might seek to “avoid psychiatrist or psychologist contact” (Benjamin, et. al, 1990). 

Beyond the disgrace of mental illness, lawyers know, better than most, that mental illness 
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diagnosis, counseling records, psychological assessments, and the like are in fact, 

discoverable records that may be made public in future litigation. Lawyers are trained to 

know what type of information they would request, seek, and use regarding an opposing 

client or counsel. As such, lawyers and law students may be reluctant to willingly put 

their own secrets and personal or relational challenges in any type of clinical record.   

Even more disturbing, in some states the Board of Law Examiners (BLE) 

considers an applicant’s mental health history when making decisions regarding fitness to 

practice law. The BLE reviews an applicant’s past, looking for things that might signal a 

lack of candor, character, or psychological fitness to serve as an attorney. Both before 

law school begins and during the final year of law school, the BLE asks applicants to 

disclose particular mental health challenges that may impact their ability to practice law. 

Though BLE’s state that they will not dismiss a candidate for simply going to counseling 

for anxiety, depression, or other general mental health issues, given the stigma and 

ambiguity surrounding mental health, students may refuse to seek counseling services for 

anxiety or depression due to fears of being found lacking the fitness to practice 

(Gutierrez, 1985; Rothstein, 2008). Practicing attorneys may refuse to seek mental health 

services for similar fears. 

In the landmark 2014 report of the mental health of Yale Law Students, 70% of 

students reported encountering “mental health challenges” (Agastein, Arnold, Dempsey, 

Sonnenfeldt, & Weiss, 2014, p. 3) as law students. Of those reporting students, 30% 

either refused to seek mental health treatment or found navigating treatment options and 

wait times to be prohibitive. Students who chose not to seek treatment cited “distrust of 

Yale Health’s quality of service, excessive wait times, and confidentiality policies, as 
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well as a general distrust of the value of therapy” (p. 4) as reasons to not seek help and 

support. Sadly, the ethos of distrust for counseling carries beyond law school and into the 

profession. When states offer free counseling sessions to licensed attorneys, very few opt 

in for the free care (Gordon, 2015). While lawyers may be the professionals who need 

counseling the most, they steadfastly refuse to be vulnerable and open (Gordon, 2015). 

Throughout this section, I have described how the professional ethos of 

counselors and lawyers are diametrically opposed. In the following section, I identify 

potential challenges to counselors who seek to counsel attorneys. Additionally, I identify 

unique aspects of legal culture that further exacerbate such challenges.           

Possible Challenges to Counseling Lawyers 

Counselors are trained to be reflective, seek the wisdom and community of others, 

and be relational and person-centered. Counselors seek balance and wellness. 

Conversely, lawyers are trained to be extrinsically focused, adversarial, and focused on 

winning (Krieger & Sheldon, 2015). This hyper-focus leads to broad unhappiness. 

Seligman, Verkuil, & Kang (2001) suggest that the source of lawyer unhappiness is 

rooted in three core professional challenges: pessimism, stress and low ability for creative 

acting or decision-making, and the “zero-sum” (p. 34) exchange of the American legal 

system. This aggressive and pathological professional ethos may be particularly 

challenging for a counselor who is trained to focus on wellness, optimism, and holistic 

care. Additionally, counselors are taught to avoid attorneys and litigation as part of their 

training. Counselors may be fearful of lawyers while simultaneously trying to develop an 

egalitarian therapeutic relationship. These uniquely different professional cultures may 

experience relational barriers due to differences in ethos and preexisting bias.  
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Stress and the legal profession. Glesner (1991) notes that stress is the 

dehumanizing and deconstructing variable in legal education. He suggests that stressful 

environments inhibit and obstruct learning and that law school is an incubator for stress 

and anxiety. Specifically, Glesner (1991) states that “prolonged stress is associated with a 

decreased sensitivity to others and increased aggression” (p. 638) and that stressful 

learning environments impact student performance, “independently of aptitude” (p. 637). 

The more stress present in an educational environment, the less learning happens. 

Additionally, stress also plays a deleterious role in information synthesis and knowledge 

creation. Faced with unprecedented levels of stress, law students practice the coping 

strategies modeled by upper-division law students, including increased alcohol 

consumption, drug use, and interpersonal withdrawing. And as I have noted multiple 

times, poor coping strategies for stress in law school paves the way for poor coping 

strategies as a practicing lawyer. 

Rothstein (2008) notes “the practice of law is a high-prestige, high-income, high-

skill, and high stress profession” (p. 531). It is usually assumed that the inflated incomes, 

prestige, and other extrinsic motivators help offset the stress of daily performing 

“services that can affect life and death and important matters in the lives of others” 

(Rothstein, 2008, p. 531). This does not appear to be the case. Krieger & Sheldon (2015) 

state    

While many lawyers, their teachers, and their employers attribute great 
importance to grades, rankings, honors, and financial rewards, earlier research on 
general populations revealed basic flaws in the “American Dream” paradigm that 
regards money, status, and other external markers of success as foundations of a 
happy life…[Further], the data contradict beliefs that prestige, income, and other 
external benefits can adequately compensate a lawyer who does not regularly 
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experience autonomy, integrity, close relationships, and interest and meaning in 
her work. (p. 623-624)   
 
This lack of meaning further destabilizes an already stressful occupation. 

Counselors should understand that episodic or cumulative stress actually changes the 

structure and chemical composition of the brain. Too much stress “can result in damage 

and loss of neurons” (Ivey et al., 2018, p. 2018).  

The lawyer vs. the counselor: The pessimist vs. the optimist. Counseling is an 

optimistic profession, while lawyers need pessimism to be successful (Seligman et al., 

2001). This mismatched ethos may distort pictures of wellness, practice, and personal 

relationships simply because of different epistemological lenses viewing the same 

challenges. Seligman et al. (2001) prophesizes “the qualities that make for a good lawyer 

may not make for a happy human being” (P. 41).  

Seligman et al (2001) notes that the successful pessimistic lawyer is not someone 

who is simply “glass half-empty,” but instead is someone who views bad events in the 

world in “stable, global, and internal ways” (p. 39). As such, the pessimist sees bad things 

as their fault, always and forever present, and unalterable. Such pessimism is 

“maladaptive in most endeavors” (Seligman et al., 2001, p. 40), leading to worse 

performance on most metrics and across most professions. Pessimism helps attorneys see 

possible negative outcomes across all paths and helps their clients imagine and anticipate 

challenges before they arise. This pessimistic trait is valued in the legal profession but 

causes challenges outside of the courtroom. Frustratingly, the same pessimism that makes 

a lawyer good at their job is also “well-documented as a major risk factor for unhappiness 

and depression” (Seligman et al., 2001, p. 41).   
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Conversely, the optimist views challenges as fleeting and therefore, flexible. In 

counseling, “optimism is a key dimension of resilience and the ability to recover and 

learn from one’s difficulties and challenges…[Optimism] also includes a trust that things 

will work out and get better, a sense of personal power, and a belief in the future” (Ivey et 

al., 2018, p. 43). The legal profession exists to serve those in our communities for whom 

things did not work out and who may have a negatively altered future. This requires a 

counselor to not only be aware of the pessimistic orientation, but to provide alternative 

thoughts and behaviors for viewing relationships, personal meaning, and personal goals.    

Counselors and lawyers: Lack of training, lack of trust, and counselor bias.        

 Professional counselors may be wholly unaware of the rigors, challenges, and 

pathology of the legal profession. The ACA Code of Ethics (2014) demands that 

counselors practice from a research-based, multi-cultural lens. However, if counselors do 

not understand the challenges of the personal and professional lives of attorneys, and if 

they do not understand the distinct cultural ethos of the legal profession, it is conceivable 

counselors might view the thought process and behaviors of lawyers as erroneous and 

counterproductive. The same behaviors of genuineness, warmth, and positive regard may 

make for a poor and hungry lawyer. Neukreg (2016) posits, “If you were distrustful of 

therapists, confused about the counseling process, or felt worlds apart from your helper, 

would you want to go to or continue counseling? Assuredly not” (p. 454). It may take 

intentional training for counselors to create trusting, welcoming, and affirming spaces for 

lawyers.  

Counselors must be cognizant of their biases before entering the counseling 

relationship. Importantly, “biases, stereotypes, and prejudices are indicative of the 
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cognitive processes that we use to understand the world…In essence, [people] seek to 

categorize the others in an attempt to understand ourselves” (Kottler & Brown, 2000, p. 

326). This categorization of people is antithetical of the counseling profession. Corey et 

al. (2007) emphatically states that:    

Mental health professionals can and should be aware of their own biases, areas of 
denial, and unresolved problems and conflicts…Because you will have difficulty 
helping a client in an area that you are reluctant or fearful to deal with, pay 
attention to the kinds of issues that make you uncomfortable, not just with clients 
but in your personal life as well…your discomfort will most probably impede 
your work with a client. (p. 40-41) 
Bias awareness is critical for counselors who struggle with or are even turned off 

by pessimism, aggression, verbal weaponry, poor coping skills, and other traits endemic 

in the legal profession. It is also critical for counselors to understand the nature, 

socialization, and enculturation of the legal profession. Finally, it is critical for counselors 

to be open about the potential fear of working with clients who are skilled wordsmiths 

and combatants and who have the ability to file claims against a counselor’s license and 

livelihood. A lack of recognition of biases is tragic because “being unaware of the biased 

attitudes we hold is an obstacle to client care” (Corey, 2013, p. 25). When considering 

professional cultures through a multicultural lens, it is important to note that “a major 

part of becoming a diversity-competent counselor involves challenging the idea that the 

values we hold are automatically true for others” (Corey, 2013, p. 25). Counselors and 

lawyers may have different professional and personal values that, if not honestly and 

humbly explored, may negatively impact the therapeutic relationship.  

Making the Case 

 There is a critical nexus of counselor training, ethical mandates, multicultural 

counseling, and serving unique professionals in therapeutic relationships, that made this 
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first-of-its-kind study of critical importance to both the counseling and legal professions. 

First, there is a paucity of research on mental health interventions for legal professionals. 

Relatedly, there were no studies that gave voice to counselors who work with this unique 

population. Second, Ivey & Ivey (2007) suggest that in counseling, “competence is 

central…[and that] very few of us can work with all clients” (p. 35). Barrio Minton, 

Wachter Morris, & Yaites (2014) advocate that “professional counselors are ethically 

responsible for using evidence-based practice” (p. 1). There is no specific counselor 

training for working with any professional group, much less legal professionals. Third, 

supervision and training are important for working with special client populations or 

subcultures. Ivey & Ivey (2007) note that “in effect, any group that differs from the 

‘mainstream’ of society can be considered a subculture” (p. 17). The literature suggests 

that because of their training, mental heath challenges, and unique professional 

enculturation, attorneys are decidedly different than mainstream society. They may be 

worthy of designation as a subculture. Fourth, several authors call for inquires into 

mental health support for law students and lawyers. Rothstein (2008) asks   

There are a number of treatment programs for lawyers and law students. Which 
ones are most effective?  What means to exist to share information about these 
treatment programs with others who might wish to implement them? What do we 
know about what does not work?  Do treatment programs that work for lawyers 
necessarily mean that they will be effective for law students? Are their interests 
different?  Are their stressors different?  What lessons can be drawn from the 
medical profession? (p. 563) 
 
Glesner (1991) notes that as state bar associations and law schools recognize the 

need for counseling services, information and more robust efforts may be necessary. Krill 

et al. (2016) calls for the creation of specialized services for lawyers. Finally, Delony et 

al. (2017) calls for the study of mental health interventions for Resistant Influentials. 
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Resistant Influentials (2017) are people who work in professions of high visibility, high 

stress, high accountability, with exacerbated personal and/or professional loneliness, who 

may be resistant to counseling and/or not encouraged to seek mental health support.     

Conclusion 

 In this section I provided a review of the literature of the counseling profession, 

the mental health challenges of the legal profession, anticipated challenges of counselors 

who work with lawyers, and a call for the study. Additionally, I provided a comparison of 

the legal and counseling professions. In the next chapter, I explain the research 

methodologies and theoretical frameworks that I used to conduct the study.   
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CHAPTER III  

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK/STUDY DESK 

I utilized a constructivist theoretical framework to guide my qualitative 

exploration of how professional counselors experienced attorneys in a professional 

counseling relationship. Theoretical frameworks contextualize and align “an interrelated 

set of assumptions, concepts, values, and practices that comprise a way of viewing 

reality” (Schwandt, 2007, p. 121). Theoretical structure provided context for how 

research was conducted, why the research protocols were implemented, and how I 

analyzed the research data.  

Constructivist Theoretical Perspective 

 This qualitative inquiry was guided by an interpretative, constructivist paradigm 

(Schwandt, 2007; Guba, 1990). A constructivist theoretical perspective acknowledges 

that all knowing - including facts, experiences, predictions, and history - is filtered 

through a complex and evolving matrix of previous and future experiences, previous 

knowledge, genetics and biophysiology, culture, and environment. Guba (1990) calls this 

matrix a “value window” (p. 24) through which all experience is viewed. A constructivist 

view “thus intends neither to predict and control the ‘real’ world nor to transform it but to 

reconstruct the world…in the minds of constructors” (Guba, 1990, p. 27). Predictability 

brings the illusion of peace and as such, people are perpetually working to create 

channels, labels, facts, and truths (Schwandt, 2007) to subdivide knowledge and predict 

the future. Such frameworks are always being tested against new experiences and 

environments. A person’s unique cocktail of genetics, physiology, and experiences help 

create an individualized filter that defines reality and constructs their world.   
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 A constructivist qualitative inquiry was the best fit for my study for several 

reasons.  First, I believe that the constructivist ontological orientation best fits the 

dialectic relationship of truth co-creation (Guba, 1990) that takes place in a normal 

counseling relationship. Counselors spend their days working with clients to interpret 

truth, deepen the relationship, and “compare and contrast individual constructions so that 

each respondent must confront the constructions of others and come to terms with them” 

(p. 26). Second, and more importantly, client-counselor confidentiality prohibited me 

from viewing counseling notes, diagnostics, or counseling treatment plans. As such, I 

relied on the constructed lived experience of each participant as my chief data source. I 

recognized that each counselor constructs their reality as they experience it. I took them 

at their word and I faithfully reported their experiences, perceptions, insights, and 

recommendations. Data included semi-structured interviews and my experiences 

navigating the study.  

Study Design 

 As the architect of this study, I first determined a central question to guide its 

design (Janesick, 1994, p. 211).  My central question was: What is the lived experience of 

licensed professional counselors who counsel attorneys? This question informed the use 

of participants (licensed professional counselors who work with attorneys), the context 

and settings (counseling offices of each participant), and the length of time (three 

interviews across multiple weeks) (Janesick, 1994, p. 211). I used a qualitative 

instrumental case study (Stake, 1995) approach because this best served both my research 

questions and my desire to “bring something grander than the case to the attention of 

others” (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 148).    
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 A qualitative case study is not a methodology but is a tool for exploring a particular 

object or system (Stake, 2003). It is both the research procedures and the final written 

report (Stake, 2003). Case study research best answers in-depth how and why questions 

(Merriam, 2009; Yin, 1994) of a bounded context (Merriam, 2009; Miles & Huberman, 

1994; Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994). A bounded context is “the single most defining 

characteristic of case study research” (Merriam, 2009, p. 40). A bounded context is an 

intentional “delimitating [of] the object of study” (Merriam, 2009, p. 40) to “a program, 

an event, an activity, or individuals” (Creswell, 1998, p. 61). The bounded context of this 

study was the composite of licensed professional counselors who counsel attorneys.  

Data Collection Plan 

Participants and site selection. The participants of this study were licensed 

professional counselors who were currently, or had been, in a therapeutic relationship 

with attorneys.  In qualitative research, the word ‘participant’ is used intentionally to 

imply a “willing” partnership with me, the researcher (Merriam, 2009, p. 162).  In order 

to identify and locate participants, I used “purposeful sampling” (Merriam, 2009, p. 76).  

I established criteria (Merriam, 2009) for participants who provided me with the most 

“information-rich cases” (Merriam, 2009, p. 78).  The participant criteria can be seen in 

Figure 1 below.  
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Criteria One Licensed Professional Counselor 

Criteria Two Licensed at least 5 years 

Criteria Three Practices in the Southern United States 

Criteria Four Has counseled multiple attorneys in the 
past decade. 

 Figure 1.  Participant Criteria 

“Snowball sampling” (Merriam, 2009, p. 79) is a subtype of purposeful sampling. 

I used “snowball sampling” (p. 79) to identify individual counselors who were willing to 

participate in my study. I identified several counselors who worked with attorneys and 

who were willing to assist me with my study. I then asked them (and other professional 

counselors) for assistance identifying additional participants who also met the research 

criteria (Merriam, 2009). All interviews took place in the participants’ professional 

offices, with the exception of the second and third interview of Rachel. Holding the 

interviews in the participant’s offices allowed me to observe their native counseling 

spaces, as well as minimize the time, travel, and commitment impact of participants.     

Types of Data  

This study generated two main types of data. The primary data collected was from 

individual, one-on-one ethnographic interviews using Seidman’s (2013) three-interview 

model. It is important to note that a key component of my ethnographic interview data 

included site and participant observations. The second type of data collection took place 

through my research journal and personal notes. Below I detail the different types of data 

collection and how I utilized each type.  

Ethnographic interviews. I conducted semi-structured (Merriam, 2009, p. 90) 

ethnographic interviews (Spradley, 1979, p. 58) with four licensed professional 
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counselors. Ethnographic interviews are “a series of friendly conversations into which the 

researcher slowly introduces new elements to assist informants to respond as informants” 

(Spradley, 1979, p. 58). Ethnographic interviews consist of three elements: “explicit 

purpose, ethnographic explanations, and ethnographic questions” (Spradley, 1979, p. 59).  

Semi-structured interviews “allow the researcher to respond to the situation at hand, to 

the emerging worldview of the respondent, and to new ideas on the topic” (Merriam, 

2009, p. 90). In a semi-structured interview, “the largest part of the interview is guided by 

a list of questions or issues to be explored, and neither the exact wording nor the order of 

the questions is determined ahead of time” (Merriam, 2009, p. 90).  I brought a list of 

approximately six to ten pre-established questions (Kim, 2016) to lead each interview, 

but I allowed the participant’s responses to inspire emergent directions beyond the 

original interview questions.    

Seidman’s Interview Model. Seidman (2013) suggests that participant 

interviewing demonstrates that their narratives and experiences have value and are 

worthy of hearing. He developed a three-interview model to fully explore a participant’s 

experience.  Specifically, Seidman (2013) offers that  

The first interview establishes the context of the participant’s experience. The 
second allows the participants to reconstruct the details of their experience within 
the context in which it occurs. And the third encourages the participants to reflect 
on the meaning their experience holds for them. (p. 21)  
 
Additionally, Seidman (2013) recommends that each interview be in the 

neighborhood of 90 minutes in duration and that a minimum of 3 days should occur 

between each. Importantly, Seidman (2013) provides examples of alternatives to his time 

and space recommendations as long as participants have the space to “reconstruct and 
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reflect upon their experience” (p. 25). On the whole, my first two interviews ranged 

between 30-70 minutes. The third and final interviews were considerably shorter. Over 

the course of the three interviews, I was able to broadly explore the participants’ 

experiences counseling lawyers.        

Stake (1995) reminds researchers to be cognizant of the “burden of the host” (p. 

58) when gathering data. Stake’s reminder was particularly relevant in this case due to 

the nature of the professional counseling. Counselors are generally paid by the hour and 

work in 50-minute blocks. Scheduling three interviews with counselors, sometimes going 

over the hour time slot, required the participants to lose both administrative time and 

revenue. Additionally, it proved challenging to schedule meetings as participants juggled 

their professional responsibilities, sometimes across multiple settings, their personal 

lives, and their willingness to participate.  

Ultimately, I interviewed four counselors using the Seidman’s (2013) protocol, 

across multiple weeks. I conducted all three interviews in person. This extended data 

collection schedule allowed me to immerse myself in the interview data and develop new 

insights to inform subsequent interviews. Additionally, the extended time provided 

multiple days between interviews for my participants to also reflect on our time together. 

Several participants reported that no one had ever asked them about their counseling 

ethos and practice before and that the interviews were revealing and important to them. 

One participant even remarked that reading through the member checks reminded them 

that they were a good counselor and that they had other personal and professional plans 

that they were going to pivot towards. I did not seek external funding to help support my 

travel expenses.   
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As part of the ethnographic interviews, observations served as an extension of my 

interview data. I was a keen observer of the research settings and interactions. 

Incorporating the counseling settings provided better insight into the overall case (Stake, 

2003).  Merriam (2009) identifies a checklist of six elements of qualitative observation 

including the physical setting, participants, activities and interactions, conversation, 

subtle factors and researcher behavior (p. 120-121). In my study, the physical setting 

included the location of each counselor’s professional office, parking, waiting room 

décor, feelings of warmth and welcome, and the counseling office seating, climate, and 

energy. Activities and interactions included the “sequence of activities” (Merriam, 2009, 

p. 121) including setting the appointment, checking in with office staff, and the wait. My 

semi-structured interview with the counselor served as the main conversation. Subtle 

factors included my close observation of nonverbal communication of each research 

participant as to their comfort answering questions, possible concerns with lines of 

questioning, and other observable phenomenon. I documented my own behavior and 

other personal feelings and thoughts as I engaged with the research site.   

Research journal and personal notes. Stake (1995) suggests that qualitative 

researchers need to keep a “relatively incontestable description” (p. 62) of the research 

process. I kept a research journal and personal notes on my computer throughout the 

course of my study. In both places, I kept track of thoughts and experiences, new 

interview questions and research questions, ideas, field notes and site observations both 

about my personal experience with this study and about my participants and their 

experiences. This type of continuous and recursive journaling not only detailed the 

research process but helped me consider emergent themes throughout my participant 
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interactions. It also served to document my experiences, focus my study, and maintain a 

ledger of changes or ideas about future research.    

Data Management Plan 

The cornerstone of my data management plan (Huberman & Miles, 1994) was 

participant confidentiality and the accuracy of collected data. I assigned each participant 

a pseudonym and the participants’ pseudonyms were used at all times, including during 

discussions with my committee. The participant’s true identities were not recorded in any 

of my research materials aside from my research journal and personal notes. All 

electronic data was password protected on my personal computer.   

For purposes of accuracy, all interviews were recorded on my personal digital 

recorder. Recording devices can complicate the researcher-participant relationship and 

“may threaten and inhibit informants” (Spradley, 1979, p. 74). I addressed this concern 

with each prospective participant before conducting the first interview. Following each 

recording, I personally transcribed each interview into Microsoft Word. I kept all 

transcriptions, digital recordings, raw data, personal notes and my research journal either 

in my personal possession, protected by password on my personal computer, or in a 

locked cabinet in my home or office throughout the duration of the study. Raw data, 

recordings, memo snippets, personal notes, and the like were stored on my personal 

computer. Upon completion of the study, I deleted all digital recordings and will preserve 

the transcriptions for up to 3 years.    

Data Analysis 

 Simply stated, “data analysis is the process of making sense out of the data…it is 

the process of meaning making” (Merriam, 2009, p. 175-176). Data analysis involved 
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spending time in the data, exploring simple, straightforward answers to interview 

questions, as well as ethereal thoughts that bound together participant experiences, 

insights, and experiences. I spent time in the data by personally transcribing each 

interview, reading and rereading transcripts, listening to the audio files, reviewing, 

interpreting, and re-imagining observations, and through deep engagement with my 

research journal and personal notes.       

Beginning with the first interview, I analyzed the data using the “constant 

comparative method” (Merriam, 2009; Schwandt, 2007). This involved viewing each 

new interview, observation, and experience with and against the previously accumulated 

data. “Constantly comparing” (Merria 2009; Schwandt, 2007) the data helped identify 

and codify, overtime, emergent themes and categories, as well as gently steer emergent 

themes and directions for subsequent data collection (Janesick, 1994). Following each 

interview, I informally documented my thoughts, impressions, and emergent insights of 

the most recent interview in my research journal or on my personal computer. Often 

times these notes were very brief and intended to help me with recall during the formal 

data analysis. I then crafted crude categories from the brief notes, alongside my initial 

feelings of the interview, and the transcript of the interview. This informal data analysis 

continued for the duration of my study, both within individual interviews and across all 

data.  

For formal data analysis, I utilized open coding (Merriam, 2009) to identify any 

words, phrases, awkward pauses or other interview moments that were important to 

crafting a full picture of the counselor’s experience. With each new interview, I repeated 

this process, adding new categories, refining existing categories, and considering new 
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insights against previously considered bits of data. As noted above, I personally 

transcribed each interview by hand. This process was labor intensive and required 

attention both to the physical act of transcription as well as continuing the comparative 

analysis of ideas, codes or themes, and possible new directions for subsequent interviews. 

It was here, in this continuous refinement process, that “patterns and regularities become 

the categories or themes into which subsequent items [were] sorted...into some recurring 

pattern that cuts across [the] data” (Merriam, 2009, p. 181).        

Data analysis happened both in the field and when the fieldwork concluded 

(Janesick, 1994). Upon leaving the field, I returned to the first case and analyzed the data 

in a formal, systematic manner. I coded the data by hand (Merriam, 2009) using 

electronic highlighting, cutting-and-pasting, and electronic and handwritten notes made 

on both the printed and electronic transcriptions.    

After a deep exploration of the first participant’s data, I will begin to analyze each 

new set of interview transcriptions, observations, and field notes against previously 

considered data and themes. In other words, I continued to analyze the data both 

vertically (within participant) and horizontally (across all participants) (Yin, 2008). This 

consisted of moving back-and-forth between each new participant’s horizontal data in a 

chronological fashion, continuing to compare individual participants against the emerging 

codes and themes of previous interviews. 

Merriam (2009) notes that “the names of categories can come from at least three 

sources (or a mix of these sources): yourself, the researcher, the participants, or sources 

outside the study such as the literature” (2009). Additionally, Merriam (2009) provides 

five criteria for establishing themes. She writes that “categories should be: 1) responsive 
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to the purpose of the research; 2) exhaustive; 3) mutually exclusive; 4) sensitizing; 5) 

conceptually congruent” (p. 185-186). Each theme in my analysis met Merriam’s (2009) 

criteria. I originally had five or six general themes and that I distilled down into three 

distinct themes, along with direct recommendations. Upon distilling the data into distinct 

themes, I applied the themes to answer my research questions.    

Trustworthiness 

 Trustworthiness address issues of validity in qualitative research (Glesne, 2006).  

Instead of aiming for randomization and reproducibility, “validity in qualitative research 

has to do with description and explanation and whether or not the explanation fits the 

description. In other words, is the explanation credible?” (Janesick, 2003, p. 69). The 

purpose of the case study, even in the matter of instrumental case studies, is to deeply 

explore a particular case within a particular context and not to attempt to tell universal 

truths or articulate generalizable facts across all contexts. Trustworthiness in case study 

design denotes the reader’s ability to see ways that the case may or may not be relative to 

their own environment (Lincoln, 1990).  

Lincoln and Guba (1985) created four criterions of trustworthiness in qualitative 

inquiry: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. These principles of 

trustworthiness cannot assure certainty in the results and always “preclude the certitude 

and presumed rectitude of conventional (positivist) rigor criteria” (Lincoln, 1990, p. 71). 

Credibility in qualitative research refers to the authenticity of the findings or more 

specifically, “are the findings credible given the data presented” (Merriam, 2009, p. 213)?  

A study gains credibility using techniques such as triangulation, member checks, 

(Denzin, 1994), and audit trails (Janesick, 2003) to corroborate the findings based on the 
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data. Transferability simply refers to shifting the perceived usefulness of a study in one 

context to another from the researcher to the reader (Firestone, 1990; Greene, 1990; 

Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It is the researcher’s responsibility to offer enough “thick 

description” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 125) of the case so that the reader is able to fully 

understand the “setting and participants of the study, as well as a detailed description of 

the findings with adequate evidence” (Merriam, 2009, p. 227). Dependability and 

confirmability offer the reader clear insights into the steps taken to conduct the research, 

the steps and thought processes behind the findings, and a detailed understanding of the 

data analysis.     

 Merriam (2009) provided eight strategies for trustworthiness in qualitative 

research (p. 229). Strategies included triangulation, member checks, engagement with 

data, acknowledgment of researcher bias, peer review, audit trail, rich and thick 

description, and maximum variation. A single study need not include each of these 

strategies (Glesne, 2006), but in each case, researchers should consider utilizing multiple 

approaches to ensure trustworthiness. To maximize the trustworthiness of my study, I 

utilized data triangulation, member checks, engaged extensively with the data, 

acknowledged my researcher bias, and used thick description and an audit trail. In the 

following section, I will describe how I used triangulation, member checks, 

acknowledged my biases heading into the study, and utilized an audit trail to allow the 

reader to “authenticate the findings” (Merriam, 2009, p. 222) of my study.     

Triangulation is the “use of two or more sets of data or methods to answer one 

question” (Morse, 2015, p. 2016). This can be accomplished by “comparing and cross-

checking data collected through observations at different times and different places, or 
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interview data collected from…follow-up interviews with the same people” (Merriam, 

2009, p. 216). Triangulation of data was challenging and limited in this study due to 

privacy codes for client counseling records that prohibited my review of clinical notes, 

diagnostics, and appointment data. As such, I triangulated my data in three ways: 

multiple interviews with the same participant and with different participants on the same 

relative topic, member checks, and use of my research journal and personal notes.  

Member checking is the practice of “sharing interview transcripts, analytical 

thoughts, and/or drafts of the final report with research participants” (Glesne, 2006, p. 38) 

to ensure their voice is faithfully represented in the study. Following the transcription of 

each interview, I emailed each transcription to the respective participant for review. Only 

one participation asked for a minor redaction, which I executed. During subsequent 

interviews I also discussed the previous interview, including their thoughts, preliminary 

emergent themes, and my personal thoughts. 

In addition to member checks, I used an audit trail that allowed me to trace data 

back to the original source. Specifically, the audit trail included personal deliberations, 

insights, challenges, and “a running record” (Merriam, 2009, p. 223) of how I made 

interpretative decisions constructing the findings. I kept my audit trail in footnotes of this 

dissertation. On a personal note, in addition to the audit trail serving as a guide for the 

reader, I also utilized my research journal and my personal notes as a research 

accountability tool. My research journal and private notes kept me out of my own head 

and committed to recursive engagement with the data. 
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Personal Assumptions and Biases 

 In qualitative research, the researcher serves as the research instrument (Merriam, 

2009). As such, it is of critical importance that I acknowledged my personal assumptions 

and biases (Glesne, 2006) heading into the study and worked to both bracket and 

incorporate them during the data collection and analysis. Beginning the study, I had 

several biases, both epistemological and practical, based on the literature, my personal 

experience working with attorneys, and my training as a doctoral counseling student. I 

will do my best to be transparent in my disclosures below. 

 First, Glasser (1985) believes that Choice Theory applies to all people, across all 

cultures, races, and religions, and within all communities and sub-communities. He 

suggests that all people have common experiences, challenges, and broken relationships 

from which all perceived pathologies present.  I deeply want to believe this. When a 

person is no longer a slave to death (Beck, 2014), they are free to choose their thoughts 

and behaviors in any and all circumstances. I am additionally concerned by the 

progressively divisive rhetoric and subcategorization of nations, communities, specialty 

groups, and the like. These reductionist divisions are taking place en masse both in 

society in general and, frustratingly, within the counseling profession. To a large degree, 

subgroup identity is a post-modernist differentiation, and the continued demand for 

recognition, special status, victim status, and special treatment is hallowing out the 

common experience of all people. People are increasingly finding identity in who or what 

they are not, instead of who they, and we, collectively are. I recognize that I am writing 

this as a person of multiple privileged statuses and the irony that I am considering the 

creation of yet another subgroup, Resistant Influentials (Delony, et al., 2017), and 
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specifically, lawyers. 

 On the other hand, the data concerning the experiences of attorneys is real, 

troubling, and deeply disconcerting. After working in legal education for five years, 

speaking to multiple groups of pre-service and practicing attorneys, visiting courtrooms, 

counseling and coaching lawyers, and becoming close friends with numerous legal 

professionals, I believe their experiences and ways of seeing the world is, indeed, unique. 

And there is both beauty and profound challenges inherent in the uniqueness. I am 

convinced that the legal profession cannot solve its challenges on its own (hence me 

taking the somewhat pathological step of pursing a second terminal degree in counseling) 

but the voices of experienced counselors have not been heard. I may, in fact, be wrong. 

Lawyers might be just like everybody else.  

If I put aside my philosophical meanderings and focus on the immediate 

challenges in their immediate contexts, I believe that lawyers need professional 

counselors who are trained to understand the common experiences of legal professionals, 

effective modes of treating lawyers, and ways to form, support, and care for attorneys in 

therapeutic relationships. Additionally, from my experience working and studying 

alongside mental health professionals, I know that anecdotally, attorneys frighten 

counselors. This fear may create therapeutic barriers that hinder the therapeutic 

relationship before it even starts. Finally, lawyers are trained to be strategic, calculating, 

and hard. I wonder if they will be served by any one counseling approach or technique 

and may instead by healed by and through the therapeutic relationship.  

 I committed to entering this inquiry into the experience of counselors with an 

open mind and an open heart. In many places, I hoped to find my biases disconfirmed. In 
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other places, I hoped the common voices of the counselors would emerge to provide 

insight and direction for the future. I was correct on all counts.     

Context of the Researcher 

 In addition to my personal assumptions and biases heading into this story, I also 

must provide further transparency into why this study is so deeply personal for me. I, too, 

was a Resistant Influential who allowed the secondary traumatic stress, profound and 

cumulative loss of sleep, the rigors of my job, and the ‘suck-it-up’ senior leadership 

culture to affect me in profound ways. As a person who works in mental health crisis for 

a living, I distinctly remember the moment of clarity early one rainy morning, at 2:30 

a.m., crawling around in the dirt by the bushes near my house. I had convinced myself 

that the foundation of my house was cracking and that my house was going to slide off in 

the street, setting off a cascade of devastating personal, relational, and economic 

tragedies.  

It wasn’t. 

I distinctly remember thinking to myself, ‘Well…you’ve officially lost it.” By this 

time, I wasn’t sleeping, I suffered from a devastating anxiety, and I was a shell of the 

eccentric, silly, joyful husband, father, and leader I had once been. This brief moment of 

clarity led me on a multi-year search for wellness both for myself, my family, and 

subsequently, for the lawyers, ministers, academic leaders, and health care professionals 

that I knew and loved. Part of this journey led me to a second doctorate degree, this time 

in counseling, and culminating in this deeply personal exploration into the lived 

experiences of professional counselors. The other part of this journey led me to a senior 

leadership position at a public law school, where I was embedded in a new and exciting 
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culture that I did not know or understand, with lovely and extraordinary people who were 

reaching through their professional boundaries towards human connection and 

reclamation. We all caught glimpses of something new.   

Summary 

In this chapter I outlined the methodological framework and theoretical design of 

my study. I conducted a qualitative instrumental case study to explore the lived 

experiences of counselors who serve attorneys. I followed Siedman’s (2013) interview 

protocol and three semi-structured interviews of four licensed professional counselors 

across a 16-state region of the southern United States. I formally and informally analyzed 

the data and I confidentially, safely, and ethically handled the confidential data. Finally, I 

offered my personal assumptions, hopes, and biases leading into this study. In the 

following chapter, I provide the findings of my exploration.    
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CHAPTER IV  

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 

I conducted a case study consisting of four licensed professional counselors who 

have experiences counseling attorneys. In this chapter, I reintroduce the purpose of the 

case study and guiding research questions. Additionally, I present the research 

participants and interview settings of the study, and I provide detailed descriptions of my 

interactions with each counselor. Finally, I present the emergent data, along with detailed 

analysis of the findings. This chapter is organized under the following subheadings: 

Purpose of the Study and Research Questions, Analysis of the Data, Research Setting and 

Participants, Lawyers Are Not Unique People or Counseling Clients, Lawyers Are 

Unique People and Counseling Clients, Counseling People of Power (Resistant 

Influentials), and finally, Recommendations for Lawyers and Counselors.  

Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 

The purpose of this study was to explore the lived experiences and insights of 

licensed professional counselors who counsel lawyers. Additionally, I investigated my 

participant counselors’ perceptions of the personal and professional barriers that may 

prohibit attorneys from seeking mental health treatment and support. Finally, I explored 

the participants’ recommendations for fellow counselors who have both the challenge and 

privilege of serving legal professionals.  

The following three research questions guided this case study:  

1. How do licensed professional counselors experience attorneys in counseling 

relationships, beginning with the initial appointment through the termination 

of services?   
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2. How do licensed professional counselors perceive the attorney-counselor 

counseling relationship, the efficacy of specific counseling interventions, and 

therapeutic outcomes for attorneys?    

3. What recommendations do licensed professional counselors have for a) 

counselors serving attorneys, b) attorneys considering or experiencing 

counseling, and c) mental health change agents in the legal profession?  

Analysis of the Data 

 The chief data source of this case study was in-person ethnographic interviews. I 

personally transcribed each interview (a total of twelve, including three interviews from 

four participants). The secondary source of data came from field notes and observation 

notes that I kept in my research journal and on my computer. Beginning with the 

transcription of the first interview, I kept notes on emergent themes and categories. 

Additionally, I compared emergent ideas with my interview notes and began to craft 

central themes. For each new interview experience and transcription, I compared the 

emergent data with existing data and slowly, a clearer picture began to emerge. The data 

analysis continued throughout the data collection process until clear themes and 

subthemes fully developed. For clarity and readability, I chose to cite the data using 

internal block quotes and footnotes. Block quotes are cited directly from interview 

transcripts (Name, Int. 1,2, or 3, Pg. #, and Line #). I utilized footnotes to cite data from 

my research journal (RJ, Date, Pg. #) and personal computer notes (PCN, Date, Pg. #). In 

isolated cases, I changed my reporting protocol and also utilized footnotes for a 

concentrated number of transcript citations or personal commentary.       
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 As I transcribed the first interviews, two themes immediately materialized: 1) 

Lawyers Are Not Unique People or Counseling Clients and 2) Lawyers Are Unique 

People and Counseling Clients. These two themes solidified as I explored subsequent 

interviews with each participant. Further interviews and data analysis helped clarify the 

contradiction of the first two themes, identify an additional central theme, articulate 

subthemes, and produce direct responses to answer interview questions. The third and 

final theme was Counseling People of Power (Resistant Influentials). I titled the fourth 

category that captured the direct responses to interview questions Recommendations for 

Lawyers and Counselors.  

In the following section, I will provide the interview settings and biographies of 

each participant in the case study. Additionally, I will explore how the life stories of the 

participants impacted their decisions to become professional counselors. The biographies 

are broken down in to the following sections: Growing up, Education, Counseling 

experience and ethos, Professional competencies, loves, and challenges, and Personal 

wellness and efficacy.  

Research Settings and Participants 

I interviewed four licensed professional counselors who reside and practice 

counseling in the southern United States. It was more challenging to find participants 

than I originally anticipated. Counselors often work and are paid in hourly increments, 

thus one challenge, securing participants, may have been due to lost income potential of 

each potential participant. Additionally, I utilized Seidman’s Interview Model (Seidman, 

2013). This interview protocol consisted of three interviews, spaced several days apart. In 

several situations, finding time and willingness for subsequent interviews was difficult. 
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Finally, each participant had his/her own clients and administrative responsibilities, other 

professional and service roles, families, commutes, and otherwise busy schedules. This 

made coordination of schedules, including last minute changes, challenging. 

Across approximately 2 months, I conducted three, semi-structured interviews 

with each participant. Each participant was assigned a pseudonym. Except for two 

exceptions, I met in-person with each counselor, in their professional office(s), for all 

three interviews. One participant suggested subsequent interviews take place in different 

locations, to allow for mutual traveling convenience. After meeting in her professional 

office for our first interview, Ms. McDonald and I met at a local university for our second 

interview and grocery-store coffee shop for our third interview.  

 Each of the four counselors had more than two decades of counseling experience 

with many different counseling populations, and each had experience directing mental 

health-related businesses or programs. The pseudonym names of the participants are: Ms. 

Keri Harris, Mr. Brandon Rucker, Ms. Rachel McDonald, and Ms. Tracy Baker. In the 

following sections, I will discuss each of the case study participants in detail.  

Ms. Keri Harris 

 Keri was a warm, welcoming, and energetic woman.1 Her private-practice office 

was located within a converted, charming home within an urban neighborhood, hidden 

among homes and inter-home businesses.2 The converted home housed several mental 

health practitioners and was both technologically advanced and inviting.3 Ms. Harris was 

a bustle of joyful energy; she greeted me with a hearty welcome, and I felt instantly at 

                                                

1 RJ, April 19, 2019, p. 9 
2 RJ, April 19, 2019, p. 9 
3 RJ, April 19, 2019, p. 9 
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home and at ease. For our first interview, we met in her private-practice office.4 The 

office was an eclectic collection of spiritual relics and symbols, bright windows, and 

comfortable seating.5 Keri’s office hosted a number of burning candles and calming 

aromas. Upon entering her space, I was immediately struck by the welcoming energy of 

the room, and the hospitable welcome of both Keri and her eclectically cultivated space6.  

Our second and third interviews took place in her other counseling office, nestled 

within a Recovery Clinic where she served in an administrative capacity. The Recovery 

Clinic office felt like a smaller version of her private practice office, covered with 

colorful art, positive and spiritual quotes, and comfortable seating.7 When I came to the 

facility, a kind man greeted me and helped me find Keri’s office. Overall, the energy in 

the space was welcoming and peaceful8. 

Growing Up. Keri is a business administrator, wife (Int. 1, Ln. 44), and mother 

(Int. 1, Ln. 71), and she has been a licensed professional counselor for more than 20 years 

(Int. 1, Ln. 64-80). She was born into a family of helpers: her grandfather was a Christian 

minister, her father was in the military (Int. 1, Ln. 42), and her mother was a teacher. 

Keri’s mother embodied hospitality as a deeply caring history teacher (Int. 1, Ln. 43), 

often hosting students in their home and rounding up gently used goods for the less 

fortunate. Keri said 

My mom was a teacher growing up, and when she was a teacher, teachers could 
bring kids home, and feed them, and she would come home and say, ‘clean out 
your closets,’ a kid at school who needs clothes or shoes or that kind of thing. 
And she was just one of those kinds of teachers. And so that was a value in our 

                                                

4 See Figure 3 
5 RJ, April 19, 2019, p. 9 
6 RJ, April 19, 2019, p. 9 
7 RJ, April 22, 2019, p. 9 
8 RJ, April 22, 2019, p. 10 
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home,…reaching out, and helping other people. Her father was a minister, 
Southern Baptist minister, preacher. So I think it’s just, yeah, kind of been part of 
our heritage on that side of the family, of just being in the helping profession.  
(Keri, Int. 1, p.1, Ln. 14-20)  
 
Beginning in junior high as a peer counselor (Int. 1, Ln. 21), working with 

juvenile boys in college (Int. 1, Ln. 23-24), and eventually leading professional mental 

health programs both in the United States and abroad (Int. 1, Ln. 64-67), Keri has 

dedicated her life to helping others. She has professional counseling experience as a 

project director for an overseas counseling program (Int. 1, Ln. 64-69), as a therapeutic 

business owner, for a large research university on a public service contract (Int. 1, Ln. 73-

78), in a recovery hospital (Int. 1, Ln. 79), and in private practice. She currently splits her 

professional time as both a private-practitioner and a co-owner of a thriving recovery 

clinic.   

 Keri reported that she has always liked watching people and was fascinated by 

human behavior. She noted  

I’ve always been a people watcher and an observer, just watching…I love to go to 
airports, when I’m there I go early and I love to watch and eavesdrop on 
conversations and, so human behavior, the study of it, has just been fascinating to 
me. (Keri, Int.1, p.2, Ln. 14-20)  
 
Following several major geographical transitions, Keri and her family settled 

down in a large city in the southern United States, where she began both her private 

practice and her administrative responsibilities at the recovery clinic.  

Education. Keri got her undergraduate degree in criminology at a large, public 

research university in the United States. After graduating, she joined her husband 

overseas for his military commission. Upon return stateside, Keri enrolled in, and 
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graduated from, a graduate counseling program at a different large research university in 

the United States.   

Counseling experience and ethos. Keri cut her counseling teeth working with 

adolescent delinquent boys. Early on, she was struck by the painful experiences teenagers 

reported from their childhoods. These experiences, in addition to her own personal 

journey, encouraged her to look for the root cause of pain often lurking behind 

maladaptive behaviors or addiction. She explained  

I…recognized pretty quickly that most of them had histories of some kind of 
experience…painful experience…there was always something that was an 
underlying factor, part of somebody’s story for addiction…I…personally have a 
belief that what we see, the dandelion on top of the surface of the earth, when you 
look under – I don’t know if you’ve ever seen the root system of a dandelion, but 
it’s just like massive, and tangled up, and everything is connected to everything 
else…And so for me, intuitively, it just made sense to really go to the root, and 
look for the root of…what contributed…What I see more often than not is that 
when people are using substances or having an eating disorder or some other kind 
of compensatory behavior,...addiction, pornography, or shopping, or religion, or 
whatever, that typically there is some wound that has not healed. (Keri, Int.1, p.3, 
Ln. 80-94)   
 
Additionally, Keri found a powerful connection between spiritual beliefs and help 

for individuals struggling with addiction and trauma. She suggested 

What I really loved about addictions work early on is the ability to bring in the 
spiritual realm, into the room…I mean it’s not ever anything that I learned in 
graduate school…Often times, having that belief in something greater than we are 
out there, whether it’s a divine order to the universe or a God or spirit guides or 
the Big Bang and energy is directing everything, it doesn’t make any difference to 
me, obviously…9 (Keri, Int.1, p.4, Ln. 104-113)   
 
Throughout our time together, Keri often referred to the importance of spiritual 

influences, connected energies, and drawing support from a larger “collective 

                                                

9 Motions to her office that is covered in a number of different spiritual relics (PCN, April 19, 2019, P. 4)  
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consciousness” (Keri, Int.1, p.5, Ln. 141-143). She believed her counseling abilities were 

a calling and a gift. This spiritual/energy focus became the foundation of both her 

therapeutic calling and her professional practice. She suggested 

For me, like you, I can feel that in people, energetically. You pick that 
up…E=MC2…everything is energy. And we people are energetic beings. And so, 
that’s one of the things that I know, walking into a place. You’re experiencing 
that, that felt experience…and when I work with people, it’s not ‘How do you 
feel?’ it’s ‘Where do you feel that in your body?’ ‘What does that mean to you?’ 
kind of thing…So it’s a very body-centered work. (Keri, Int.1, p.7, Ln. 205-211)    
 
In her counseling practice, Keri cultivated open and energetic spaces where 

people could let down their energetic guards and feel a sense of safety and security. She 

noted 

I think when people feel safe and when people feel like (big exhale)…Ok…this is 
a place that I can land, I’m not going to be judged, I’m gonna be able to figure out 
what’s been missing…To me, spiritual principles are universal, I don’t care if 
you’re religious or not. There are an established set of spiritual principles and 
when we live by those spiritual principles, then our life becomes more 
harmonious. It enables us to connect with other people in ways that we can’t 
connect if we’re not being honest, or we’re not living with integrity. (Keri, Int.1, 
p. 8-9, Ln. 248-254)   
 
She further suggested it is the process of recovery that aids people in their 

understanding of the importance of “spiritual awakening and spiritual connection” (Keri, 

Int. 2, p. 12, Ln. 341-343). She believed that the spiritual disconnection from our daily 

work and lives is the root cause of so much of the “angst and depression and anxiety and 

aggression in the world (Keri, Int. 2, p. 12, Ln. 352-353).   

Professional competencies, loves, and challenges. Keri loved being a 

professional counselor. She said, “there are days I think, I can’t believe I get paid to do 

that I do (joyous laughter)” (Keri, Int.1, p. 5, Ln. 154-155). She espoused 
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I love being able to connect with people…that there’s hope. I love helping people 
see that they can create a life that they want to life that they are ultimately 
responsible for creating that life...I think it’s the connection and the belief that we 
can change our lives and we can create what we want. (Keri, Int. 1, p. 6, Ln. 158-
163)     
 
She found deep joy when a person who is choosing maladaptive behaviors and 

coping strategies makes the connection that there can be more to life if they choose to 

take personal ownership of their thoughts and behaviors. Keri said  

My favorite quote is a Carl Yung quote and it’s, ‘I’m not what happened to me; I 
am what I choose to become.’ And that just really encapsulates that you can have 
a whole lot of stuff happen to you in your life, but ultimately we get to choose. 
But we can’t choose if we don’t know we have choices. We can’t choose if we 
don’t know what’s out there to choose from…So I think that what it is, is helping 
people understand you’re not what happened to you…so many people become 
that, it becomes their identity…I’m a victim. I’m an alcoholic…But no, you’re 
not those things. You do those things, those things may have happened to you, but 
you get to decide who you are. (Keri, Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 281-293)   
 
Keri reported that she had very few frustrating days as a counselor. She believed 

that her love of both her work and her clients, and her decision to not own or carry the 

decisions of clients to lean in or away from their success, were keys to her continued 

passion for counseling. She viewed on-going, multi-year counselor/client arrangements 

as yet another transference of dependency from the client to the counselor and organizes 

her practice as such. She mused  

I don’t believe that people need to be in therapy the rest of their natural born 
lives… I have people that I’ve worked with for years, but not on an on-going, 
regular basis. They’ll come in for a period of time, and kind of find their footing, 
and then they go out and live life. And then they may hit, bump up against a 
barrier, and they may come back in. And we’ll do some work, and then they’ll go 
back out and live their lives. That’s, to me, a healthy therapeutic relationship. I 
don’t ever want anybody coming to see me for years and years and years. That is, 
to me, you’re creating another dependence. (Keri, Int.1, p. 10-11, Ln. 297-310)   
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But her ability to practice self-care and distance herself from her client’s personal 

responsibilities and successes did not mean she was immune to occasionally internalizing 

professional disappointment. In one telling story, Keri recalled  

I had a woman that was referred to me by a psychiatrist…this psychiatrist knows 
how I work. After the first session, [the client] emailed me and said ‘I don’t think 
this is a good fit… I’m looking for somebody that’s gonna give me more 
practical, whatever…something like that. It stung little bit…Oh! That stung…I’ve 
always thought I’m pretty good at engaging with people (laughs) and so it’s not 
that I don’t ever take it personally…I tend to be aware…and talk with other 
people about it, who kind of share this similar philosophy around, ‘Not 
everybody’s gonna be a good fit.’ (Keri, Int.1, p. 30, Ln. 900-911)   
 
Keri did not believe that she is an authority on any specific population (Int. 1, p. 

9, Ln. 257). She owned that she was skilled both at helping “people figure out who they 

are” (Keri, Int. 1, p. 9, Ln. 257-258) and at curating safe and welcoming environments 

where clients can drop their guard and get to work. Conversely, Keri did not have the 

specialized training to work with OCD or schizophrenia. For clients with major 

psychological thought disorders or severe-mood disorders, Keri partnered with a 

psychiatrist (Int. 1, p. 11-12, Ln. 366-386). 

Personal wellness and efficacy. Keri placed a keen importance on personal 

wellness and mental, spiritual, emotional, and physical wellness (Int. 1, p. 15, Ln. 421-

443). She had a daily practice of prayer, meditation or reading, and taking the daily 

invitation of spirits into her space (Keri, Int. 1, p. 14, Ln. 452-457). She was also 

committed to a daily practice of “cutting cords of attachment” (Keri, Int. 1, p. 15, Ln. 

421-440) before leaving her counseling spaces each day. Connecting wellness to efficacy, 

I asked Keri if she thought she was a talented counselor. She evasively responded  

I think I have a gift. And I think I have enough curiosity about it to, you begin to 
make sense. And I think I have a pretty good idea of human behavior… 
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again…I’m not responsible for whether somebody else changes or not. Am I good 
at creating an environment where people feel safe? I think I am…and I think that, 
then,…people will take risks…when they’re in an environment when they feel 
safe. And they feel comfortable. And I’m pretty good at asking questions 
(laughs). (Keri, Int.1, p. 13-14, Ln. 401-411)    
 
In addition to her focus on energy and spirituality, Ms. Harris was also keenly 

attuned to the historical and current movements in the profession. She considered herself 

“an information junkie” (Keri, Int. 1, p. 12, Ln. 397) and she is always looking for new 

training experiences to add to her clinical “tool belt” (Keri, Int. 1, p. 13, Ln. 427). She 

trained under William Glasser,10 has training in hypno-therapy (Int. 1, p. 13, Ln. 421), 

and she knows that not every client is interested in talking about spirituality. She said  

…It’s not for everybody,…so I’m gonna work with the person however they, 
what they are coming in with, what they feel comfortable with, how they see 
things, how they believe things…I don’t have to bring up spirit at all. (Keri, Int. 1, 
p. 13, Ln. 426-431) 
 
I truly felt a unique connection to Ms. Harris11. She was a brilliant, powerhouse of 

a presence while also gentle, warm, and welcoming. She was a spiritually attuned 

counselor who loved her work and the clients she is blessed to serve. Specific to this 

study, Keri reported having seen a number of legal professionals over the course of her 

career. She has seen them as a private practitioner, she has presented at Lawyer 

Assistance Program gatherings in her, and she has even assisted the State Board of Law 

Examiners with law student character and fitness evaluations or lawyer discipline 

referrals.   

                                                

 

11 (RJ, April 19, 2019, p. 9) and (RJ, April 22, 2019, p. 10) 
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Mr. Brandon Rucker 

 Brandon was a gentle, kind, and warm person.12Upon meeting him, I was 

immediately drawn in by his welcoming and even presence, and his hospitable energy.13 

He spoke quietly, confidently, and with a grace that made me feel both at ease and 

engaged. Brandon’s office was located in a non-descript downtown office in a southern 

United States city. His office was located inside of an unlabeled office building.14 

Ecologically, Brandon’s office was an ideal location for his counseling practice, which is 

focused entirely on helping attorneys and legal professionals in various stages of mental 

health crisis or addiction recovery. Brandon and his team were perfectly hidden in plain 

sight;15 an ideal location for counseling clients who demand absolute confidentiality and 

secrecy.  

When I arrived to his suite, I was buzzed in and warmly welcomed by the staff. I 

was offered water, and led back into a quiet, almost under-ground set of offices. There 

was exposed rock, serene decor, and light streaming in from above-ground windows. 

Over the course of all three interviews, I continued to return to a descriptive one word 

that best captured the office’s energy: Safe.16 All three of our interviews took place in 

Brandon’s office.17   

Growing Up. Brandon grew up in a home of caring, helping professionals. His 

father was a minister, and his mother was a public school teacher. He said  

                                                

12 (RJ, March 11, 2019, p. 6) 
13 (RJ, March 11, 2019, p. 6) 
14 (RJ, March 11, 2019, p. 6) 
15 I walked past the door several times in search of the office. After driving into the city, I thought my GPS was broken because I 
could not find the location. But after finding it, I realized the genius of his office location (RJ, March 11, 2019). 
16 (RJ, March 11, 2019, p. 6) 
17 See Figure 3.  
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As a little boy growing up, a premium was put on being a help and service to 
other people. So my dad’s a retired Episcopal priest, my mom, a public school 
teacher…We grew up in the late 60’s /early 70’s in a very charged racial climate, 
post Martin Luther King, and Vietnam War era…and so the whole idea of 
working in conflict, and being a peace maker, seeing that through my dad, dealing 
with parishioners, pro-war, anti-war, outreach into poverty areas, of where we 
used to live…just the importance of helping other people…So that’s how I’ve 
always been orientated…(Brandon, Int. 1, p. 1, Ln. 6-12)   
 
In addition to growing up in a family that valued helping others, Brandon dealt 

with his own personal mental health challenges. He said  

I dealt with really debilitating clinical depression in junior high and high school, I 
self-medicated for those years, 14-20, and, really bad depression, suicidal ideation 
stuff everyday, very unhappy…but went and got some medical help for that when 
I was 20, I turn 50 next week, and haven’t had any recurrence of major significant 
psychological psychiatric stuff…I remain abstinent from substances…(Brandon, 
Int. 1, p. 1, Ln. 12-16)   
 
Education. Brandon’s first attempt in college was at an excellent private 

university in the United States. He did not like the environment and dropped out after 

several weeks and moved back home to work a mailroom job in large law firm. After a 

short stint in the mailroom, Brandon enrolled in at a large public research university. He 

was not successful and was academically dismissed. After an absence, he re-enrolled in 

the large university, only to be academically disqualified once again. Briefly foregoing 

college, Brandon moved across the country to find work. A year or so later, he moved to 

yet another state, and enrolled in another public state university. This time he was highly 

motivated, and he completed his psychology and counseling degree in three years. Soon 

after, he enrolled in a graduate counseling program at a nationally ranked private 

university and graduated.  

During his college years, Brandon worked with a number of mental health 

programs. He worked in an “old school state hospital system…a compound, with its own 
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canteen, and kitchen, and its own doctors and dentists, and chapel” (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 2, 

Ln. 35-36), as a mental health counselor in a rural high school (Int. 1, p. 2, Ln. 50-51), in 

an inpatient adolescent treatment center (Int. 1, p. 2, Ln. 52-53), in outpatient care (Int. 1, 

p. 2, Ln. 54), and ultimately working with various Resistant Influentials (Delony et al, 

2017) in employee assistance work. Here, he worked with first responders, teachers, and 

medical professionals (p. 2, Ln. 60-65). Finally, he joined his current team working with 

people in and around the legal profession (Int. 1, p. 2, Ln. 65-66). After several years as a 

staff counselor, he became the leader of the practice.  

Counseling experience and ethos. Like Keri, Brandon cherished his role as a 

professional counselor. He gushed 

It just, I feel like it’s what I was made to do…to help other people. Uh…when I 
boil it all down…there’s people out there that, just plod along, and do what they 
do because they’ve got to put bread on the table…Take care of their 
families…I’ve got to do that too, but I really get to enjoy my passion. And I feel 
like my purpose is just helpin’ folks. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 97-101)   
 
Additionally, Brandon lived his purpose through his own personal counseling 

mission. He believed in restoring human connection by looking for places to cure and 

unwind loneliness.  He said    

So I believe, and I really, really believe this, I feel like that as social creatures, we 
all have an innate need to feel heard and feel understood. And that when that 
doesn’t occur, and that’s not happening, then we get alone and isolated, afraid, 
fearful,…and we regress or we get stuck, right?…I…create a safe container for 
those things to occur: to feel heard and to feel understood. At the same time, I’m 
asking for the opportunity to earn trust and earn respect, so I work 
collaboratively…I tell people ‘Look, at this point, you’re much more of an expert 
in your life than I am. My job is to understand better how you see the world, how 
you interact in it, how you see yourself in a relationship with your self and with 
others.” So, I’m attempting to take that phenomenological look and come to 
where the person’s at...to help meet them where they are. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 6, 
Ln. 156-167) 
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Over time, Brandon has worked hard to uncouple his professional identity and 

calling from his personhood. Several times throughout our interviews, Brandon made 

note of the pathology of an individual becoming consumed by their professional identity. 

Speaking from personal experience, Brandon noted  

I think when I was younger, my identity was so wrapped up in being a therapist, 
but, like I said earlier, we’re more than what we do as a profession…And people 
get caught in that bind with their identity with that, but I’ve had many things over 
the years just force me to reexamine, take a look in the mirror, do inventory, and 
make adjustments…? (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 297-300) 
 
Brandon has remained committed to his own clinical and spiritual work – the 

same work he helps others do. This commitment allows him to live a life of congruence 

across his personal and professional roles. He remarked 

So if you meet me here, hopefully that’s the way you’d meet me at dinner at my 
house, or (if) we hung out…or…if you watch me parent or things like that, 
hopefully people would experience me the same way…I’ve just found it’s an 
easier way to live…it’s not always popular…but it works for me. (Brandon, Int. 3, 
p. 1, Ln. 4-8) 
 
Professional competencies, loves, and challenges. Brandon considered himself 

an expert in counseling Resistant Influentials, including legal professionals and medical 

professionals, as well as working with adolescents. He felt that he was a good counselor 

because he has “been able to exist in this environment this long” (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 8, 

Ln. 243). Additionally, Brandon believed that his personal challenges and triumphs 

helped positively impact his wisdom and counseling ability. He noted  

I think as you get older and you move through life, you gain some life experience, 
right? And some knowledge of how things are. So I’ve survived divorce…I think 
that I understand that a little bit…I struggled to have kids for 5,6 years…I went 
through the whole invitro deal…I’ve lost parents now, I’ve got teenage kids, I 
mean, it’s just…[pause] I feel like I’m a generalist…a big part of what I do here is 
I try to set people up for a really positive therapeutic experience. (Brandon, Int. 1, 
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p. 7, Ln. 204-209) 
  
His work with legal professionals came with high pressure, challenging clients, 

and at times, powerful external scrutiny. Beyond the daily challenge of counseling legal 

professionals, when a lawyer he was working with had a public ethical implosion or 

harmed him or her self or someone else, he felt the blowback of the entire legal 

community (Interview 1, p. 8-9, Ln. 244-249). He said, “So we have to stay sharp, we 

have to stay on our feet, and we’ve got to do out best everyday” (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 9, 

Ln. 249-250). 

Brandon was energized and fascinated by the privilege and challenge of working 

with attorneys (Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 110). In light of his various professional experiences, 

Brandon loved working exclusively with legal professionals. He said 

The [lawyers’] stories are the best. You could never imagine the clinical 
stories…I just love it…I mean…attorneys…legal professionals, I mean it’s 
amazing…I think the law, the application, how it rolls out…I think it’s just 
fascinating. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 105-110) 
 
Brandon further reflected on the pressure, fear, and sleepless nights that working 

with lawyers can cause, even after decades as a professional counselor. He reflected 

There’s still, every now and then, like a Sunday night, falling asleep, thinking 
about what’s on the calendar for the next day, know your dealing with a very 
tough case coming up, and yeah, there’s still some sleepless nights …a lot of the 
cases we deal with here, some are just straight forward, about 50% of people here 
self-refer, we see ‘em, we help ‘em. But some cases come in through disciplinary 
counsel and these are very, very complicated cases. Where people come in here 
are pretty pissed off, distrustful, and aren’t always genuine about their desire to 
get help. And some pretty scary types. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 3, Ln. 77-84) 
 
As noted above, despite the challenges, Brandon treasured his work counseling 

legal professionals. It was clear that this is both a spiritual and professional calling and 

that he valued engaging with attorneys and helping them find connection, safety, and 
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healing. I asked Brandon if there were ever moments when working with legal 

professionals was a burden and if, in the end, it was worth the challenges. Typical to all 

of the counselors in this study, Brandon offered deep, insightful wisdom. He reflected 

Most days I feel like it is [worth it]. And then other days I feel like I’m just 
pushing upstream. Like, the system and how it operates, and how it all trickles 
down…it’s depressing because I know I’m not going to change the system. 
What’s uplifting is that I know I can help change a human being. Right? I really 
try to focus on lawyers, anybody that I work with, is a human being, right? 
Because we are more than what we do…I’m here to help this person, as a human 
being…So, is it all worth it? It’s kinda one of those things…Do you think the 
grass is greener on the other side? Sometimes I think, well I’ll start a private 
practice, and it’ll be so easy, and, I won’t have to deal with all this political shit, 
and all this nebulous stuff, and all this gray area, it’ll be easier...but I know from 
experience that’s just a projection. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 13-14, Ln. 395-407) 
 
Brandon was driven to serve attorneys, to see through the professional 

masquerade, and find the person, with whom he believes he shares a common humanity, 

underneath.  

Personal wellness and efficacy. Brandon spoke directly and authoritatively 

regarding the importance of self-care and honoring his own personal wellness. I asked 

Brandon about his personal wellness plan, and he offered  

It’s changed over the years…I’ve been part of support groups, accountability 
groups, individual psychotherapy,…I love to cut grass…I play the guitar and 
sing…my kids are young adults, so I’ve been raising them, very actively 
involved… and then my spiritual practice has really been the center of stayin’ 
sane and stayin’ healthy. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 280-283)  
 
He further reported being deeply engaged in spiritual practices (Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 

284-287), of the importance of personal and professional mentors (Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 289-

290), and his need for alone time and personal retreat (Int. 1, Ln. 10, 287-289). He said 

that his ever-morphing wellness practices provide him the ability to stay “tuned up” 

(Brandon, Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 284-293) for service to others. Brandon’s entire counseling 
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practice was dedicated to serving legal professionals. Like Keri, Brandon has seen 

attorneys as a private practitioner, has assisted his state’s Lawyer Assistance Program, 

and has partnered with the State Board of Law Examiners to work with legal 

professionals who are struggling with behavioral choices, mental health challenges, or 

addiction.  

Ms. Rachel McDonald 

 Rachel was a brilliant, kinetic, and openhearted person.18 Within minutes of 

meeting, Rachel offered me something to drink and introduced me to her professional 

team, as though we were old friends.19Throughout our interviews, she was charming, 

smart, and bravely open. Our first meeting took place on a stormy afternoon in her 

converted garage office,20 where she was currently a senior leader and therapeutic expert 

in a mental health technology start-up. At her recommendation, our second meeting took 

place in a private office at a local university; it was a more convenient location for both 

of us. Our final meeting took place, again at her recommendation, in a small eatery inside 

a local grocery store.21 As noted above, Rachel was fearless and open and the different 

interview settings did not appear to dampen her spirit.22      

Growing up. Rachel grew up in the southern United States; a rambunctious kid in 

a loving home. Her parents were bighearted people who brought a unique mix of 

personalities to Rachel’s childhood. She said 

…both my parents are extremely generous, giving, caring people…they’re just, 
my mother is very emotionally restricted, she grew up in a really strange 

                                                

18 (RJ, February 22, 2019, p. 4) 
19 (RJ, February 22, 2019, p. 4) 
20 (RJ, February 22, 2019, p. 4) 
21 See Figure 3.  
22 (RJ, May 17, 2019, p. 13) 
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environment…she was an accident child, so her nearest sibling was 17 years older 
than her, so both her parents were much older…her dad died at an early age. She 
had a very, and still has, a limited range of emotional expression. My dad, on the 
other hand, flamboyant, boisterous, joker-kind of mascot, avoiding his own 
whatever…I just had this really bizarre understanding of emotion, and 
management of emotion, and desire to help people and take care of people and so 
all of that mixed together was a natural drug addict…and a natural 
therapist…(Rachel, Int. 1, p. 6-7 Ln. 178-188) 
 
As a child, Rachel remembered feeling supported and loved, yet uncomfortable in 

traditional living and learning environments. Throughout her childhood, she struggled 

with undiagnosed learning disabilities and the resultant behavioral challenges, an 

excellent mind, and her own homegrown remedies for her challenges in traditional 

environments.  

Education. As a “co-dependent rescuer from birth,…with a calling to be a 

helper” (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 6 Ln. 174-176), Rachel’s journey to become a professional 

counselor included a challenging struggle and resounding triumph over addiction. Her 

addiction started early in life. She remembered 

I was just miserable, and I saw that other people weren’t…or at least I thought 
other people weren’t so maybe it’s comparing insides to outsides? But…I 
struggled… being somewhat dyslexic and ADD in the 70’s and 80’s you just got 
treated like you were the problem child, right?...High IQ, high performance in 
other creative endeavors, but not in academic endeavors. And so it wasn’t until I 
started recreationally using cocaine that I could perform in school. (Rachel, Int. 1, 
p. 5, Ln. 129-142) 
 
Rachel’s utilization of chemical support strategies increasingly became the only 

tool in her tool kit, helping her through high school and ultimately into graduate school, 

full-time employment, athletics, and beyond. As is common with early stage addictions, 

Rachel entered this relationship with an illusory sense of control. She said  

And what I learned by the time I got to college, and had mastered by the time I 
got to graduate school, was that if I practiced proper dose response techniques, I 
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mean essentially I just did a lot of studying on Einstein, and on some of these 
other greats that used it medicinally and not recreationally…and so I learned to 
use it medicinally and not recreationally (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 6, Ln. 154-157) 
 
Eventually, Rachel found recovery and went through her own healing. She 

enrolled in a college psychology program and pursued counseling specialties in graduate 

school. She shared  

Over the course of all of this time, discovering sort of on my own, problematic 
addictive behaviors that I was avoiding and running from…ended up all sort of 
coming together with me getting sober and realizing, sort of just relationships, 
as...metaphor for life…and [I] decided to really specialize in and really deeply 
understand the relationships of people, place, and things…[and] ended up doing a 
lot of training and a lot of specialty in addictive behavior…” (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 2, 
Ln. 52-57) 
 
Rachel ultimately graduated from a large private university in the United States.  

She has two graduate degrees, one in counseling and a second in a related field.   

Counseling experience and ethos. In her childhood home, spirituality played a 

perfunctory role, with her family attending church only for mainstream religious 

holidays. Her family did not integrate spirituality into daily living and she absorbed the 

disconnection. She said      

…There was a perpetual underlying dissatisfaction…and that was the spiritual 
void, which I didn’t know until I had been…tricked into working the 12 
steps…and finding a higher power that I could call my own…I went through 
Sunday school because I had to…there just was no real relationship there. So I 
didn’t really develop a relationship with a higher power and find my way back to 
the God of my understanding until I truly was willing to admit the relationship 
that I had with drugs and alcohol and medicating behavior, which really was food, 
and then was probably men, then…it all unfolded…(Rachel, Int. 1, p. 6, Ln. 162-
173) 
 
Rachel was a deeply spiritual person and counselor (Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 308-317), 

and she believed she was called by God to serve as a counselor (Int. 1, p. 14, Ln. 449-
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450). She has bravely used her past experiences, training, and professional expertise to 

serve a wide range of clinical clients with different needs.  

Professional competencies, loves, and challenges. Rachel counted several 

general areas of counseling as areas of expertise. Areas of expertise included adolescents 

and family, addictions to persons, places, or things, and counseling the people of power 

other counselors did not want to work with. She expounded  

My true, original expertise in the counseling field was adolescent and family. I 
would say now, my expertise is relationships…to people, places and things…It 
may be that a family system is having role and relational issues because the 
family of origin work of mom and dad is polluting the current family,…it could 
be that individuals who are addicted to substances and behaviors, it’s their 
relationship that they’re having with those substances and behaviors,…Or it could 
be people who are addicted to…power and control …I mean, that’s really what I 
have studied the most…in the last 10 or 15 years…is understanding the internal 
experience and how it impacts the relationships that we end up having with 
ourselves and others…people, places, and things. (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 12, Ln. 351-
366) 
 
Rachel cherished working with challenging people of power because “nobody 

wants to work with them” (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 13, Ln. 394) and it is fun “deconstructing 

that really difficult and complicated and guarded and protected person” (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 

14, Ln. 406-408). She believed it was fun because when they did find success, Rachel 

was “so joyful that they found what [she] found” (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 14, Ln. 413). 

Rachel said she loved counseling. She enjoyed searching for ways, whether in a 

therapeutic relationship or through some sort of technologically-assisted support, to 

connect people back to other human beings and help solve their most perplexing and 

challenging personal dilemmas. She opined  

I love it. I still love it…recognizing that this really has nothing to do with 
me…It’s the ability for me to be a channel that people can find their own insight 
through. So my job is to show up and truly be open and let the universe give me 
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the tools to ask the questions to help people guide themselves in the direction they 
need to go…I’m drawn to the human connection, the puzzle, and the ability to 
show people that if they would just have a relationship with themselves that was 
slightly different, they might actually feel some peace…Find the peace because it 
is available to you if you’re willing.23  (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 8-9, Ln. 241-254) 
 
Though she expressed confidence in her work with certain difficult client 

populations, she noted also several populations she found challenging and unwilling to 

work with. She shared they were not clinically challenging (i.e. she had the technical 

chops), but instead were emotionally and spiritually demanding. She reported    

I am not willing to serve small children, small traumatized children…and not 
because I can’t, I got certified to do child forensic interviewing and the whole 
nine yards…but I can’t leave it…I lost sleep, I lost serenity and sanity in a way 
that I didn’t did not know I could obsess about helping other people…(Rachel, 
Int. 1, p. 14-15, Ln. 425-439) 
 
There was a heavy energy to her disclosure. I told Rachel I felt like the she was 

still carrying the children and that her pain felt tangible, in the room with her. She said  

Oh they absolutely are…It was just beautiful to see that even though I couldn’t 
save ‘em, I couldn’t rescue ‘em, I couldn’t change their circumstance, I could give 
them a little bit of hope, and safety, and resilience. I was able to show up and be a 
safe enough landing space for them to try out some different tools and they may 
not be able to protect themselves from those people that were in their house, but 
they absolutely could learn that it wasn’t their fault24 (Rachel, Interview 1, p. 10).  
 
Personal wellness and efficacy. Rachel said that she was an “amazing” (Rachel, 

Int. 1, p. 18, Ln. 531) counselor. She believed that her talents and energies were gifts 

from God. She offered 

I truly believe that I have nothing to do with it. And there are a lot of people that 
argue with me about that. That I am the special sauce…and I 100%, absolutely 
deny…I am not the special sauce but for some reason God has chosen me to be 

                                                

23 When she finished this statement, there was a contemplative silence between us. It almost felt like she was talking to both of us in 
that moment; reassuring herself and honoring me with wisdom (PCN, May 31, 2019, p. 9).  
24 This was a deeply connecting moment. I felt myself being drawn into more of a pastoral-type role (PCN, April 1, 2019, p. 15).  
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able to deliver a message that some people don’t hear in any other way. (Rachel, 
Int. 1, p. 14, Ln. 416-422) 
 
She later added additional insight into her role as a therapist. She said   

I get real with people, too. Like, I’m more than willing to share my own 
experience…I never let people in my office think that I didn’t have a really good 
therapist. …I am fucked up and batshit crazy…I had really good training where 
all of my crazy, stays in my car when I come to work…And so, and I tell my 
recovery clients if you see me in an AA meeting, I’m an alcoholic. Don’t expect 
me to be your therapist or to act like one…I’m gonna be at that microphone 
blubbering and sniveling and freakin-out about how I’m crazy. And if you have a 
session with me tomorrow, it’s ok. Cause my ism- stays in the car, and my 
therapist comes in the office. (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 18, Ln. 541-550) 
 
Rachel’s ability to be transparent, warm, and insightful was inviting. 

Rachel believed that her commitment to personal health and wellness was key to 

her success in her multiple roles: therapist, business leader, mother to a newborn, and 

wife. She said she had to balance her need for personal wellness with motherhood, 

marriage, and the ever-driving inner-addict looking to reemerge in some alternative form 

of “hungry ghost” (Mate, 2008). I asked Rachel about the importance of wellness in her 

life, her personal strategies for staying well, and the biggest barriers to following through 

on the things she knew worked for her. She shared  

Putting down the phone at 5:00, actually getting up in the morning and exercising, 
as opposed to getting up in the morning and working… I am doing a great job of 
taking care of myself, because I am eating well, I’m being very mindful about 
what I eat…I am trying to be mindful about sleep,…adopted baby, late 40’s…I 
really want to believe that as counselors, we are better at self care than the 
average person. And not only is that not true, I think in the general population it is 
probably even worse…I try to practice a better than average poor self-care 
routine. In my mind, I’m better off to be laissez-faire about it, and be like, ‘Dude, 
I’m doing the best I can, whatever…than I am to go hardcore, over controlled, 
truly get into my addiction, and micromanage every single facet in life…which is 
totally possible for me. (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 18-20, Ln. 554-604) 
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Important final note. During our interviews, Rachel disclosed a past romantic 

relationship with a physically abusive attorney. This traumatic experience and the 

resulting court hearings, her negative experiences when the legal community circled the 

wagons to protect their own, his prison sentence, and her need to continue counseling to 

support herself, deeply impacted her perceptions of the legal community. Incredibly, 

Rachel was able to differentiate between this singular incident, the culture of the legal 

community, and her personal opinions of counseling lawyers25 and people of power. 

Rachel reported having seen many, many lawyers over the course of her counseling 

career. Similar to Keri and Brandon, Rachel has worked with state programs for lawyers 

who need special support, she was referred lawyers by other counselors who were not 

successful with their attorney-clients, and she saw attorneys as part of her 

adolescent/family counseling.  

Ms. Tracy Baker 

 Tracy was welcoming, instantly kind, and silently powerful.26She was almost 

unnervingly peaceful, seemingly able to see right through me.27 Her office was located in 

a residential-looking office in a hip, up-and-coming part of the city that she shared with 

several other therapists. 28She practiced counseling in a large city in the southern United 

States.  

                                                

25 I redacted most of the details and most of Rachel’s retelling of the incident. It was a haunting story that she told almost matter-of-
factly. It was clear to me that she has done significant work processing this event, that she has grown deeply, and still has a heart for 
serving the legal community in therapy (RJ, June 3, 2019, p. 17).  
26 (RJ, March 20, 2019, p. 7)  
27 Tracy, Int. 2, p. 8, Ln. 241-244. 
28 (RJ, March 20, 2019, p. 7)  
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Upon entering her office, I at once felt both safe, yet exposed (Tracy, Int. 2, p. 8, 

Ln. 240-241).  Tracy’s office was different than the others – it looked like an active 

workspace.29 White boards and poster-sized sticky-notes adorned the walls, offering signs 

of experiential therapy work in process. Her seating was extremely comfortable, and she 

sat directly facing me. She did not talk much, but offered direct and succinct responses. 

Tracy was very comfortable with silence. Though she was extremely kind and pleasant, I 

felt like I struggled to develop rapport like I did with other participants.  

In a unique way, Tracy provided data to this case study through her silence.30 At 

times I was moved by my own insecurity to keep talking and keep searching, and I found 

myself a bit more open than I originally anticipated. Our interviews were shorter than all 

others; she did not volunteer additional information or pontificate.31She experienced me. 

Tracy embodied the role of a professional counselor and expected that what needed to 

come up in a session would, indeed, come up. She provided excellent data for this study.    

Growing up and education. Tracy became a counselor in her mid-30’s and has 

been counseling for 33 years (Tracy, Int. 3, p. 2, Ln. 52-53). She originally returned to 

college to become a teacher (Int. 1, p. 1, Ln. 10-11). Along the way, she stumbled into a 

counseling course and found her calling. She said   

… I happened to take a class called “Marriage and Family Therapy…,” and it lit 
me up inside. So that began my journey to figure out how to take, how to become 
a counselor. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 1, Ln. 10-12) 
 
Committing to become a licensed counselor was unconventional path and 

significant logistical challenge for a married mother of three children (Int. 1, p. 1, Ln. 25-

                                                

29 (RJ, March 20, 2019, p. 7) 
30 (RJ, March 28, 2019, p. 8) 
31 (RJ, March 20, 2019, p. 7 / RJ, March 28, 2019, p. 8) 
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29) from a small farming community of 1,200 people (Int. 1, p. 2, Ln. 50-61). The nearest 

graduate program was several hours away from her home and required a 12-month on-

campus residency (Int.1, p. 1, Ln. 22-24). This required her and her husband to juggle 

childcare, as Tracy lived away from home during the week and traveled back on the 

weekends. I asked her if the challenge of balancing her marriage, motherhood, travel and 

academic work was worth it, 30 years later. She resolutely32 replied    

Yes. Absolutely…It doesn’t mean that there haven’t been rough roads along the 
way, or things to figure out, or consequences to it. But…it has created a 
relationship and growth and healing within myself that I’ve been able to pass 
down to my children. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 2-3, Ln. 63-66) 

 
Tracy’s graduate program was in Marriage and Family Therapy. She completed 

her program and went on to secure her professional counseling license.33 While in 

graduate school, she studied at the feet of some of the great pioneering family and 

experiential therapists, including Virginia Satir, Sharon Wegscheider Cruz, and Claudia 

Black. Serendipitously, this program both met her personal preference for working with 

people and provided insight into her own family history. She said  

What I loved about it is it was a systems approach. It was about looking at the 
whole vs. just looking at one…and I happened to be influenced by Virginia Satir 
and I happened to have a professor that was actually trained by her. So, using 
role-playing and the beginnings of experiential therapy fit how I liked to be 
actionable with people. I liked it that it didn’t focus on a diagnosis. Systems 
usually doesn’t. It was an AMFT program, so it had, the bulk of it was cognitive 
therapy, but I was fortunate enough to have professors who were experiential, as 
well as they were just beginning to bring on campus, addiction people. And 
looking at addictions and the impact, I happen to come from an alcoholic family, 
so of course that was all very interesting for me. And I wanted to move in that 
direction, too, to work with…addiction, recovery, co-dependency was the big 

                                                

32 PCN, April 16, 2019, p. 2 
33 Though Tracy studied marriage and family therapy, she is commissioned as a Licensed Professional Counselor. This was not 
uncommon back in the mid-1980’s when she received her license.    
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thing…adult children of alcoholics…that was all unfolding during that time. 
(Tracy, Int. 1, p. 1-2, Ln. 31-43)  
 
Counseling experience and ethos. Tracy had a wide range of professional 

experiences, across multiple professional counseling sites. She served in treatment 

centers (Int. 1, p. 5, Ln. 149-151), as the lone therapist in a tiny town (Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 99-

115), in a private practice program in the northern United States (Int. 1, p. 5-6, Ln. 151-

161), as a programmatic clinical director and co-owner of a therapeutic center (Int. 1, p. 

6, Ln. 161-164), and as a successful private practitioner (Int. 1, p. 6, Ln. 165). She 

believed that her multiple roles set her up for growth in ways that she had not previously 

imagined. She said  

Being a clinical supervisor, running groups, developing programming, I mean, 
working in an organization, being a co-owner,…it allowed me to really blossom 
in a lot of different ways than if I would have stayed just in private 
practice…(Tracy, Int. 1, p. 6, Ln. 165-169)  
 
Tracy’s many personal and professional experiences played a key role in the 

development of her counseling ethos.  

 Tracy’s counseling ethos was one of distillation, simplicity, and being fully 

present to what and who was in the suite (Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 116-124). I told her that her 

presence had a calming effect on me, even after a busy day. She said     

That’s what I attempt to present. In here it’s, we’re here to talk about it, we’re 
here to close out the outside world for a moment, and give everybody an 
opportunity to share where they’re at, and just to be fully present with that. 
(Tracy, Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 122-126)  
 
Tracy uncovered her ethos over time by remaining humble, always seeking to 

learn, and by serving as a conduit of peace and humanity into the lives of her clients. I 

asked Tracy how she developed her ethos. She reflected 
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…By absolutely watching, learning, listening, being a student for a long time. I 
feel like in some ways I’m still a student...it’s hard to believe I’ve been doing this 
for 33 years, and I walk in and I’m still nervous, on occasion…certain clients, or 
what I’m gonna do, or, not realizing that, I’m just full of experiences that are 
going to be at my fingertips. But they’re so unconscious, that in the moment I 
can’t say well, “I’m gonna do this, or I’m gonna say this and this…so I just kinda 
really trust the process that I’m gonna have what it takes and if I don’t, I do some 
more learning. I tell couples, I’m not sure what to do right now, let’s all just take a 
breath and see where we go with it…And to make it really human, the experience. 
(Tracy, Int. 1, p. 5, Ln. 129-137) 
 

During our time together, Tracy modeled her ethos: simplicity, full presence, and staying 

in the moment with me.  

Professional competencies, loves and challenges. Tracy considered herself an 

experiential relationship therapist. She reported being an expert in working with all things 

couple-related. She elaborated 

Couples. Couples struggling with addiction. I work with a lot of couples, in the 
here and now, with sex addiction, so partners. I do couples intensives, 3-5 day 
intensives with couples…In regards to the issues that they bring in, it’s across the 
board. I think one of the resources I have for people is to help them know if they 
need something outside this container (counseling office) that could be of benefit 
to them. So, knowing when to suggest, help people get to treatment, or to say a 7-
day program, or do a weekend intensive, or something like that. I feel like I know 
how to help people open up that door and walk through it. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 5, Ln. 
139-146) 
 
Tracy’s process helped client(s) identify their baggage and the narratives they 

unknowingly carry with them throughout any given day. She provided keen insight into 

her counseling process and shared    

When I’m sitting in front of a client, whether it’s a couple – I mostly work with 
couples now – I’m always curious about what, who else is in the room that is 
influencing them to be who they are today…that is creating their predicaments or 
their struggles or their problems…how they’re processing things. What are the 
external influences that they’ve had, in their lives, that keep them so positional 
about something? And to find a way to kinda move with that…to really validate 
it, empathize with it, understand it. And, encourage them and challenge them to 
begin to shift out of having to…hold it so closely like that…There’s other ways to 
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be safe in a relationship. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 3, Ln. 77-85) 
 
Despite her more than three decades of experience, Tracy continued to experience 

nervousness. I asked her what she makes her nervous after all of her years of experience. 

She offered  

Oh my God…Everything! (Both laugh)…When people come in, they’re pretty 
positional…and they’re in a tremendous amount of pain, and they don’t want to 
reveal…So finding the doors that I can go through with them, creating a 
relationship with them is so important…so they feel like they can share their most 
embarrassing places, their most shameful places…There aren’t a lot of places in 
this world where couples can go and talk, and reveal how they’re struggling…The 
model is to pretend everything is great, and to put on your outside mask and 
function…I’m always, on one hand, it’s anxious – am I going to be able? – and 
the other is, just as equal, is curiosity. So those two things are always with me. 
(Tracy, Int. 1, p. 6, Ln. 172-182) 
 
Tracy’s transparent discussion of her work with families was mirrored by her 

candid discussion of clients she does not serve in clinical practice. She noted several 

clinical populations that she chose not to work with, explaining her own personal and 

professional limitations. She reported,  

… I don’t usually work with people who are in active addiction, or need 
interventions. I’d rather work with a couple. I feel like I’m a better resource for 
the couple, and let someone else do the kind of hard work of working with 
someone who is recovering from an addiction – the individual work…I don’t feel 
like I’m good with the chronically mentally ill, like a schizophrenic. I think that’s 
a specialty…I don’t work with adolescents any longer…I feel like I don’t know 
their language enough to be able to really connect with them in the world that 
they live in…I’d rather work with adult children and their parents, or just adult 
children, verses parents with children. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 7, Ln. 198-210) 
 
Personal wellness and efficacy. Tracy still liked serving as a professional 

counselor. She did not, however, like giving her abilities a rank or grade. I asked her if 

she was a good counselor and she replied   

I’m good enough. I can hold my own, and it seems like I have success with my 
clients, and it feels like I’m respected in the community and I get referrals 
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and…yeah. Am I a great counselor? I don’t know about that…It’s like very 
subjective…it’s like, who cares (Laughing)? (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 8, Ln. 219-229) 
 
Though Tracy would not expound on her counseling abilities, she did praise the 

community of mental health professionals in her city. She noted  

…I don’t do waitlists. I think there are too many talented therapists in [her city] 
that I can refer people to and it’s ridiculous…to, have 5,6,15 people on a waitlist, 
when my God, you are in the mecca of good therapists…so I refer a lot of people 
out, and keep up with referrals about who’s taking clients, who’s not…(Tracy, Int. 
1, p. 8-9, Ln. 246-250)  
 
Tracy believed that personal wellness was very important to her efficacy as a 

counselor. She practiced personal wellness in several ways. Strategies included  

…Having outside interests, exercising, being aware of my food plan, having good 
friends, having balance out there…I’m a grandmother, so spending lots of time 
with my grandchildren and family, and so work is just one part of that, it’s not the 
bigger part (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 8, Ln. 239-242). 
 
Additionally, Tracy said a lack of energy or zest for her work was a good signal 

that she needed to be more intentional about her wellness. She said   

I know when I’ve got too many clients, that I start to feel kind of heavy in the 
chest, and I’m exhausted, and there’s not a lot of self care. So, it’s about keeping 
that balance…being aware of it (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 8, Ln. 233-236). 
 
Like all other participants in this case study, Tracy reported having seen a number 

of attorneys throughout her counseling career. She has seen them in her couples practice, 

in her experiential program, and in her work with addicts, among others.  

Conclusion of settings and participants. In this section I presented in-depth 

descriptions of each case study participant. I provided insights into my experiences 

entering their personal and professional spaces, descriptions of our interview settings, the 

participants’ personal journeys to become counselors, their core expertise, and clients 

they chose not to serve. Additionally, I provided insight into their individual counseling 
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ethos, their espoused joys and challenges of serving as counselors, and their own personal 

commitment to wellness. 

 In the following section, I will explore the three central themes that emerged 

from the data. The three themes are 1) Lawyers are not unique people or counseling 

clients; 2) Lawyers are unique people and counseling clients; 3) Counseling people of 

power (Resistant Influentials). Additionally, I will discuss each subtheme that 

corresponds with each of the main themes. Finally, I will conclude the chapter by 

offering the participants’ recommendations for legal professionals and for counselors 

who serve Resistant Influentials. For the purposes of this chapter, the word unique has a 

two-pronged definition: 1) Did lawyers experience counseling differently than other 

clients? 2) Did counselors experience lawyers differently than other clients?           

Introduction to Themes 

After analyzing the data, I found both alignment and divergence in the 

participants’ perceptions and experiences counseling attorneys. At times, data appeared 

contradictory, even inconsistent across all four participants. Yet on deeper exploration, 

far from being incongruent, participant reported similarities and deviations simply 

highlighted the complexities of a therapeutic counseling relationship, the inimitable 

experiences and perceptions of individual counselors with their array of different clients, 

and the unquestionable generalities that exist for a privileged, yet troubled group of 

people. The first theme that emerged from the data is that lawyers were not unique people 

or counseling clients. They were just like everybody else.  

In the following section, I present the data that informed the consensus that 

lawyers are not unique people or counseling clients.  
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Lawyers are not unique people or counseling clients. Each of the participants 

in this case study acknowledged that lawyers are just people, with the inherent 

complexities, exultations, and challenges of any other client(s) who may seek the services 

of a professional counselor. Keri, Tracy, and Rachel suggested there was little generality 

or exceptionality across their lawyer clients, though they did note that certain types of 

lawyers had a tendency to present in certain ways.34Additionally, neither Keri nor Tracy 

believed it possible to generalize attorneys as a different or unique clinical counseling 

experience. Brandon, Rachel, Tracy, and Keri all acknowledged lawyer mental health 

challenges to be consistent with the challenges of non-lawyers, though a few had 

differing perspectives on the scale, mindset, and severity of the challenges. In the 

following section, I offer data suggesting that lawyers are not unique counseling clients.   

For instance, Tracy reported that lawyers are not any more difficult, complex, or 

challenging than any other clients (Tracy, Int. 2, p. 6, Ln. 166-168). She explained 

I find that with anybody that has low self worth, and they don’t want you to know 
that about ‘em…It’s like living in self-shame. And so whatever they do to cover 
that up, whether they be a lawyer or doctor, plumber, whatever…I don’t really see 
a distinction with lawyers. I know there’s a lot of conversations about that, that 
they’re a tough client…I don’t experience them any tougher than a teacher who is 
well defended. (Tracy, Interview 1, p. 11, Ln. 318-323) 
 
Her experience suggested that when anyone chooses to commit to therapy, they 

could find success (Int. 2, p. 6, Ln. 174-175). Tracy further advised that like anyone, 

attorneys who wanted to be in counseling faithfully attended sessions and even referred 

                                                

34 Litigators often presented differently in a session than say, real estate lawyers (Keri, Int. 1, p. 17-18, Ln. 554-570) 
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others (Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 303). I asked if attorney-clients often introduced themselves as 

lawyers, profession first. In a moment of solidarity, Tracy responded  

…I can identify with that. I used to say, ‘Well Hi, I’m Tracy Baker, I’m a 
therapist’ because it gave me status…it gave me worthiness. So you just embrace 
that struggle. It’s such a wonderful way to have a conversation about ‘How does 
this work for you?’ and ‘How does this not work for you?’…(Tracy, Int. 1, p. 10, 
Ln. 289-293) 
 
Similarly, Keri dismissed the idea that lawyers were different than any other 

professional group or counseling client. She also reported that she did not approach or 

treat attorneys differently than any other client. She said        

I have heard people speak…’Oh lawyers have the highest rate of depression and 
suicide,’ and I’m like, ‘Where do you get that statistic? ‘Cause that’s not the 
statistic that I’m reading out there…[But] if you want to be the profession with 
the highest level of depression, it’s OK with me!...But…when somebody is 
referred to me and they’re a lawyer…it’s typically, I’m gonna say, “Where’s your 
struggle?”…“What’s going on?” “How do you want your life to be different?” 
And…I don’t think I’ve ever gone into a session with a lawyer thinking, ‘Oh God, 
I have to do something different because they could sue me.’ Anybody can sue 
you…I have not found them to be that different than other people…musicians or 
teachers or spouses that don’t work…humanity, life takes its toll on all of us, in 
some way, shape or form. (Keri, Int. 1, p. 17, Ln. 530-548) 
 
I asked Keri whether or not lawyers experienced counseling differently than other 

non-lawyers. She suggested  

That’s not been my experience, that they experience things differently…My 
experience, by the time they come here, they’re in pain. And…pain is universal. 
(Keri, Int.1, p. 20, Ln. 621-624)           
 

 On the other hand, Brandon worked in a counseling practice that exclusively 

served legal professionals. Over the course of our time together, he expressed some of the 

most declarative perceptions and experiences of the challenging and sometimes abusive 

nature of lawyers in a counseling relationship. But during several moments of poignant 

reflection, Brandon noted how all people have “blind spots” (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 27, Ln. 
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383). He also spoke of the common humanity across all people, including legal 

professionals. He suggested  

…I work with lawyers and the legal profession, but in the end, they’re just…a 
human being like you and me…When somebody sits down on the couch, I mean, 
they’re a human being. They’re somebody’s kid. They used to be a little baby and 
taken care of…that’s just how I like to see people. It’s like, I want to treat you 
with kindness and a respect, and let you know…I’m a safe person…For a lot of 
us, our basic needs never got met. Safety, security, loving, belongingness, those 
basic things that we really require as small little human beings, little creatures, to 
feel safe and navigate the world…(Brandon, 1, p. 14, Ln. 415-423) 
 
Brandon believed there was commonality in the shared need of all people to be in 

relation to one another. This commonality superseded any particular professional group. 

During our third time together, Brandon remembered a talk he once gave to group of 

attorneys. He told the audience   

I care about you as a human being…I said my belief is, as social creatures, we all 
have an innate need to feel heard and to feel understood. And when that doesn’t 
happen, abnormalities occur, pathology occurs, we isolate, we shrink, we 
evaporate…And so the whole process is moving out of isolation back into 
relation. And that’s the path of wellness…of illness to wellness. I really believe 
that. I really do. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 4, Ln. 96-102)  
 
Rachel also believed that her counseling experience has shown her that no two 

people experience the same thing in the same way. She said  

…If there is anything that being a clinician has shown me…a couple of those 
themes would be: No two people are alike. And there is absolutely no two 
interpretations of what fuels behaviors or reactions or responses or anything that 
are gonna make sense. And so just ‘cause I have two attorneys in the room, and 
they both get presented with the same challenge, do not even pretend that they are 
having the same experience. (Rachel, Int. 2, p. 14-15, Ln. 458-465)   
 

 Further, though she did not have “a real global opinion of people who are lawyers 

or choose to be lawyers or the law profession” (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 21, Ln. 636-637), 
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Rachel said that it did take a certain kind of person to go into the legal profession and 

become a lawyer. She commented  

I think that the profession is tasked with a very daunting expectation… so like any 
profession, it takes a certain kind of person to go into it…same with doctors, same 
with firemen, same with teachers…same with counselors…yeah, it takes a certain 
kind of person…And I think I’ve worked with enough of them to say that there’s 
really not much that’s gonna be the same across them. I can’t say that they’re all 
obtuse, I can’t say that they’re all judgmental, I couldn’t say that they are all 
narcissistic, I couldn’t say that they were all…I mean, I could show you one that 
isn’t, and the one that is…and any of those spectrums. ‘Cause I’ve worked with 
enough of them, whether they were working for the legal aid society, or whether 
they were the top dog, at a huge, downtown…firm…(Rachel, Int. 1, p. 21, Ln. 
644-655) 
 
Keri offered an experience with a current attorney-client who worked hard to 

balance his professional position, marriage, and role as a father. She suggested that his 

challenge of balance, acceptance, and communication was universal and evident across 

all her clients, regardless of profession. Keri said  

He owns his own practice and, he feels like he has to generate a certain amount of 
income and the wife, and they have two small children at home and how does he 
balance working on the weekends…and he’s done beautifully just in taking 
guidance and really looking at their finances and getting himself and them out of 
debt so that it can relieve some of the financial burden…and he was highly 
motivated when he came in, and his wife is now in therapy and her own stuff is 
coming up, her family of origin stuff...and so he’s understanding that what 
attracted them, were kind of the very things that they’re both working on in some 
ways, and so they’re talking and communicating and sharing with each other. 
And, he also started a mindfulness practice…It doesn’t matter if you’re a police 
officer, or a firefighter or an attorney, or a physician or a therapist or a retail 
worker… to be able to say, ‘How can I…How can we be in relationship with each 
other?’ ‘How can we stay connected to each other?’ (Keri, Int. 2, p. 13, Ln. 374-
387)  
 
Each of the counselors in this case study stated, with varying levels of conviction, 

several sentiments of the same theme: lawyers are simply people with personal struggles 

like any number of other people, and they are not unique counseling clients. However, 
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the participants in this study also noted, either directly or indirectly, unique personal and 

professional experiences counseling attorneys. In the section below, I present data 

corroborating that counselors did experience and perceive lawyers to be unique people 

and counseling clients.    

Lawyers are unique people and counseling clients. Being a lawyer can be a 

thankless and disrespected profession. Brandon said, “Lawyers are looked down upon by 

the general community. They’re lower than dirt” (Int. 2, p. 28, Ln. 421-422). They spend 

their lives working against one another, on behalf of their clients, often giving up their 

personal lives, marriages and relationships, and can considered a malignancy on society. 

This sense of shame makes them stand out from other clients.  

In a departure from her previous thoughts, Rachel noted that when taken as a 

whole, attorneys presented some unique characteristics. She said that there was 

“Absolutely…things that are generalizable about attorneys as a population, as a client” 

(Rachel, Interview 2, p. 17, Ln. 541-543). She believed that while lawyers may have the 

same experiences as other people, they are a more intense version of the general 

population. This concentration of energy stems from a broken professional legal system. 

She said that when it comes to mental health, lawyers have   

A slightly different proportion, microcosm of the mental health of the 
country…The mental health of the country, right, is 1-in-2 people in their lifetime 
have a mental health disorder. 25% of any population is going to have a 
significant mental health condition at any time. So, the legal profession, they 
probably have just a magnified version of that. So maybe it’s that 50% of 
anybody in law school is going to be having a mental health crisis at any one 
time. Or, maybe it’s 50% more intense than the average…Yeah, I think there’s 
definitely a degree of intensity there…I think that it’s um, in some ways it’s the 
institution. (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 22, Ln. 660-670) 
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Brandon offered his perception that legal professionals make significantly 

different counseling clients than the general population. Given his scope of experience 

across troubled youth, major psychiatric disorders, physicians, and other specialty 

populations, his particularly troubling view of lawyer mental health and lawyers in 

therapy was eye opening.  According to Brandon, the state of mental health and wellness 

in the legal profession is a disaster. He said  

It’s a mess. It’s a mess, so…I think the 2016 report it talks about…21% - 
problematic drinking, 28% anxiety and depression, 11% active suicidality…I 
mean that’s a lot. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 12, Ln. 341-343)  
 
Concurrently, he spoke about the significant number of attorneys he sees every 

year struggling to balance the impossible demands of law school, professional pressures, 

and harsh realities of the actual profession. Brandon reflected 

…Those numbers are staggering, and still at the same time, probably 
underreported. I mean, it is just a hard way to make a living…It’s tough… But 
…a lot of people get unhappy and people feel like that there’s no way out…you 
borrowed hundreds of thousands of dollars to go to school, you may be pullin’ in 
a whole ton of money, but you got to advertise, you gotta pay employees, you 
gotta pay rent, you gotta pay your income tax…a lotta lawyers aren’t good 
business people. So they might be a good lawyer, (but) they don’t know how to 
run their own business. It’s like the contractor that is two jobs ahead of himself, 
getting money to pay for everything, from last year’s taxes…It’s just wrought 
with pitfalls…the whole deal. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 12-13, Ln. 364-375) 
 
Importantly, Brandon believed that while lawyers are indeed just people and that 

they experience the same mental health challenges as the rest of the population, they 

interpreted and encountered the world in unique and pathological ways. Brandon mused  

I think the behavioral health challenges are universal. The mindset of the attorney 
is different…The making of an attorney in law school is to be out for yourself, 
bulletproof, show no weakness, never admit that there’s a problem, never admit 
that you were ever wrong about anything…And...the plumber, I just don’t think 
has that same mindset…The plumber didn’t go to school that got a way of 
thinking beat into their head and a way of acting and presenting themselves…I 
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haven’t met a plumber or contractor with the same mindset. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 
13, Ln. 379-387) 
 

He further added  

…The attorney mindset is 24/7…It really, really is. Everything’s looked at in a 
worst case scenario, kinda pessimistic mindset. All the angles…it’s a chess game 
and these folks are able to play 10-12 moves out. So…it’s a pretty complicated 
mindset. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 8, Ln. 232-234)  
 
I asked him if this type of catastrophizing by lawyers had the potential to harm 

their personal relationships. He emphatically responded  

Oh definitely...Many of them are just so disconnected from family. They’re not 
involved in taking care of the house, the yard, the chores, not spending any time 
going out to dinner, to the movies, they don’t take vacations, you’re not spending 
time together with your spouse or your children…So it isolates the lawyer, and it 
isolates the family. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 8, Ln. 237-241) 
 
Brandon expressed grave reservations about any of his loved ones entering the 

legal profession. Specifically, he noted a shift in the hearts and mind of those in the legal 

profession. Brandon experienced lawyers who were burned out, broken, in trouble, and 

struggling to hold onto the dream of some mythological profession that had turned 

brutish, lonely, and abusive. He emphatically stated  

I would give a person a lot of warnings before entering into the practice of 
law…I’d be worried about one of my kids entering into the practice of law, just 
how much it changes a person, right?…70, 80 hours a week,…bring work home, 
work on the weekends, the constant grind…I mean,…it will chew you up and spit 
ya’ out…They’re too many lawyers out there, um, they’re a lot of young lawyers 
who have no idea how to practice law ‘cause there’s no mentoring. Civility’s 
gone, people are undercutting other people, fee wise…There’s just not enough to 
go around, I think. And law school’s are grabbin’ up anyone thats got money to 
keep the institutions going so…I would just tell people to proceed with 
caution…The making of a lawyer does fundamentally rewire how a person thinks. 
I think it just does. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 10-11, Ln. 303-320) 
 

Brandon said that when working with attorneys, common diagnostics included  
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…Depression, stress, anxiety, substance use. And so, yeah…we’re looking at 
numbers that are roughly 1 in 5 for depression/anxiety, for substance use… About 
1 in 10 for suicidality…It’s over double the rates of the general population. And it 
could be higher, but it’s a pressure cooker. And of course, when we have disease 
internally, we look for something externally to cope. (Brandon, Int. 2, p.7, 208-
214)  
 
Brandon felt that becoming a lawyer and practicing law uncouples an individual 

from their core-self. This extrication from a person’s feelings caused unique pathologies. 

He said  

Feelings don’t work for a lot of lawyers…they’re very cerebral, they 
compartmentalize, their defense mechanisms are well-established, they 
compartmentalize, they justify, they rationalize, they do all that stuff, and they do 
it very, very well. So in essence…they’re very disconnected from 
themselves…when they come here to the office, and we meet. And it’s just really 
kind of a process of kind of reintegrating, helping a person get out of their head, 
and into their feelings and their heart…There’s no change in personality type, 
right? But being able to access…feelings and then be able to work through 
those…just makes for a more balanced person. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 5-6, Ln. 152-
162)  
 
Brandon noted that much of this new way of acting and thinking begins in law 

school. He reported  

…To be successful in law school, you really have to give up friends, families, 
interests, social activities…Anything that is really important to you, you gotta put 
it to the side. You’re in a constant state of competition, it’s all about rank, it’s all 
about summer job placements…You understand that it’s either, kinda kill or be 
killed. Eat or be eaten, type deal. Nobody cares about how you feel about 
anything. It’s what kind of result can you get. And it changes your mind…I think 
it just changes the mindset, the training to be…just mistrusting, pessimistic, you 
learn to be adversarial…You’re in essence learning how to tear down another 
person…to win for your side. And people lose their souls in that…they really 
do…(Brandon, Int. 1, p. 11, Ln. 324-338)  
 

 Frustratingly, this mindset and set of fear-based adaptive behaviors is not without 

merit; lawyers do indeed come after each other both personally and professionally. The 

need to hide and not seek help is a real one. Brandon noted  
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Well it’s a different mindset for the attorney. They’re very resistant to any outside 
help. Many attorneys carry an outward image of being very competent, 
professional, go-getter…lawyers are worried that if they lower their guard, reveal 
themselves, that somebody will take advantage…or somebody will find out. That 
it will come back on ‘em…People have been confronted in open court…like, 
‘How…can we even trust you we know you’re a drug addict.’ So it can be really 
discrediting so there’s an ultimate premium put on confidentiality, 
anonymity…and privacy. If those don’t exist here, we wouldn’t have any 
business. (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 3-4, Ln. 92-102)  
 
In addition to Brandon’s intimate familiarities with the legal profession, all of the 

participants identified experiences that presented lawyers as unique people and clients. In 

the sections below, I explore these experiences as subthemes of the central theme.  

Arguing and debate. All four case study participants said lawyers may come in 

the counseling suite looking to debate or argue. Brandon, Keri, and Tracy said they do 

not play into those types of clinical avoidance and debate or exchange with them. Rachel 

suggested that she uses a version of the lawyer’s combative nature and need to win to 

their clinical advantage.  

Brandon noted that he has to be careful counseling lawyers because of their 

intelligence and ability to play intellectual gymnastics. He reported   

I have years of experience now with lawyers, and I know all the games. Many 
people I work with -lawyers, judges - they’re much smarter than I am. I don’t try 
to chase ‘em…I just let ‘em chase themselves till they get tired and then try to 
step in and be helpful. So it is very tricky…I’ve just learned how to be careful, 
very thorough…But I have kind of a strategic, systems analyst mind anyway, 
because our cases are so complicated and they’re so many different players 
involved, that I’ve just learned over time. I’ve made mistakes; there’s no way of 
avoiding that. But nobody’s brought suit against me, tried to sue me. Or defame 
me or report me for unethical behavior…I just stay on the front end of things, for 
sure. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 3, Ln. 78-88)    
 
 Keri said when people come in looking to be adversarial, she simply does not 

reciprocate. She explained  
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…I’ve had people who come in and are defensive, and want to argue…I’m not 
gonna argue with somebody…That’s what I say, ‘It’s your experience. It doesn’t 
matter how I look at it. It’s your experience. And how you look at it and what you 
deal with it is the important part of this, so there’s no argument here’ (Laughs). 
(Keri, Int. 1, p. 20, Ln. 624-628)  
 
Similarly, Tracy suggested that a lawyer’s tendency to debate or argue comes 

from their training, and because they believed this combative personality works for them. 

She noted  

…Attorneys are trained to debate…that works for them…if I can build enough of 
a relationship with them to really acknowledge how important that is for them 
over here, but it really sucks in a coupleship…(Tracy, Int. 2, p. 4, Ln. 112-114)  
 
Tracy noted a recent experience of a lawyer-client’s debating getting in the way 

of growth and therapeutic change. On this particular day, she noted how frustrating it was 

to feel like she was working harder than the clients. She said  

I had three couples yesterday, and I went home sayin,’ ‘I need not to be in this 
business. I’m just not that good.’ Because, I felt like I was doing more work than 
they were…And one of them happened to be a lawyer. So, and he’s still in that 
kind of debate stage. Which is, comes across as a ‘yes, but…’ he’s pretty 
committed to his story of who he is and how he is and his inability to 
change…Trying to find a doorway into that and maybe invite him to look at 
something just a bit different, so he can shift a bit, was difficult. (Tracy, Int. 2, p. 
6-7, Ln. 182-190)  
 
In addition to a tendency to argue and debate, several participants suggested that 

different types of lawyers respond differently in the clinical setting.  

Different types of attorneys present differently. Keri and Rachel suggested that 

different types of lawyers present differently in a clinical setting. They both perceived 

that it takes a certain type of person to become a lawyer and that the personality type is 

further subdivided into divisions of the legal profession that may be non-profit, litigator, 

or contract attorney. Keri said  
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I think the legal profession, regardless of what side you’re on…if you’re a 
litigator…they are coming in with different…presentation of a problem, 
perhaps,…than somebody who is in real estate law…Or who’s a lawyer in a non-
profit organization. [A litigator] may be more adversarial. They may be more 
verbal around that. And more aggressive around it…(Keri, Int. 1, p. 17-18, Ln. 
553-562) 
 
Similarly, Rachel experienced differences working with non-profit attorneys and 

for-profit attorneys. She perceived an underlying difference in personal values that 

impacts a person’s professional direction. Rachel said   

There is some stuff, especially if you are a for-profit attorney, versus a not-for-
profit attorney…I mean like being a public defender versus being a corporate 
council…absolutely they present [differently]… if you just think about it from the 
stance of human values…like what do you value in life? One of the things that I 
absolutely love to do with attorneys, that they hated, was a value sort. You give 
‘em 90 cards and they have to sort them into three piles: Not important, 
Important, and Very Important. And for some of them, it would take weeks to do 
a card sorting exercise. Even in a 90-minute session they could not finish a card 
sorting exercise because they get so hung up on (mock-whisper) “If I tell you that 
this is very important to me, what are you gonna think about me?” (Rachel, Int. 2, 
p. 15, Ln. 474-486) 
 
In addition to types of lawyers presenting differently in counseling, several 

participants noted that counseling lawyers could negatively impact the life of the 

counselor.  

Counseling lawyers can negatively impact the life of a counselor. Brandon 

reported that in addition to counseling legal professionals everyday, he sometimes dealt 

with court and the legal system. These experiences gave him a different perspective on 

the inner-workings of the justice system. During one of our conversations, I told Brandon 

that each of the case study participants reported that they had no fear of lawyers or 
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counseling attorneys.35 He scoffed and chalked up that lack of fear up to a lack of 

personal experience. He reported,     

Well, I know that there’s seasoned badass (counseling) professionals out there, 
but I’d like to see their face if they were ever served with an order to appear in 
court…put their money where their mouth is. It’s one thing to write a letter (to the 
court on behalf of a client), it’s even another thing to write an affidavit, but it’s 
another to be called into open court and to defend what you think and how you do 
your business, and how it rolls out…(Brandon, Int. 3, p. 6, Ln. 170-174)  
 
In fact, Brandon went as far as to say that his daily work with legal professionals 

has changed his outlook on life and the way he engages with the world. It has changed 

the way he thinks and approaches problems. Specifically, Brandon reported that he used 

to be an INTP on the Myers-Briggs, and “now I’m a J, like hard-core J, and I just blame it 

on the legal profession” (Brandon, Int. 3, p. 2, Ln. 57-59).   

Additionally, Brandon reported that other counselors in his practice have been 

run-off by the daily challenge of counseling lawyers. He said, “Some just didn’t have the 

skill set to work with a complex, highly intelligent kind of slippery 

individual…(Brandon, Int. 2, p. 5, Ln. 138-139). He further explained  

I’ve had a lot of young, a lot of women counselors sit down with these lawyers 
and they [the lawyers] know how to push buttons. So they just push all the buttons 
and if you’re reactive to that, then you can really bog down and have a really hard 
time in session. And have a hard time post-session...It’s what they [lawyers] like 
to do. They’re fully capable of it, and they don’t necessarily have a high positive 
regard for mental health professionals…they just use them to their own ends…in 
their cases. Whether criminal or legal, having experts come in and testify, they 
just see therapists as hired guns. So it’s really an uphill battle to establish trust and 
rapport and, uh, a mutual respect. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 12, Ln. 361-370)    
 

                                                

35 I discuss this in further detail as the final subtheme of this chapter. 
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I asked Brandon if he mourned the fact that working with lawyers for so many 

years has ground down his ability to be surprised by the horrors of poor choices, mental 

illness, and trauma. He responded   

Mmm… I really don’t have any judgment about it internally. It’s just how it is. I 
mean, if you want to do this kind of work…there’s no water wings in the shallow 
end…This is deep, complicated stuff, so you’ve got to be willing to jump in the 
deep end (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 14, Ln. 402-405)  
 
Though lawyers are unique clients who can be challenging and make the lives of 

counselors more complicated, their uniqueness can also make them highly committed, 

passionate participants of a therapeutic relationship.   

Positive uniqueness. Some unique attorney-client characteristics were reframed 

as a great benefit to the counseling relationship. All of the counselors in this study 

suggested that the disposition and training of a lawyer, when focused on getting better in 

counseling, could be a remarkable asset. The participants celebrated attorneys for being 

highly intelligent, passionately guarded, and often possessing an intrinsic, empathetic 

core. These traits are often why lawyers got into the profession in the first place. When 

these traits were redirected from adversary to ally, lawyers become powerful advocates 

for wellness, both for themselves and the profession.      

Extremely bright and the best stories. Tracy experienced lawyers as highly 

intelligent and somewhat protected by their professional identity.36 She remarked  

They are extremely bright people. Extremely bright people. And initially, there’s 
the need to be recognized, especially if they have identified themselves first as a 
lawyer, and second as a person. To really appreciate…their intellect, that they 
bring in, and again, I’m always lookin’ for so who’s behind you? Who helped you 
get to where you got to? How’s that workin’ for you? What’s not working? What 

                                                

36 I discuss Lawyer Identity later in Chapter 4. 
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brought you in? And it seems as they relationship between us builds, they can let 
their guard down a bit, and take off what I call their suit and tie, and just be in the 
room…lawyers that are not able to do that, and are well defended, very positional, 
they don’t stay in therapy. They don’t stay in marriages. They don’t stay in 
relationships. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 9, Ln. 262-270)  
 
Tracy further expounded on the joyful challenge of working with an attorney-

client. When she came up against an attorney who was committed to being the smartest 

person in the room, she expertly incorporated the lawyer’s need into rapport building. 

She said  

Well…when I bump into that, I’ll acknowledge how they’re very bright, and 
they’re quick to put things together and that’s going to be really helpful to have 
that in the room. So that it’s something that could be used as a resource in…the 
work together. I’ve had attorneys who, they always have to be the smartest person 
in the room. And part of that is they really don’t want to be there…and I’m 
constantly looking for what I call ‘doors’ to get in behind that…But some don’t 
want to and that, usually those are not the couples that stick around for long…for 
successful counseling…They’re there to prove, not just to me, but to their spouse 
or partner, that this is not needed. (Tracy, Int. 2, p. 3-4, Ln. 89-98)  
 
And once she develops avenues into the true person behind the posturing and the 

masks, Tracy often found attorneys to be remarkably committed clients, even becoming 

vocal promoters of lawyer care programs. She explained  

Well I think it goes back to that when they’re [lawyers] committed to something, 
they dig into it. I think that’s what the [State Bar] finds…That once they have 
enough consequences for misbehaviors, and the results of that, and they find out 
that they can do it differently, they’re some of the best advocates for recovery 
programs. (Tracy, Int. 2, p. 9, Ln. 267-271) 
 
Brandon also experienced the power of a lawyer committed to wellness and 

caring for others. He said  

Well that’s the thing…kids go to law school because they believe they can make a 
difference. They get in and they realize…that it’s not necessarily about people 
helping people. They get in too deep to pull the plug and get out of it and move 
into it, and realize it’s dog-eat-dog. They go down, they come here, they get help, 
and they move forward. And get healthy and well and then remember why they 
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got into the practice of law in the first place: And that’s to help people. And we 
give them an arena and a platform in which they can help the suffering lawyer, 
judge or law student. And they can give back. And you see that…(Brandon, Int. 2, 
p. 15, Ln. 439-446) 
 
In addition to their brilliance, commitment, and the reclamation of their intrinsic 

values, legal professionals had other characteristics that made the counseling experience 

memorable and unique. Brandon said that despite the challenges, he loved working with 

lawyers more than any other specialty clients – largely because of their ability to tell 

great stories. He said  

Well, lawyers are my favorite…they’re the best storytellers. So helping a person 
lower their guard and then tell their story, and be a witness to that, just from a 
clinical aspect, the clinical details are juicy and exciting, and lawyers are great 
story tellers…just really fascinating people. Very, very fascinating. (Brandon, Int. 
2, p. 5, Ln. 141-144)  
 

In the section above, I presented data showing that lawyers are unique counseling 

clients and people. The uniqueness held both positively and negative qualities. In the 

following section, I explore the data that proposes lawyers are part of a larger specialty 

group: People of power.    

Introduction to final theme  

Thus far, the data has presented a challenging paradox. The counselors in my 

study offered insights into their perceptions and experiences working with legal 

professionals and the results appeared starkly mixed. Keri and Tracy offered direct 

statements detailing their perceptions of lawyers as just like everyone else. Yet they also 

offered insights into how they do, in fact, find lawyers to be unique clients. Brandon, and 

to a large degree Rachel, shared powerful experiences of lawyers as altogether unique 

counseling clients. Similarly, over the course of their interviews, they both said that to 
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varying degrees, lawyers were like other people. Keri and Tracy had somewhat of an 

inverse experience. This seemingly contradictory set of data set the table for the 

emergence of the third and final theme: Counseling People of Power (Resistant 

Influentials).37 In the following section, I will discuss the data that bridged the previous 

themes.      

Counseling people of power (Resistant Influentials). The majority of the 

counselors in this study believed that legal professionals could be considered part of a 

larger group of powerful, business-oriented, well-educated people who engaged with the 

world differently than others. The counselors also experienced these unique people 

differently, in varying levels, than other counseling clients. In the section below, I use the 

descriptive moniker people of power and Resistant Influentials interchangeably to 

describe this special population.  

 During our second interview, Keri reported that she had reflected on our first 

conversation. She said that while she still could not categorize lawyers as unique and 

different types of people, she did believe they might be part of a larger group of people 

who used power as a tool in their personal and professional lives. She reflected   

… I thought about some folks that I have worked with…[who] own their own 
companies or they’ve kind of been self-made people…just kind of movers and 
shakers in some sense…they tend to be assertive, sometimes aggressive, risk 
takers, people who are willing to get out there and do something, as opposed to 
somebody who hangs back. And I think that sense of power… I don’t think that’s 
just lawyers, I think it’s just power in general. I mean, you look at politics,…or 
ministers for that matter…people that kind of get in that position of power, often 
times...you get used to,…if you’re a surgeon, you get used to telling people what 
to do and, expecting that immediately. (Keri, Int. 2, p. 2-3, Ln. 54-80) 
 

                                                

37 I will explore the contradictory data more thoroughly in Chapter 5.  
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Rachel experienced similar alignment. She suggested that lawyers were among a 

group of people who were trained to understand that because of their profession, they 

would not experience the world like others. She said 

…I would say with any of these other high degree professions, right? So you’re 
looking at people who are going through law school, and people who are going 
through medical school or people who are going through seminary, doesn’t matter 
if it’s one of those, what I could call a higher-degree profession – the lawyers, 
similar but different to the doctors, they are essentially told that they don’t get to 
be human like the rest of the world. You could swap the descriptors probably for 
any of ‘em…I just think that part of that is that they get trained into this systemic 
belief that they don’t get to be the whole human when they’re at work. (Rachel, 
Int. 1, p. 30-31, 676-691) 
 
The counselors in this case study suggested that Resistant Influentials often 

carried their power with them everywhere. This power provided access and success in 

certain arenas, but also created a cascade of personal and professional challenges. The 

counselors identified the importance in understanding the role of power in the lives of 

Resistant Influentials.  

The role of power. People of power may have a hard time recognizing that 

behaviors they use to achieve, keep, and wield power are also the same behaviors that 

make them difficult to be with in relationships and community. Over time, this creates 

places of success (often work) and places of failure (home life and relationships). 

Naturally, Resistant Influentials then gravitate towards the places where they feel most 

powerful and successful, to the detriment of themselves and their loved ones. Resistant 

Inflentials often choose guardedness, defensiveness, workaholism, hyper-intelligence, 

and aggression as behaviors for all corners of their lives. For instance, Rachel said  

I would say there are a significant number of people in positions of power where 
that is the only place they have power. Probably mostly for people who carry 
those true power positions, right?…If they feel inferior everywhere else, the 
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natural human tendency is stay where I feel powerful, expand where I feel 
powerful…People who thought that because they were a successful, powerful 
attorney in the courtroom, therefore everybody needs to treat them as if they are 
the person of power everywhere…(Rachel, Int. 2, p. 41, Ln. 333-355) 
 
 Rachel further suggested it was important to help a Resistant Influential 

understand that attachment to power, and the downstream damage, is really about 

relationships. She noted  

Relationships with power and money, those dependencies are some of the most 
difficult and with this population, obviously it’s tons of what you get…is 
recognizing that…part of why you became addicted to work was because that was 
where you felt most affirmed and that was where you were getting your self worth 
and self-esteem and reinforcement ‘cause you weren’t getting it at home…you’re 
not actually addicted to work, you’re grieving the loss of feeling valued at home. 
(Rachel, Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 108-113)  
 
Analogously, Tracy also suggested that when people feel inadequate in certain 

relationships, it makes sense that they would seek successful relationships elsewhere. 

Tracy provided an example of a lawyer-client who simply feels more successful at work 

than he does at home. She said 

I have a lawyer who’s a great guy, great family man, but…his wife is lonely…he 
gets a lot of his self-worth from work. And…really recognizing that…that he 
feels more inadequate in his coupleship than he does at work, and how do you 
switch, not necessarily switch it around, but how do you take who he is at work 
and blend that into what he can be at home? (Tracy, Int. 2, p. 10-11, Ln. 306-311) 
 
She believed the role of a counselor was to help clients identify power as nothing 

more than a tool with a purpose, and then discover places the client used power to hide, 

escape, or dominate. I asked Tracy how she would coach a fellow counselor on 

approaching a client with power. She suggested  

…Probably to keep in mind that power plays a role for them…I mean the 
questions would be, ‘What role does it play?’ Does it help give them stature in the 
community, in their family? Does it build their self-confidence when behind the 
screen of power they have a lot of self-doubt and insecurities?...Does it give them 
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permission to be more assertive, hopefully not moving to aggressive, but maybe 
aggressive? So I would just have those kinds of questions in my mind as I am 
exploring the position they have, the role they have. (Tracy, Int. 3, p. 1, Ln. 19-
26) 
 
Tracy identified guardedness, or the ability to hide, as an example of a tool that is 

necessary in one part of a Resistant Influentials’ life, but can cause challenges in 

relationships. She said  

It’s more about, I’m not sure lawyers are so much different than anybody else…a 
doctor or a professional, who, has reached a certain level of respect in careers, and 
is guarded in that…regarded as that. But…it feels like there is a softening in the 
room when they can take off that mask and just be here. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 9, Ln. 
275-279) 
 
Hiding behind one’s profession became a way people of power charge through 

life while hiding a vulnerable core identity. Keri noted that while attorneys may be well-

defended and know how to say things that a counselor may be looking for, she sees 

similar abilities from well-educated clients, in general. She said   

…Attorneys may be a little more well-defended, just in the sense of…they know 
how to listen, and, kind of be able to gauge a response: “What does this person 
want to hear and let me move my response…’ But any well-educated person can 
do that as well. And I tend to work with well-educated people, for the most part, 
‘cause I’m private pay…even the students that I work with. (Keri, Int. 2, p. 7, Ln. 
203-209) 
 
Initially, Brandon suggested that legal professionals were different than other 

positions of power in one key way: adversary. He said, “police officers, first responders, 

physicians, nurses, they all work together…in their roles…and attorneys against each 

other (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 1, Ln. 18-19). At our final interview, Brandon expounded a bit 

and provided a unique take on the complexities of positions of power. He said   

…Discretion and discernment are vital in working with people in power...what 
makes up a person of power… many folks are really inflated, but also very 
fragile. Very, very thin skinned. So very inflated, very egocentric, but…thin-
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skinned. Especially when it comes to feedback, which is interpreted as criticism. 
And you’re constantly having to disarm the attorney wanting to be combative 
about your observations…And I think that would apply to working with a 
politician, or with a CEO, or with a neurosurgeon…Part of what makes people in 
power good is their confidence. And like for my doctor, for example, I want him 
to come in and be a badass, A-Team. And confident, and ‘I can do it,’ and ‘It’s 
gonna happen, right!’ You want that confidence but it’s all about balance. 
Because when confidence turns into overinflated ego, and narcissism, then, it’s 
very difficult to unwind. Very, very difficult. (Brandon, Int. 3, p. 5, Ln. 127-141) 
 
Ontology of power: When being a person of power becomes an identity. All 

four counselors in this case study made specific mention of experiences in which people 

of power, including counselors, led with their job title instead of who they are. All 

participants acknowledged that this phenomenon was not unique to attorneys but the 

majority of the discussion involved lawyer identity. In the section below, I will explore 

the data that emerged regarding lawyers, Resistant Influentials, and Identity.  

Brandon suggested the critical importance of people differentiating their 

professional self and their personal self. He said  

What a person does for their profession and who they are…in my mind, it’s two 
different things. And in the lawyer’s mind, I’m a lawyer, that’s who I am. But 
meeting folks in counseling, I see ‘em as a human being…Most folks can’t 
differentiate between who they are and what they do, but that is really a seed that 
I plant on the front end…that we aren’t what we do. We’re much greater than 
that. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 3, Ln. 67-71) 
 
Rachel said that she often dug deep into the identity question with people of 

power. She remembered 

One of my favorite activities to do with everybody, but especially for people who 
come in with these personas of power, is to say, ‘Who are you?’…Being a 
mother, a father, a sister, a brother, that is part of who you are, but it’s also a 
relationship that you are in. But…when you say you’re an athlete, you’re an 
attorney…those are all roles you play…(Rachel, Int. 2, p. 21, Ln. 634-641)  
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 Rachel said that she understood the tension between the necessary guardedness 

of positions of power but she lamented the unfortunate blurriness between genuine needs 

and misplaced identity. She said  

...I think that profession…requires a sense of protection, a sense of guardedness, a 
sense of not showin’ your cards…They are inherently trained to be guarded…I 
personally believe that as humans, we don’t have a true, satisfying, joyful life if 
we’re always guarded. You have to be guarded at times, don’t get me wrong, but 
any time you walk into your professional role, you’re putting on your role…And 
it’s kinda like when you ask somebody, “Who are you?” If they tell you that 
they’re an attorney, then they’ve missed the question. (Rachel, Int. 2, p. 20, Ln. 
590-598) 
 
The counselors in this case study noted that lawyers are part of a unique group of 

people who wield power in both constructive and deleterious ways. They believed 

Resistant Influentials have a complicated relationship with power. For people of power, 

power could provide professional success and social access while also disintegrating 

personal relationships. Power emerged was a multi-tiered sword, serving Resistant 

Influentials as both a gift and a curse.  

In the section below, I offer data that directly corresponded to my research 

questions regarding recommendations for stakeholders in the counseling and legal 

professions.    

Recommendations for Lawyers and Counselors 

 The participants in this study offered a number of recommendations for both legal 

professionals and counseling professionals (including legal educators and counselor 

educators). In the section below, I offer the related data under the following headings: 

Guidance for Legal Professionals (including Wellness, Legal Education); Guidance for 

Counselors (Counseling People of Power, Importance of Safe Places, Trusting 
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Relationships, and Confirmed Credentials, Theoretical Approaches and Special 

Techniques, Experience and Confidence, Bracketing Beliefs, Be Appropriately Weary).   

Guidance for legal professionals. Each of the counselor participants in this case 

study offered recommendations for legal professionals, across several domains of the 

profession. Generally, the counselors offered recommendations for lawyer wellness, law 

schools and law students, and identity development.     

Lawyer wellness. Brandon suggested that the legal profession was a cause of pain 

and instability for law students, lawyers, and judges. He said that often, when attorneys 

recognize that they are not well, they often find themselves stuck. He believed they 

become trapped by their professional identity, loan debt, and the massive responsibilities 

they carry every single day (Int. 1, p. 12, Ln. 368-373). In light of this bleak outlook, all 

four counselors offered recommendations for how lawyers might find personal and 

relational wellness while serving as an attorney.  

First, all four participants recommended that legal professionals try professional 

counseling if they are interested. Rachel suggested that if a lawyer had questions about 

counseling, they should “check it out” (Int. 3, p. 4, Ln. 104). Tracy suggested that 

lawyers thinking about counseling should, “Do it…Just do it” (Int. 3, p. 2, Ln. 50).  

Brandon recommended that lawyers considering counseling should “not…engage in 

contempt prior to investigation” (Int. 3, p. 7, Ln. 205).  Keri suggested that all individuals 

have a different path to wellness. She said 

I think [wellness plans are] as different as the person comin’ in…I mean for some, 
and again, working with people in recovery, once an attorney finds recovery, then 
they have a community…in the recovery community, and they tend to get 
connected with some spiritual, some kind of spiritual connection.  (Keri, Int. 2, p. 
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11, Ln. 315-318). 
 
Keri believed that connection is the key to human meaning and purpose. She said  

It’s really about finding meaning and purpose, and how to connect…we’re herd 
animals; humans have to have connection. Period…And if we don’t, then we’re 
miserable…and we need to be heard and seen and understood…(Keri, Int. 2, p. 
12, Ln. 358-361) 
 
Keri also said that no matter how trapped a person feels, they always have the 

choice to step away from the daily grind of the legal profession. During one discussion, 

she offered a story about a former client. She said 

I had an attorney come in who was working for one of the larger law firms, he’s 
in his 50’s…and he went to his company and said, ‘I need to quit.’ And they said, 
well, whoa, wait a minute, and he said, ‘I just…I’m not enjoying what I’m doing 
anymore…and I need to take some time off.’ And they agreed to let him take 6 
months off, I mean this is how well regarded he is at his firm…they agreed to let 
him take 6 months off and then he ended up taking I think 7 or 8, all in total. And 
he came in, and was just looking for ‘How do I find what I really want to do in 
my life?’ His children were…getting grown, and, he recognized that he was just 
not enjoying what he was doing anymore. That took a lot of guts…I mean how 
many people in their 50’s who still have kids that they’re paying for school, and, 
are gonna say, I really need to figure out if this is what I want to do for the rest of 
my life…(Keri, Int. 2, p. 11-12, Ln. 319-338) 
 
Likewise, Brandon reiterated that each individual person must do their own 

wellness work to determine what works for them. He also provided insights into what he 

has seen work for attorneys. His recommendations included having a life outside of work, 

setting clear boundaries, and putting oneself at the top of a personal priority list. When 

determining a wellness plan, Brandon advised  

Well first is to make a list of what’s valuable and important in…life…And 
usually the individual is either at the bottom or not even on the list…and so 
creating balance is about teaching a person to put themselves top on the list. And 
that taking care of yourself and being selfish are different things. Because if we’re 
not taking care of ourselves, we’re somewhat effective, we’re not working to our 
highest potential, we can’t transmit something we don’t have. And so the better 
I’m taking care of myself, the more effective I can be in helping you. The better 
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the lawyer, the more effective the lawyer takes care of themselves, the better they 
are gonna be at work…and taking care of business. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 7, Ln. 
197-204)  
 
Legal professionals must recognize the importance of taking care of their personal 

wellness. This requires intentionality and a well-formed plan.  

Legal education. Keri said that if she had the opportunity to meet with all of the 

law schools in her state, she would advocate for the development of a specialized course 

for law students. She recommended 

I might say that they design a course…that requires therapy. And that it’s a ‘get to 
know yourself’ course, of How Do You Not Get Consumed By Your Job. I think 
all of us could benefit from courses like this…How do you create an identity that 
has nothing to do with your job? How do you create an identity that has nothing to 
do with the amount of money that you make or the accumulations that you have? 
How do you know, Who Are you Really?...But how do you make it work for you, 
when you know? Get to know who you are, first and foremost, develop an identity 
that has nothing to do with your profession. (Keri, Int. 2, p. 14-15, Ln. 426-437)   
 
Rachel also recommended developing a specialized course in family of origin 

work. She advised  

I mean this is gonna sound really crazy, but one of the most meaningful things 
that I have learned that I, do with everybody now, is family of origin work. 
Understand how you got to be who you are. Before you chose, before you could 
choose who you wanted to be, understand how you got to be who you are. 
Because there will be something in those threads of understanding that will allow 
you to know where you guardrails are. Your ethics, your morals, your drive, your 
intention…(Rachel, Int. 2, p. 23, Ln. 730-736) 
 
Tracy acknowledged the competitive nature of legal education and recommended 

that legal educators interject compassion and life balance into the curriculum. She mused  

Law schools are very competitive. There’s so much competition. Much like the 
medical profession. There is such a requirement for workaholism, to be successful 
and that creates such an internal imbalance, and that get’s played out in their 
life…and that, it’s work first and everything else underneath it. So, to put that in a 
better balance. It’s hard to turn all that stuff off and go home and be 
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present...Because the intensity and the requirements are that you spend more time 
doing that than you are with your family. (Tracy, Int. 2, p. 10, Ln. 297-304) 
 
In addition to recommendations to legal educators and law schools, the counselor 

participants also offered wisdom to law students. Keri implored students to “figure out 

your purpose…and find meaning in what you do” (Keri, Int. 2, p. 12, Ln. 366). Tracy and 

Rachel reminded students not to lose their original core selves. Tracy said  

Don’t lose your compassion and don’t lose your humbleness…People are people. 
They are people. We all have limitations. Don’t strive to be the smartest person in 
the room. Strive to be human. Strive to be curious. Strive to understand. Walk 
beside instead of walk in front of…(Tracy, Int. 2, p. 10, Ln. 280-285) 
 
Rachel echoed Tracy and added     

I think I would encourage them first and foremost, to value who they are, before 
they became an attorney. And if that’s what they’re trying to get away from, then 
there’s something there to look at…Identify those characteristics of that little 
child that you enjoy…If you can hold on to what some of those things are, and put 
visual, physical reminders in your environment that allow you not to lose that. 
(Rachel, Int. 2, p. 23, Ln. 717-723)  
 
In addition to recommendations to legal professionals, the counselors in this study 

also had recommendations for counselors who serve lawyers and Resistant Influentials.  

Guidance for counselors. Similar to their guidance for legal professionals, each 

of the counselors offered suggestions to counselors who serve people of power. 

Additionally, the participants provided general guidance for new professional counselors 

who are first approaching people of power. Recommendations included understanding 

the importance of experience and confidence, bias and values bracketing, and the 

importance of advocacy resources for legal professionals.  

Counseling people of power. Brandon offered several recommendations for 

counselors entering the profession. He advised new counselors to understand that their 
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profession is challenging, and to spend their own time in therapy,38 practice good self 

care, and maintain a fulfilling life outside of their work. For counselors interested in 

serving Resistant Influentials, Brandon said  

…If you had good training, and you have a skill set, working in safety-sensitive 
positions or with people in power/authority…get a mentor. And have a peer 
group, outside of your work environment, to be able to talk about the shit that 
goes down at work…Vital…(Brandon, Int. 3., p. 5, Ln. 141-146) 
 
Rachel recommended that when working with people of power, counselors should 

consider withholding demographic data until they meet the client in person. Additionally, 

she suggested 

…If you don’t have the preconceived notion of, ‘Oh I’m going to meet a new guy 
and he’s a lawyer,’ then it will probably allow some of that unconscious bias to at 
least be delayed…similarly as new counselors…like can you allow yourself to not 
relate that you’re gonna work differently with people of power…but instead, just 
show up to be your best, most empathic and available self…That requires for me 
to stay really well grounded in my confidence as a clinician, to be able to be 
curious enough to push them past their defense and get into their vulnerability. 
(Rachel, Int. 3., p. 1, Ln. 20-36)  
 
Keri also confirmed that not making assumptions about clients before meeting 

them was important. She said counselors should not enter the counseling relationship 

“with assumptions that people are gonna be a specific way” (Keri, Int. 2, p. 1, Ln. 31).  

Finally, Keri suggested that counselors needed to do their own counseling work 

so that they were comfortable and confident, able to identify power exchanges, and not be 

taken by them. She said 

I think some of it is being real clear with yourself. And really doing your own 
work. So that, whether the person has power or not, it doesn’t have to come up in 

                                                

38 “You can’t transmit something you don’t have. And you can’t take people beyond your own point of healing. And that if a person is 
really opening themselves up to be a counselor, a therapist, a healer of sorts, then um, you’re gonna have to dig deep…and things are 
gonna get uncomfortable in a hurry. (Brandon, Int.1, p. 5, Ln. 135-138).   
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the session ‘cause you don’t get caught up…you don’t get hooked in the power 
exchange. (Keri, Int. 3, p. 2, Ln.)  
 

  In addition to general guidance on counseling people of power, several other 

important pointers for counseling Resistant Influentials emerged from the data. 

Participant tips included the importance of safe places, relationships, professionalism, the 

use of humor, and success with Motivational Interviewing.    

Importance of safe places, trusting relationships, and confirmed credentials. 

The participants noted the importance of establishing trusting relationships, having a safe 

and confidential counseling environment, appealing to their power stance, and expecting 

the occasional discussion of counselor credentials aided in the therapeutic process. For 

instance, Rachel suggested that she built trust through both speaking the language of 

value propositions and business, and by asking clients to try a behavioral change they do 

not believe will work, in an effort to prove her wrong. She explained  

…In a professional sense it was about being able to let go of needing to be right 
and instead, needing to help them find the value in either being right or wrong. 
Like what’s gonna be…for me to say to an attorney a bazillion times, ‘Prove me 
wrong?’ It was an opportunity for them to embrace being wrong…Those were 
probably the joys…truly, was to be able to see somebody who so did not want to 
have to feel the full spectrum of emotion and that they spent their entire life 
making sure that that full spectrum didn’t have to exist for them…and then 
realizing how much more comfortable they are when they just let that go. (Rachel, 
Int. 2, p. 19-20, 600-616) 
 
Brandon suggested that the importance of a safe, confidential counseling space 

when working with this challenging population could not be overrated. He said that for 

“most attorneys, their biggest issue is trust. And if you established trust in a safe place, 

they’ll lower their guard” (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 7, Ln. 196-196). Establishing a safe, 
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trusting therapeutic environment provided counselors the opportunity to utilize higher-

level counseling skills.  

Theoretical approaches and special techniques. Several participants provided 

insights into their theoretical approaches to counseling, as well as several techniques they 

have found to be efficacious. Brandon was a developmental,39 collaborative40, client-

centered41 counselor, and used his personal experiences to build rapport and client 

connection. Kari was a trauma-focused,42 spiritually integrated43 counselor. Keri also 

utilized tenants of Glasser’s Reality Therapy44 and Motivational Interviewing.45 Rachel 

was an experiential46 counselor and she utilized Motivational Interviewing techniques,47 

CBT modalities48, EMDR49, while incorporating humor50 to aid in helping clients relax. 

Tracy was a systems-focused,51 experiential52 therapist who relies on her personal and 

professional experiences to serve her clients.53 She also utilized humor to build rapport 

her clients.54  

All of the counselors in this case study spoke of the importance of a wide range of 

clinical opportunities, specifically noting that confidence grew directly from experience. 

                                                

39 Int. 1, p. 6, Ln. 179-190 
40 Int. 1, p. 7, Ln. 195 
41 Int. 1, p. 7, Ln. 195 
42 Int. 1, p. 3-4, Ln. 84-98 
43 Int. 1, p. 4, Ln. 104-119 
44 Int. 1, p. 20, Ln. 641-642 
45 Int. 2, p. 9, Ln. 253-254 
46 Int. 1, p. 2, Ln. 47 / Int. 2, p. 19, Ln. 577 
47 Int. 2, p. 17, Ln. 518-527 
48 Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 323 
49Int. 1, p. 10, Ln. 323-324 
50 Int. 1, p. 9, Ln. 282 
51 Int. 1, p. 3, Ln. 77-85 
52 Int. 1, p. 7, Ln. 218 
53 Int. 1, p. 5, Ln. 132 
54 Int.24, p. 4, Ln. 115 
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There was little substitute for broad and extensive experience counseling multiple 

populations.   

Experience and confidence. Brandon reminded young counselors that when they 

are faced with a new client who is an attorney, there were several steps they can take to 

be successful in the initial encounter, and also develop as a counselor in the future. He 

said young counselors should  

…Take a deep breath, and not try to get yourself overwhelmed with data. Just sit 
with the person…and extend a hand of help. Remind the client about 
confidentiality, and just work on joining,…the basic skill set that you learned. 
Throw out the theory, throw out the techniques…Can you sit there and be 
attentive and helpful? Put all of the worry and concern on the side, and then come 
and see your supervisor or your boss and talk through it. ‘Cause it is a skill 
set…and it takes time...to build a confidence...You’ve gotta get past being 
worried that they’re gonna eat you...I mean confidence comes with experience 
and good support. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 12, Ln. 341-351) 
 
Keri also expounded on the importance of varied experience, especially around 

attorneys, as well as always looking for unique and additional trainings. She said  

I think the more experienced we get, I think the training that I’ve sought out, too, 
is, lends itself to really working with the person that’s in front of you as opposed 
to what may happen or what could happen, or…what they may present, kind of 
thing. The [State Bar has] a thing every year…and the last several years I’ve 
either presented or just been there to be a part of it…around attorneys to talk with 
them about either treatment or counseling, be able to dispel any…myths…(Keri, 
Int. 2, p. 2, Ln. 37-45) 
 
Tracy, too, noted the importance of experience with multiple types of clients. She 

recommended that counselors not go directly into private practice from graduate school 

and instead spend time in agency work. She advised 

Get your feet wet. Get your hands dirty…Go into a system where you are going to 
have multiple kinds of people come through your doorway. And that you are 
going to be working with other professionals, to be mentors, to supervise you, get 
as much experience as you can, from different things. There seems to be a trend to 
go right from graduate school to private practice…I think they limit the influences 
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that can be so beneficial in really understanding the many, many kinds of people 
that can come through your door…I had such an opportunity to have lots of 
different experiences with lots of different kinds of people, and I think it stretched 
me into being able to be the kind of therapist I am today. (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 3-4, Ln. 
91-104) 
 
Bracketing beliefs. Reflecting on her own experience, Rachel said it was critical 

that all counselors be cognizant of their own beliefs, bracket them, and not pass them 

along to clients who share different experiences and perspectives. She said  

So I may have personal beliefs, but when I am in my office as a clinician, it is my 
job55 to put my personal biases aside and meet the client where they’re at and 
work with the client on their goal, not try and convert them...[It is] so astounding 
to me how many counselors I know, or have come across, [who] deliberately 
choose not to put their personal beliefs aside and instead choose to empower their 
personal beliefs to the point where it limits their professional capacity…Why are 
you a counselor? Personal opinion.56 That’s my personal opinion coming out right 
there…(Rachel, Interview 2, p. 16, Ln. 518-527) 
 
Keri provided an example on how to reframe a situation when you find your client 

is making personal decisions that you have worked hard to not choose in your own life. I 

asked her how she would handle a client who, after time in counseling, determined that 

they would get a divorce.57 In her brilliant way, Keri responded  

…People get married for a lot of different reasons….They may not have gotten 
married for the same reasons that I did. They may not have the same kind of 
spouse that I have had,…they may not have had the same level of 
commitment…going into a relationship….(Keri, Int. 2, p. 10, Ln. 297-300) 
         
While experience is an important teacher in the counseling profession, it cannot 

protect a counselor from clients who are intent on doing personal or professional harm.   

Be appropriately weary. All four of the counselors in my case study espoused that 

they were not fearful, scared, or in anyway hesitant to work with attorneys or people of 

                                                

55 Strong emphasis on the word ‘job’, (PCN, April 2, 2019, p. 16-17) 
56 Smiling, (PCN, April 2, 2019, p. 16-17) 
57 Keri has been married for more than three decades (Int. 2, p. 10, Ln. 291) 
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power. Brandon suggested that his lack of fear was because he understood the potential 

dangers of counseling lawyers. He also suggested that a blanket lack of fear by other 

counselors might be due to their lack of experience with the dark side of the legal 

profession. Rachel and Keri suggested their lack of fear was due to their clinical 

experience and skill, and their reluctance to combatively engage with a lawyer.  

 For instance, Keri said that she was not scared of counseling lawyers because she 

avoided declarative statements, worked to partner with clients, and was unwavering in 

her professional boundaries. She said  

Rarely do I ever make a definitive statement of ‘You are blah, blah, blah…’ My 
work with people is more curiosity based. ‘What does that mean for you? How do 
you understand that to be?’ And it’s not to be evasive but you and I interpret 
things very differently. And one of the things that I may say is, ‘That’s an 
interesting way of looking at that.’…I’m pretty clear about boundaries…that to 
me is for my protection, it’s for the other person’s protection as well...I’m very 
clear around what the boundaries are of the relationship. (Keri, Interview 2, p. 5) 
 
Tracy and Brandon acknowledged that they had more concern about working with 

lawyers when they were new in their careers, but with experience, they now have 

additional confidence. I asked Tracy if she has any sort of physiological response (i.e. 

more nerves or attentive) to finding out an incoming client is a lawyer. Tracy said 

No. It is what it is…and maybe…that’s probably changed over the years. Maybe 
in my earlier years I probably would have paid attention to it…in a moment, 
maybe intimidated by it…be a bit more nervous about it. But not now. (Tracy, Int. 
2, p. 5, Ln. 150-154)  
 
Rachel also disclosed that she has no fear of working with lawyers for several 

reasons. She said that she was careful in the clinical session to not create clinical 

“ambiguity that would illicit the concern or challenge” (Rachel, Int. 2, p. 19, Ln. 404-

405) of attorney clients. She was particularly vigilant with the lawyers, not because she 
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was afraid of them, but because a counselor error on her part would give the client an 

excuse to not continue to attend counseling. She said   

…There was a specific referral circle that I was, more aware than the average 
attorney or client, to not give them fuel. Because, it was an easy way out, right? 
So if you violate some code of, or it you create an opportunity for litigation, then 
that give me a reason to stop making progress and instead focus on this. It’s a 
dynamic that it would happen with a lot of different types of personalities, not 
necessarily just professions…(Rachel, Int. 2, p. 13, Ln. 407-415) 
 
She further noted she was not afraid of having her past called into question by an 

attorney during a court hearing. She confidently exclaimed 

Oh…bring it on. I went through a fair bit of coaching to be on the stand in child 
custody cases and child abuse cases and any litigation around the care of minors. 
And so, being able to know that when they start discrediting my reputation, it’s 
because they don’t have much else to go on. And so being able to say, you are 
absolutely right, I was…a hot mess before I got sober… and…fortunately I didn’t 
have any professional ethic violations or anything like that, but there certainly 
were people who could say, ‘Your high school classmates would say they were 
surprised you are alive’…Ok…and your point is? (Rachel, Int. 2, p. 13, Ln. 424-
432)  
 
Yet despite the bravado shown by the participants in this case study, Brandon 

suggested that working in a practice that consisted solely of legal professionals gave him 

unique insight into dangers of this population. He said 

I don’t know…I mean, it’s different. I would never want to feel like I was 
immune to the reality of the situation. ‘Cause the truth is, it’s technical, its heavy 
duty, and you gotta be careful. And somebody walking into the mental health co-
op or something like that, you’re not gonna have to worry about…You don’t have 
to worry about that…Even in private practice…You can craft your notes and 
shape it in a way that if something is adverse, you’d never have to deal with 
consequences, really, as far as your license. It’s just different. (Brandon, Int. 3, p. 
6-7, Ln. 182-191) 
 
He concluded his thoughts with a final warning. He warned  

…The reality of the situation is every client that I’ve served here…all they need 
to do is make a call to the health related boards and they can make my life hell. 
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(Brandon, Int. 3, p. 6, Ln. 177-179) 
 
The counselors in this case study strongly suggested that they were experienced, 

skilled, and savvy enough to not have any fear of confrontation or retribution with an 

attorney-client. Brandon explained how working in a practice that just services legal 

professionals is both highly technical and wrought with pitfalls.      

Summary 

 In this chapter, I presented the main themes, subthemes, and recommendations 

that resulted from this study. Three main themes emerged from the data. First, lawyers 

are not unique people or counseling clients. The participants suggested that on the whole, 

lawyers are similar to other clients and only vary by degrees of complication or mindset. 

Conversely, the second theme is that lawyers are unique people and counseling clients. 

They are put through a rigorous and competitive training program, they live in an 

adversarial, cut-throat, un-civil profession and while they may have the same clinical 

diagnostics as other clients, lawyers make complicated, aggressive, argumentative, 

brilliant, and even passionate counseling clients. The third and final theme was that 

lawyers were part of a larger cohort of unique counseling clients: Resistant Influentials or 

people of power. These are clients who take on significant roles in their communities, 

who utilize power in their personal relationships, and who are disincentivized to seek 

professional mental health and wellness care. The participants offered multiple 

recommendations, including thoughts for both legal professionals and counselors who 

work with Resistant Influentials.   

 In the next and final chapter, I will use the case study data to provide answers to 

my research questions. Additionally, I will present recommendations to counselors, legal 
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professionals, and counselor educators. Finally, I will also offer recommendations for 

future research. 
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CHAPTER V  

DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS 

 In this final chapter, I will discuss the importance of the findings, as well as the 

implications of the study. First, I will restate the purpose and the significance of the 

study, and the guiding research questions. Second, I will offer my conclusions of the 

study, including the themes and general takeaways of the project. Third, I will present the 

answers to the research questions, along with supporting data, and connect the findings to 

the existing literature in these areas. I will also offer the implications of the findings, 

specific to the four principal beneficiaries of this study: lawyers, counselors, legal 

educators, and counselor educators. Finally, I will offer recommendations for future 

research.    

Purpose and Significance of the Study 

 The purpose of this constructivist, instrumental case study was to explore the 

perceptions and experiences of licensed professional counselors who counsel attorneys. I 

explored whether counselors experienced legal professionals differently than other 

clients. Additionally, I examined whether counselors perceived that lawyers experienced 

counseling differently than other people. Specifically, I wanted to find out what kind of, 

if any, predispositions and biases counselors carried about legal professionals, outside of 

the therapeutic relationship. Finally, I sought recommendations from counselors as to 

how both the legal profession might best serve their constituents for improved training 

and care for lawyer mental health and overall wellbeing.  

 I was unable to find any studies that give counselors the opportunity to speak 

about their experiences, perceptions, challenges, and joys of working with legal 
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professionals. As such, this study was the first to give a voice to counselors who counsel 

attorneys.     

Research Questions 

The central question that guided my study was: What is the lived experience of 

licensed professional counselors who counsel attorneys? This question guided my study 

design, my decision to deeply explore this topic, the limited number of participants, and 

the length of time I spent in the field. Additionally, William Glasser’s Choice Theory 

(1998) and Irvin Yalom’s The Gift of Therapy: An Open Letter to a New Generation of 

Therapists and Their Patients (2009) served as the theoretical frameworks for this study. 

The combination of Glasser’s unique theoretical approach and Yalom’s recommendations 

to the counseling profession provided context to the data analysis. I conducted a thorough 

review of the literature into both the state of lawyer mental health, the state of mental 

health in the legal profession, and the origins and state of the counseling profession. 

Additionally, I reflected on my own experience as a Resistant Influential and as a non-

lawyer administrator working inside a public law school.  

Three main research questions guided my qualitative case study into the lived 

experiences of counselors who counselor attorneys. The questions were:   

1. How do licensed professional counselors experience attorneys in counseling 

relationships, beginning with the initial appointment through the termination 

of services?   

2. How do licensed professional counselors perceive the attorney-counselor 

counseling relationship, the efficacy of specific counseling interventions, and 

therapeutic outcomes for attorneys?    
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3. What recommendations do licensed professional counselors have for a) 

counselors serving attorneys, b) attorneys considering or experiencing 

counseling, and c) mental health change agents in the legal profession?  

Conclusions Drawn from the Data 

 The participants in this study were well-established, seasoned professional 

counselors with approximately 100 years of combined counseling experience between 

them. Each of the research participants has traveled his/her own unique journey to 

become a professional counselor. Their personal journeys took them through addiction 

and recovery, academic apathy, mental illness and recovery, international residency, 

entrepreneurship, and long distance travel. The participants got married, had children 

(and grandchildren), and experienced multiple counseling roles and administrative 

positions in mental health clinics. They practiced their own individual approaches to 

psychotherapy, and they held differing and congruent perceptions, insights, and 

experiences to working with legal professionals.  

 The research participants offered insights into their experiences counseling 

attorneys. They discussed personal feelings and their understanding of life in law school 

and the legal profession, and they provided specific examples of their experiences 

counseling both lawyers and more broadly, Resistant Influentials (people of power). 

Additionally, each of the participants shared recommendations for attorneys, law schools, 

counselors, and counselor educators. Indirectly, they provided excellent ideas for future 

research.     

During the first interviews, participants offered insight into their experiences 

working with attorneys. The early data was contradicting, perplexing, and unexpected. As 
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I continued to spend more time in the data and with the participants, I began to see how 

the statements I perceived as contradictory in and across the interviews were actually 

painting a deeper picture of the complexities of the nature of counseling relationships. 

The complexities illustrated the importance of curated rapport building, the gap between 

unconsidered bias, perceived bias, and actual counselor behavior, and insights into 

counseling attorneys and Resistant Influentials. As the researcher, I had to get out of the 

data’s way and let the participants’ voices be heard. Ultimately, three central themes 

emerged from the data: 1) Lawyers are not unique people or clients; 2) Lawyers are 

unique people and clients; 3) Counseling people of power. From these three themes, I 

drew several conclusions.  

The participants suggested that lawyers are human beings, just like the rest of us. 

They were not, in fact, unique. On the whole, Keri and Tracy held tightly to the notion 

that lawyers share the same experiences, fears, pathologies, and relationship challenges as 

doctors, teachers, single parents, police officers, and the like. Brandon and Rachel held 

somewhat similar views, but they also suggested that lawyers are unique people, and that 

they can (and often do) present differently in therapy, by varying degree.  

This initial contradiction can be viewed in one of two ways. On the one hand, the 

notion that lawyers are not unique appears contrary to the myriad of literature, mostly 

generated from within the legal community, as to the true pathological nature of the legal 

profession and individual attorneys (Krill, et al., 2016). The literature is clear that lawyers 

have serious mental health, addiction, suicidality, and relationship problems, above and 

beyond all other professions (Krill, et al., 2016; Peterson & Peterson, 2009, McKinney, 

2002). Lawyers simply cannot be like everyone else.  
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On the other hand, there could be a significant selection bias that aligns the 

current scholarship with the experiences of the counselors in this study. It might be that 

most attorneys who have challenges choose not to seek help. Organ, et al. (2016) noted 

that in law schools, “Students with the most significant challenges to wellness are often 

the least likely to seek help” (p. 151). For the limited few who do seek mental health or 

relational care, they may already have invested in a way that allows them to accept the 

therapeutic relationship. Given personal experiences as a non-lawyer embedded within 

the legal community, I believe the latter is more likely. I will discuss the selection bias 

more in the section below.  

The second theme that emerged from the data was that conversely, lawyers are in 

fact unique, and they present differently in therapy than other clients. Brandon works in a 

lawyer-only-counseling practice and has extensive experience doing employee assistance 

counseling with other professions. He suggested that while lawyers were indeed just 

people and that their pathologies and life challenges were like everyone else, the mindset 

by which they confronted or avoided their challenges, was a unique and difficult 

challenge, unlike other professions.  

Additionally, the participants noted that lawyers are guarded. While this is not 

unlike other clients, lawyers are trained to argue and protect themselves efficaciously. 

Further, it was suggested that different types of lawyers present differently in counseling 

(i.e. litigators vs. real estate lawyers). Brandon suggested that his work with lawyers has 

negatively impacted his cognitive default settings, as well as it has eliminated counselors 

from his practice. On the other hand, all four participants noted how lawyers had positive 

uniqueness as well. Positive traits included being highly intelligent, excellent storytellers, 
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and when they focus their energy on reclaiming their intrinsic priorities, recovery, or 

wellness, they can become powerfully zealous champions for helping other lawyers.  

Again, this apparent contradiction aligned only after deeper exploration. First, 

Brandon’s entire counseling practice served only lawyers and legal professionals. He 

suggested that it took a special counseling “skill set to work with a complex, highly 

intelligent kind of slippery individual” (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 5, Ln. 138-139). He served as 

an administrator in his practice, as a front line crisis therapist and support counselor, as a 

therapist, and has testified in court to report his findings. This took his perceptions and 

experience with lawyers outside of the counseling suite and into the heart of the negative 

legal culture that is pervasive in the literature (Krueger & Sheldon, 2015). The other 

participants noted unique characteristics of lawyers, but their unique qualities were 

generally limited to a recovery retreat or traditional counseling session. So once again, 

we see a potential selection bias at work.    

The participants often utilized the lawyers’ unique traits to the therapeutic 

advantage of the counseling relationship. In that sense, every profession has unique 

trainings and traits it passes along to its stakeholders. The underlying root challenges 

remain the same. Every client brings a unique blend of guardedness, hiding, addiction, 

and tools of avoidance to the counseling suite. Whether argumentative, protective, talking 

in circles, or aggressive, the counselors in this study used their unique therapeutic 

approaches, in partnership with the clients, to search for pain, addiction, or dysfunctional 

relationships. These experienced counselors rolled with the opposition, incorporated it 

into the treatment, and utilized the highest ethical practices of the profession. Ultimately 
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the special skills of lawyers may have been unique by degree, but they were used to 

defend against the shame, vulnerability, trauma, and other maladies that plague us all.         

Importantly, the participants noted that when a lawyer chose to reengage his/her 

unique skills away from destructive behavior and toward an ethos of recovery and 

wellness, he/she became an unstoppable force for good. I believe this is a beacon of hope 

for legal professionals! Using their unique skill set to choose optimism, healthy 

behaviors, and firm boundaries has the potential to transform individual lives, and the 

communities they serve.     

The final theme that emerged from the data was that lawyers could be considered 

part of a larger group of professionals who are experienced as people of power (Resistant 

Influentials). Participants reported that they experienced lawyers to be like other powerful 

clients who were well-educated, business-oriented, or in high-achievement helping 

professions. These clients often use power across various dimensions of their lives. 

Power was described as a tool, used in the professional lives of Resistant Influentials, and 

shielded them from vulnerability, humility, or otherwise having to be human. Sadly, this 

tool that worked so well in the boardroom was often disastrous and destructive in and 

across interpersonal relationships. As a person of power grows to feel more confident at 

work and less successful in their personal relationships, they may gravitate towards 

spending more time where they feel successful and less time where they feel ineffective. 

This problem is recursive and begins to feed itself, expediting the distance between the 

two poles: the professional realm and the personal or relational realm. Naturally, people 

of power may try to unsuccessfully utilize their tools of workplace success in their 

relationships. This sometimes leads to protective, hiding behaviors such as guardedness, 
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addiction, working too much, and aggression. This may lead to dysfunctional 

relationships with various persons, places, or things (Rachel, Int. 1, p. 12 Ln. 354).  

The participants believed that when working with people of power, it was 

important to acknowledge client thoughts and behaviors that led to success in one arena 

and led to pain in others. By digging into family of origin, childhood trauma, relational 

dysfunction, or delayed developmental stages, the counselors utilized the intelligence, 

abilities, and passion of the Resistant Influentials towards the client’s benefit. 

Additionally, it was critical that counselors provided safe, highly confidential, trusting 

relationships. Brandon noted  

…Unraveling the complex mind of the attorney, it’s a lot of work. It’s 
complicated. And once they lower their guard, and feel like that you’re a safe 
person, this is a safe place, then buckle up, ‘cause you have no idea what’s 
coming…people with a lot of secrets, a lot of skeletons in the closet (Brandon, 
Int. 2, p. 14, Ln. 409-412)  
 
In addition to discussing how they experienced lawyers in counseling, the 

participants also provided numerous recommendations for counselors, counselor 

educators, lawyers, and legal educators. The participants suggested counselors should 

form relationships with mentors, have a robust wellness plan, and work to have a wide 

array of counseling experiences across challenging and differing populations. Most 

importantly, the participants recommended that counselors spend significant time 

working on themselves, doing their own counseling and mental health work. Specifically 

important was the noted importance of counselors recognizing in themselves when they 

felt differently or biased towards a particular client. The participants felt strongly about 

the need to bracket one’s personal beliefs, and for doing the hard, deep work on 

themselves to find where bias(es) come from and how they can be extinguished. 
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Counselors get to choose how they respond to each individual client, regardless of 

profession or personal experience. It is their responsibility to recognize those things in 

themselves and work on them.  

Answers to Research Questions 

In the following section, I offer answers to the research questions.  

How do licensed professional counselors experience attorneys in counseling 

relationships, beginning with the initial appointment through the termination of 

services? 

 The counselors in this case study experienced lawyers in two opposing ways: 1) 

As normal, everyday people and clients and 2) As unique people and counseling clients. 

Additionally, the participants experienced attorneys in counseling to have similar 

characteristics and ways of moving through the world as other Resistant Influentials, or 

people of power. Finally, the counselors in this study experienced lawyers as they 

expected to experience them, potentially in a self-reinforcing cycle of expectation 

becoming reality.  

Each participant had their own experiences and perceptions of the legal 

community that led them to work with attorneys in unique ways. They were impacted by 

personal experiences with lawyers, both inside and outside the counseling suite. 

Additionally, the participants acknowledged that despite their opinions, thoughts, or 

experiences with lawyers and other Resistant Influentials, they worked with the unique 

challenges, protective defense mechanisms, and addictions of any and all clients who 

came to them for help.  
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Attorneys are not unique people or counseling clients. The counselors in this 

study perceived and experienced lawyers to be, with some stated disagreement of degree 

and/or conviction, regular people with challenging jobs, and not different than any other 

person seeking counseling. Like any individual or couple pursuing mental health and 

wellness interventions, lawyers attended counseling for multiple reasons. They 

experienced personal crisis, identity concerns, family-of origin struggles, marriage and 

family issues, and challenges with children, with little distinction. In some cases, 

attorneys were mandated to attend counseling by the respective State Bar Association 

where they practice law, because of ethics or discipline violations, substance abuse, or 

other related-matters of character and fitness. Three of the four participants stated they 

had seen state-referred lawyers and law students in their counseling practice. This was 

consistent with Corey (2013) and Lew & Bettner (1993). These authors noted that people 

attend counseling for any number of reasons, including the search for belonging, 

community, purpose or personal, relational, or physical relief. Additionally, Corey (203) 

noted that some people attend counseling because they were mandated to attend. 

None of the counselors expressed any fear, anxiety, or perceived changes in 

personal biomarkers58 when they discovered a lawyer coming in for counseling. This lack 

of fear and anxiety was attributed to personal participant characteristics, experience, and 

counseling techniques. Characteristics and techniques of strength and resilience included 

their own personal counseling (Yalom, 2009), commitment to growth and learning, firm 

boundaries, and a love of professional counseling. Additionally, they expressed a 

                                                

58 I.e. Increased heart rate, nervousness, sweating, etc.  
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willingness to be wrong in an effort to help engage a client, they used humor and rapport, 

and they had broad counseling experiences across a number of different settings. Several 

participants noted that earlier in their careers they might have been nervous to work with 

a lawyer. I found the participants in alignment with many of Corey’s (2013) personal 

characteristics of efficacious counselors. Corey’s (2013) characteristics included humor, 

willing to admit mistakes, living in the present, appreciating the influence of culture, a 

sincere love for others, respect and valuing of others, passionate, and the ability to 

maintain healthy boundaries.    

Additionally, the participants did not have experiences or data to suggest that 

lawyers were any less successful in counseling than other clients. Tracy stated that 

lawyers who were unable to build a therapeutic relationship, let their guard down, and 

consider alternative positions not only left therapy, but also did not remain in marriages 

or relationships in general (Tracy, Int. 1, p. 9, Ln. 262-270). However, this was not 

unique to lawyers; the same could be said for all types of counseling clients. In fact, 

several participants noted that they received client referrals from attorney clients. And 

while participants believed that lawyers had the same challenging lives, personal and 

professional anxieties and fears, and other general mental health challenges as any other 

client, there was some disagreement among participants as to the depth, mindset, and 

severity of these challenges. Krill, et al. (2016), Levit & Linder (2010), and countless 

others note the depth and expanse of lawyer mental health challenges, including 

depression and overall life happiness. 

As noted above, I believe participants’ counseling practices allowed for an 

unexpected selection bias. Brandon lived in a world of lawyers, all day, every day. Many 
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self-selected to come see him; a large number did not. His daily experience may be a 

more realistic portrait of the adversarial, frenetic culture represented in this literature 

(Krill, et al., 2016). Rachel was proud of her reputation as a counselor who worked with 

challenging clients. Again, her selection bias may have been that when she saw 

challenging clients, they were often lawyers. Conversely, Tracy and Keri spent most of 

their time with self-selected, full-pay clients who were in pain, looking for help. I believe 

this may have led to a client pool that had already been distilled to those who were ready 

to work.         

Interestingly, despite the consensus that lawyers were not unique, each of the 

participants also provided data showing that they did, in fact, perceive and experience 

lawyers as both unique people and inimitable counseling clients.       

Attorneys are unique people and counseling clients. Basic generalizable 

characteristics of attorneys emerged from the data. Three of the four counselors 

suggested that different types of lawyers presented with unique characteristics in the 

counseling suite. For example, litigators might be more aggressive and combative 

whereas real estate lawyers might be more demur. Additionally, there was a noted 

experience difference between for-profit and non-profit attorneys. One participant 

suggested that you could imply a lawyer’s personal values by looking at their choice of 

professional trajectory. Krill, et al. (2016) found that “attorneys working in private firms 

experience some of the highest levels of problematic alcohol use compared with other 

work environments” (p. 51). Additionally, they found that the highest levels of unhealthy 

alcohol consumption were present in attorneys 40 and under (p. 51). Kreiger & Sheldon 

(2015) compared high prestige law positions (high pay, highly sought after) to more 
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altruistic, public service positions. They found that “a happy life as a lawyer is much less 

about grades, affluence, and prestige than about finding work that is interesting, 

engaging, personally meaningful, and focused on providing needed help to others” (p. 

592). This provided directional support to the participants’ experiences of differences 

behavioral extremes across subsections of the legal profession.      

Another uniqueness experienced by the participants was that lawyers 

communicated through argument and debate. Lawyers are trained to weaponize basic 

human interaction, often turning moments of vulnerability into a deposition or cross-

examination. The counselors said this type of behavior was often a signal for pain. 

Participants said that they simply did not engage in these types of exchanges and instead, 

used the emergence of argument or debate to ask about it’s origin, role, and impact on the 

client’s life. Yalom (2009) suggested that counselors must “identify and remove 

obstacles…[and] the rest would follow automatically, fueled by the self-actualizing 

forces within the patient” (p. 1). By identifying, bringing to light, and working to get 

behind an attorney’s defense mechanisms, the counselors allowed the client to recognize 

their weapons of engagement, connection, and guardedness, and then to consider the 

ultimate Glasserian question: Is that behavior helping you get what you want?      

In addition to his unique practice, Brandon also had unique experiences across 

multiple professional groups, working for employee assistance programs for physicians, 

first-responders, and academicians. He suggested that while lawyers presented with the 

same challenges and issues, it was how they handled those challenges and issues that 

made them unique, different, and also frustrating. He suggested that while individuals in 

other professions worked in partnerships, lawyers spent their days tearing one another 
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down. Rachel also suggested that lawyers experienced mental health challenges and 

personal conflicts in more intense and passionate ways.    

Brandon’s experiences counseling attorneys echoed the existing literature. He 

experienced legal professionals who were covered up in student loan debt (Gibson, 

2010), completely disengaged from their family (Beck et al., 1995; Jennings & Graham, 

2016; Krieger & Sheldon, 2015), and who catastrophized everything into a “worst case 

scenario” (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 8, Ln. 232-234). Additionally, he found that lawyers were 

molded by his/her legal education into someone who could never show vulnerability, 

limitations, or personal distress (Krill et al., 2016; Organ et al., 2015). The lawyers lived 

and worked in a profession that was overpopulated, increasingly uncivil, and extremely 

lonely. Frustratingly, Brandon said that an attorney’s need to hide their vulnerabilities 

was often not hyperbole and often necessary. He said that an attorney’s personal affairs, 

including addiction or mental health challenges, could be made public by opposing 

counsel (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 3-4, Ln. 92-102). A lawyer’s reputation is of critical 

importance (Krill et al., 2016). Brandon’s experiences tracked systematically with the 

literature on the legal profession. His experiences closely mirrored the caustic literature 

in a way that the other participants did not, presumptively because of the aforementioned 

selection bias.   

Brandon also reported that his years of working with legal professionals have 

changed the way he engages with the world (Brandon, Int. 3, p. 2, Ln. 57-59). Yalom 

(2009) cautions therapists to be weary of therapeutic specialization, especially within 

challenging groups. Yalom (2009) recommends that “overspecialization, especially in 

clinical areas loaded with great pain and desolation,…puts the therapist much at risk; I 
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believe that balance and diversity in one’s practice vastly contribute to a sense of 

renewal” (p. 253). I cannot help but wonder if the day-in-day-out pressures of a 

specialized counseling practice have shifted Brandon’s bell-curve of normed experience 

towards one that is more guarded and heavy, much like the practice of law itself. 

All participants shared that the unique qualities of a lawyer could also be some of 

their greatest therapeutic strengths. Lawyers were characterized as highly intelligent, and 

outstanding storytellers. They are able to think multiple steps ahead, and they recognize 

the merits of good insights when presented in a way they were willing to hear. One of the 

most exciting findings of this study was that when the energy, intellect and passion of an 

attorney was directed away from tearing people down, and instead focused toward 

positivity, connection, and healing and growth, lawyers became zealous advocates for 

recovery programs, wellness, and human connection. When a counselor helped an 

attorney client reconnect with their original, intrinsically motivated self, the lawyers were 

able to experience growth in both themselves and in their fellow attorneys.  

How do licensed professional counselors perceive the attorney-counselor counseling 

relationship, the efficacy of specific counseling interventions, and therapeutic 

outcomes for attorneys?    

 Attorneys come to counseling for a number of reasons, and their reasons for 

attending undoubtedly impacted the nature of the relationship. If a lawyer saw a 

counselor because of a mandated disciplinary referral, they could be angry, distrusting, 

and dishonest about their desire to change thoughts and behaviors (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 3, 

Ln. 82-84). If they were dragged into counseling by a romantic partner threatening to 

leave or take their children, they might also be guarded as well (Keri, Int. 2, p. 7, Ln. 
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201-204). But if a lawyer came to get help on their own, took the counselor’s 

recommendations and found balance and relationships, they could find care help and 

healing. In short, the nature of the therapeutic relationship depended largely on the 

presence of the client/therapist energy, the reason why the attorney was seeking 

counseling, and the level of engagement and connection between the counselor and the 

client. Young (2013), Glasser (1998) and Rogers (1995) all provide credence to the 

primacy of the counseling relationship.  

Generally speaking, the relationship between counselors and attorneys was 

perceived as complex, positional, involving gamesmanship, and at times, combative. As 

noted above, this did not make lawyers unique. What made them unique was the lawyer 

mindset of the exchanges as adversarial or win/loss, and the intensity and strength of the 

interactions. Participants noted several specific counseling theoretical approaches and 

techniques that they used with attorneys. As for outcomes, when a lawyer bought in, they 

went all in. When they remained positional and guarded, they did not stay in therapy. As 

Brandon noted, “Lawyers can get unwired, or get some wiring adjustments along the way 

and learn how to take care of [themselves]” (Int. 1, p. 10-11, Ln. 303-320). Again, 

targeted research on lawyers who have actually gone to counseling has not yet been done.  

The therapeutic relationship. Participants characterized lawyers as either similar 

to regular clients or as positional, guarded, and always thinking ahead. Lawyers were able 

to feign listening and acknowledgment and tell the therapist what they wanted to hear. 

But this was not specific to the legal profession – it was categorized as something that 

most well-educated people were capable of doing. By nature and training, lawyers were 

often well-shielded behind their professional identity and expert communication skills. 
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This often made for invigorating counseling interactions that, if nurtured correctly, 

created robust and deep therapeutic relationships. Rachel and Brandon said that because 

of their difficult and combative behavior, counselors would sometimes choose not to 

counsel attorneys. The participants in this study, however, cherished the opportunity to 

create safe and comfortable environments for lawyers. Additionally, attorneys often bring 

their attributes of power, including their quick wit, expectation of adversarial 

engagement, and their intellectual gymnastics, into the counseling suite. This required 

counselors to both bring their A-Game and self-awareness not to engage in an argument 

or debate with a client. On the whole, the work was demanding, but worth it.      

Only Brandon spoke of the very real possibilities of lawyer action against a 

counselor. The other three participants were adamant about their lack of fear of working 

with attorneys. Brandon’s experiences tracked closely with Yalom’s (2009) warnings of 

the dangers of a lawsuit against a counselor. Yalom (2009) wrote  

In today’s litigious world, competence and integrity are no protection to the 
therapist: almost every competent therapist I know has, at least once, been 
exposed to a lawsuit or the threat of lawsuit…After dedicating themselves to a life 
of pubic service, always striving to enhance the growth of their patients, therapists 
are profoundly shaken and sometimes permanently changed by the experience. (p. 
254) 
 
Efficacy of interventions. Each counselor had his or her own unique approach to 

counseling. Approaches included different modalities, theoretical frameworks, personal 

and professional experiences, and techniques. However, the foundation of any sort of 

technical prowess was the development and nurturing of a safe, confidential counseling 

space and a strong counselor/client relationship. There was unanimous agreement 

surrounding the importance of forming a trusting relationship with clients. Forming a 
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relationship was not possible without first ensuring a safe and confidential counseling 

space. Brandon noted, “If [safety and confidentiality] don’t exist here, we wouldn’t have 

any business” (Brandon, Int. 1, p. 3-4, Ln. 92-102). The offices of most participants had a 

noise machine, multiple layers of access, and warm, hospitable, and welcoming people. 

Each office had unique characteristics congruent with the ethos of each therapist. They 

aligned with Young’s (2013) suggestion that offices be arranged and comforting.  

As I have noted many times in this dissertation, the primacy of the therapeutic 

relationship is the central factor in counselor efficacy and client growth. Glasser (1998); 

Prochaska & Norcross (2007); and Rogers (1995); Yalom (2009); Young (2013) and 

many others note the critical importance of a safe, nurtured, trusting relationship between 

client and counselor. Again, the participants considered this one of their most important 

responsibility as counselors.  

 The participants used a number of different theoretical frameworks and 

counseling techniques. They utilized motivational interviewing techniques and activities, 

rolling-with-resistance, developmental approaches, client-centered and trauma-focused 

family of origin work. Additionally, their counseling practices included integrated 

spirituality, experiential counseling, relationship and family, reality therapy, cognitive 

behavioral therapy, and EMDR techniques, among others. The counselors also said they 

used basic human connection techniques such as appropriate self-disclosure, self-

deprecation, humor, intentionally providing a non-aggressive energy, and story-telling. 

Additional interventions included partnering with local clinical resources including 

psychiatric inpatient programs, psychiatrists and medical doctors, and recovery programs. 

Each counselor was equipped with multiple tools in his/her tool kit and did not force any 
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single modality into any one clinical situation. The success of different counseling 

approaches is echoed in the common factors of all therapeutic change (Prochaska & 

Norcross, 2007). They suggest that “a positive therapy relationship, a hopeful and 

hardworking client, and an empathetic therapist probably account for more treatment 

success that the particular treatment method” (p. 478).      

Therapeutic outcomes. There was no specific quantitative data available for 

lawyer success or failure in counseling. There was anecdotal evidence of counseling 

success with individual participants. First, Brandon has continued to see an increase in 

referrals and legal professionals looking for his services. Other participants reported that 

they knew they were good therapists because clients returned to see them, sometimes 

over long periods of time. Additionally, clients referred friends and family members. As 

noted above, there were times when positioned and hesitant attorneys were unable to 

come out from behind their masks and as such, did not remain in therapy. This type of 

resistance does not apply solely to attorneys, of course. Resistance is a common client 

response to the healing and wellness process.           

What recommendations do licensed professional counselors have for a) counselors 

serving attorneys, b) attorneys considering or experiencing counseling, and c) 

mental health change agents in the legal profession?  

Rachel, Keri, Brandon, and Tracy offered a number of recommendations for 

counselors, attorneys, and mental health change agents in the legal profession. A key 

recommendation was dual in nature: 1) Counselors should consider lawyers as part of a 

larger circle of professionals: people of power, and 2) Counselors should be diligent 

about not bringing any sort of bias, assumptions, or preconceived notions into the 
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counseling arena. In my 2017 article on Resistant Influentials, I classified attorneys as a 

part of a group of professions who had challenging, traumatic jobs and yet were 

disincentivized to get personal mental health care. It was rewarding to see the participants 

of this study similarly experience lawyers as one of these professional groups of power. 

The next step is to work on debunking the cultural norms of this collective towards a 

wellness orientation.  

Further, concerns of bias and prejudging a client was an important finding here.  

Recent years have seen an influx of multicultural theories, trainings, and interventions 

transform the counseling profession (ACA Code, 2014; Hendricks, et al., 2015; Neukreg, 

2016; Sue, et al., 1992). These new frameworks have been critically important for 

rescuing the counseling profession from a single definition of wellness and personhood 

towards a more inclusive and culturally competent understanding of wellness, health, and 

behavioral choices. Unexpectedly, this study offered directionally associated glimpses 

into the potentially destructive impositions that the well-intentioned classification of new 

and different frameworks on various groups could result in stereotyping and client 

prejudgment. I will discuss this further below.   

In addition to recommendations on people of power and bias awareness, the 

participants offered a number of recommendations for counselors and lawyers regarding 

wellness and self-care. Additionally, they furthered offered recommendations for legal 

educators for curricular reform.  

Wellness. Each participant spoke emphatically about the need for counselors to 

have a personal wellness plan. The counselors had a keen understanding of their personal 

and relational needs, as well as the markers for when they were not well or practicing 
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self-care in appropriate ways. Additionally, all four counselors recommended that if 

interested, lawyers should most certainly try mental health counseling. Three of the 

counselors noted the importance of a connection with a spiritual presence or a higher 

power. Similarly, it was recommended that lawyers do their own individual wellness 

work. Wellness recommendations for lawyers included having strong boundaries, 

relationships with friends and family, and activities outside of work.  

Unsurprisingly, these recommendations align with Corey, et al. (2011) and Yalom 

(2009). They both encourage counselors to be engaged with self-care plans, including 

joining a therapy group. Organ, et al. (2015) suggests that the culture of legal 

professionals, beginning in law school, is often not conducive to personal wellness 

practices. The tide may be slowly turning as many state bar associations have begun to 

offer mental health and recovery support programs for the licensed attorneys in their 

state. Organ, et al. (2016) have called for law schools to consider making a licensed 

counselor available to law students so that they can process challenges early on in their 

development.      

Curricular reform. The participants suggested that law schools need to develop 

a course that requires first-year law students to do family of origin work, attend 

counseling, and do the challenging work of finding a non-work identity. The counselors 

also called for the introduction and introjection of compassion and balance into the law 

school experience. Finally, the participants sounded an important call for legal educators 

and law schools to work to help students retain their humanity, their compassion and 

humility, their sanity, and their core intrinsic good. Law students were reminded to stay 

connected to their passions, their treasured-relationships, and their core values. Flanagan 
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(2008) suggests that “dismantling law schools…and rebuilding legal education would be 

the best solution; however, it is not likely, even in the distant future” (p. 468). So while 

wholesale humanity will not be interwoven into the legal education curriculum anytime 

soon, the participants recommend the creation of a mandatory law school class that 

teaches direct lessons on mental health and wellness care, values-retention, and other 

post-graduation life skills.  

Counseling people of power. When counseling Resistant Influentials, counselors 

must be cognizant of a few key suggestions. Recommendations included the importance 

of counseling experiences with a broad number of clients, the importance of 

confidentiality, confidence and humility, and bias and values bracketing. Additional 

recommendations included the importance of counselor self-care, getting a good mentor, 

not owning client decisions outside of the counseling suite, and having firm personal and 

professional boundaries. Yalom (2009) recommends counselors join their own counseling 

group to help deal with the challenges of the profession. The recommendations of the 

participants for counselor self care are relevant and born out in the literature.   

Implications 

 This study has direct implications for legal professionals and licensed professional 

counselors. Additionally, I believe counselor educators might be in the best position to 

address the most powerful findings. In the section below, I explore the implications of 

this study, both to me personally and systemically.  

Legal professionals. The practice of law is difficult. There is significant 

secondary traumatic stress (Jennings & Graham, 2016) and the mental health and 

addiction statistics are real. Lawyers should begin taking proactive steps, as law students, 
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to address their own wellness before they find themselves on the brink of choosing 

unwise compensatory behaviors. As such, the study supports the development of a 

mandatory law school course that requires counseling, wellness training, financial 

counseling, and self-introspection. In the grand scheme of law school curriculums, this is 

a minor adjustment of single course that could pay enormous dividends in the future. 

Legal professionals need to continue to encourage one another to seek professional 

mental health counseling, establish firm professional boundaries, and work hard to 

develop relationships and experiences outside of the legal profession.  

Additionally, lawyers committed to their mental health and professional 

counseling should be comforted to know that despite the rhetoric to the contrary, 

attorneys have similar problems, pathologies, and relationship struggles as non-lawyers. 

All four participants cherished their time with legal professionals, and they marveled at 

the good that can happen in the life of a lawyer when they use their powers for good. 

Lawyers should encourage members of their guild to go to counseling with the 

expectation of successful outcomes.     

Finally, the legal profession needs to be weary of imposing a new identity onto 

the people who constitute the legal profession. Lawyers are trained to believe that they 

evolve from a common person to become lawyers. As an entering student in these fields, 

this messaging communicates professional identity as aspirational and a different type of 

personhood beyond who and where they currently are. For a law student, their profession 

is then who you become. This ontological shift is deeply problematic, especially when the 

professional becoming does not align with personal and relational needs. The legal 
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profession needs to allow attorneys to retain their personhood, their relationships, and 

joyful experiences. 

Counseling professionals. First, experience was an important factor in the 

success, well-being, and efficacy of the counselors in this study. Each of them extolled 

the virtues of varied, challenging, and intensive counseling experiences as playing a role 

in their personal and professional success. They suggested that counselors should avoid 

heading directly into private practice as early as possible and instead, seek as many broad 

counseling experiences as possible. This may include serving in agency work, 

government work, or work with undesirable or challenging populations. Second, 

counselors must strongly consider the role of wellness in their personal and professional 

lives. Having a wellness plan, well-defined boundaries, mentors, and a relationship to a 

spiritual connection or higher power could play a critically important role in professional 

longevity, personal health and vitality, and the success and richness of personal 

relationships. Third, counselors must be intentional about their counseling space, 

particularly about the warmth, safety, confidentiality, and energy of the space. Fourth, 

and most importantly, counselors must continue to do extensive work on themselves, on 

an on-going basis. This includes family of origin work, continued mental health 

counseling, continuing education and trainings, recovery retreats, and deep, extensive 

bias inventories to determine where blind spots exist.  

Finally, the journey of this case study, my personal experiences, the similarities 

between aspects of the legal profession and the counseling profession, and the research 

findings caused me to step back and consider broad implications for the counseling 

profession, counselor educators, and graduate counseling programs. These implications 
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sparked a cause for action within me and I hope to communicate it to the broader 

professional community. My hope is that the implications resonate with other 

professional counselors and the profession as a whole. The final implications include the 

following: The Unforeseen Consequences of Professional Identity, The Addition of 

Experiential Bias Training, and Working With, Not Against, People of Power. In the 

section below, I will briefly explain each implication and provide considerations for 

moving forward.   

The unforeseen consequences of professional identity. The participants in this 

study consistently noted challenges with legal professionals who considered themselves 

lawyers first, and people second. As I noted above, students are trained in law school to 

think like a lawyer, as though this is a superior and enlightened way of seeing the world. 

The ontological notion of becoming a lawyer led to identity confusion for lawyers. As 

Rachel suggested, “When you ask somebody, “Who are you?” [and] they tell you that 

they’re an attorney, then they’ve missed the question.” (Rachel, Int. 2, p. 20, Ln. 590-

598). Similarly, Brandon noted   

What a person does for their profession and who they are…in my mind, it’s two 
different things. And in the lawyer’s mind, I’m a lawyer, that’s who I am. But 
meeting folks in counseling, I see ‘em as a human being…Most folks can’t 
differentiate between who they are and what they do, but that is really a seed that 
I plant on the front end…that we aren’t what we do. We’re much greater than 
that. (Brandon, Int. 2, p. 3, Ln. 67-71)  
 
As I considered the transformation from personal identity to professional identity 

in the legal profession, I could not help but reflect on a similar experience in counselor 

education and the counseling profession. As a graduate counseling student, I was 

encouraged to develop my professional counseling identity and to be vigilantly aware of 
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my status as a professional counselor in both my private and professional life. And like 

the legal professionals, counselors struggle with boundary issues, friends and family 

members asking for off-book advice, and partners who resent counselors for bringing 

their skills into non-clinical dialogues.59     

 It is possible that the counseling profession has done such an excellent job 

instilling the importance of developing a professional identity, that we, like the legal 

profession, are in danger of losing our individual and collective humanity to our 

occupational identity. It is important that counselors not forget that they are people - who 

need love, belonging, relationships, wellness, and safety first - and a professional (a 

distant) second.   

The addition of experiential bias awareness training. Multicultural counseling 

training and theories have been vital to a reimagined understanding of who and what is a 

well and whole person. Multicultural counselor education “involves challenging the idea 

that the values we hold are automatically true for others” (Corey, 2013, p. 25). Such 

challenges come in the form of new information (knowledge), “new beliefs and attitudes” 

(p. 25), and new “skills and intervention strategies” (p. 26) for working with diverse 

populations.  

This framework was part of the original genesis for this project. I began this study 

considering whether the counseling profession needed yet another category that 

differentiated lawyers (and other people of power) from other clients. Yet as I traversed 

this study, I began to question the continued impact of exploring lawyers in isolation, as 

                                                

59 How often has a loved one demanded, “Stop using your counselor voice!” during a disagreement?  
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well as the potential negative impact that incomplete multicultural counselor education 

might have on the profession   

Practically speaking, multicultural counseling education places an inordinate 

emphasis on the other (who are not the counselor). This is critically important, especially 

in the beginning stages of counselor education. New counselors must explore their own 

heritage, their uniqueness, their lens for experiencing the world, and their contributions to 

systematic injustice. However, as counselor educators emphasize other cultures and 

heritages, and they develop and teach new techniques specific to underrepresented 

groups, they must be cognizant not to create and sanction new generalizations, strengthen 

out-group or under represented statuses, and create new paradigms of archetypes that 

might divorce a counselor from the person sitting right in front of them. This not only 

holds true for cultural and ethnic diversity, but it also holds true for veterans, plumbers, 

ministers, lawyers, and any other groups a client may belong to.   

 This study showed that even the most accomplished and experience mental health 

professionals might develop generalizations and assumptions. Only by talking through 

their insights into their work with lawyers did all four of the participants find themselves 

much closer to a consensus than their initial declarative statements. The real question for 

counselors is how to best live in the tension where every client is recognized as unique, 

while understanding that there are some commonalities across groups. 

 I am recommending that counselors be trained in experiential bias awareness. 

This would shift away from a focus on the countless differences across groups and back 

into the heart of the therapist. Experiential bias awareness training would require deep 

heart-work on the part of pre-service counselors to really dig in, led by their faculty, into 
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the depths of their biases, privileges, and assumptions about others. The inward focus of 

reflective bias would, in theory, allow the therapist to free themselves of any clinical 

prejudgments and truly allow the to sit in true, relational connection with their client(s). 

Most importantly, this experiential bias awareness would be on-going, always 

incorporating new experiences, new insights, and new people into the fold. This 

reflective practice would be come part of the ebb and flow of the counselor and counselor 

supervision experience.       

Working with, not against, people of power. Over the course of the study, I was 

moved by the compassion, care, and genuine affection the participants in this study had 

for their clients of power. The counselors reported genuine care for their lawyer clients, 

as well as their other clients of status. I never once heard disdain or a lack of compassion 

for people or power who were in pain. Beyond the care and success of individual clients, 

I would like to propose the idea of working with people of power as a form of advocacy. 

Over the past few years, multiple movements have brought to light deep and 

systemic injustices of power. Injustices include racial injustices, sexual discrimination 

injustices, abuse at the hands of religious leaders, and economic inequality injustices, to 

name a few. These movements have appropriately demonized individuals of power, while 

at times, also indicting entire swaths of society. My hypothesis is that most people, most 

of the time, do not harm others intentionally and do not know or understand the depths of 

their participation in systemic injustice. Additionally, if people of power are not well or 

whole personally and/or relationally, their lack of wellness may impact countless others 
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in the wake of their system. This presents a transformative moment for the counseling 

profession, as advocates, to decide to walk alongside and not against.60  

Participants in this study suggested that people of power are given tools and are 

trained to engage with and be successful in their profession realms. They employ these 

same tools in their intrapersonal relationships and in their communities, often to the 

detriment of themselves and others around them. If counseling advocates can help 

Resistant Influentials heal their personal relationships, heal their childhood and adult 

traumas, and otherwise become whole, the downstream systemic changes could be 

profound. Rachel noted       

You really hope that [lawyers] have that experience outside of the office to ripple 
effect other relationships…where they come in to work on their marriage and they 
end up working on their partnership with their co-workers, or…even with how 
they approach their clients. That was always really cool for me to see. It happened 
really regularly…to say, ‘If you’re willing…just try this same communication 
tactic at your office, with your junior partner than you think is a know-it-all 
millennial, and just see if it changes the energy of the interaction (Rachel, Int. 2, 
p. 5-7, Ln. 149-188) 
 
If Resistant Influentials can become mentally, emotionally, spiritually, and 

physically whole, and recognize the damage that their misapplication of their trainings 

and tools are doing to the people, organizations, businesses, and communities they serve 

and lead, entire systems might be transformed through the healing and growth of those 

strategic leaders.  

                                                

60 It goes without saying there comes a point when individuals and groups must take a combative stand against injustice, both 
systemically and individually. Here I am talking about crossing political party lines, listening, and otherwise speaking so as to be 
heard and not speaking simply to have checked off all of my talking points.  
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Recommendations for Future Research 

Small, qualitative case studies like this one are not designed to be generalizable 

across large populations. Often, however, these small studies serve as incubators for 

recommendations for future research. Upon completing this study, I have several 

recommendations for further studies.  

First, small-scale qualitative studies and large scale quantitative students should 

be conducted into the experience of lawyers in counseling. Specifically, what was their 

experience? Why do they go to counseling? Was their experience efficacious? This look 

into the lawyers’ experience in counseling is a natural follow-up exploration to this case 

study. Second, future studies should explore the impact and efficacy of counseling 

Resistant Influentials. It would be important to understand what interventions are 

efficacious with this population? Are their more similarities inter- group or intra- group? 

And are Resistant Influentials truly a viable subset of a general counseling population? 

Most importantly, does a well Resistant Influential create healthier workplaces, 

communities, and other systems of influence? Third, I think there is significant room for 

new bias training in pre-service counselors. Using biometrics and other emergent 

technology, counselors could be made aware of their own experiential biases and learn to 

recognize and identify their own physiology when meeting with different clients. Fourth, 

I believe that counseling specialization, expertise, and bias should be further explored. 

Specifically, is the development of a specialization and expertise ultimately limiting and 

biased for individual clients?   

Finally, inquiries into the population specialization and the potential development 

of negative biases, interventions, and benefits to specializing in particular counseling 
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populations should be conducted. Specifically, is the development of a specialization and 

expertise ultimately limiting and biased for individual clients? Conversely, are there 

benefits to clinical specializations or like Yalom (2009) suggests, is there danger in 

overspecialization?      

Summary 

I have lived the life of a Resistant Influential, a counselor educator, a legal 

educator, and a pre-service counselor. As I analyzed the data, I spent significant time 

reflecting on both my personal experience and the experiences of my students and 

colleagues. I spent significant time reflecting on my past and contemplating the future. I 

am different because of this study.   

I knew this study was going to be personal; I designed it that way. However, I 

expected the personal nature of the study to be reflective, not projective and ontological. I 

hoped this study would provide me with perspective on my past experiences, while 

providing directional insights into how the counseling profession (and by extension, the 

legal profession) could better fulfill their respective missions. The study accomplished 

that goal. But more deeply, it also brought to light several personal responsibilities that I 

have now dedicated the rest of my life to.  

I am dedicated to caring for the mental wellness of legal professionals and other 

Resistant Influentials, both for them and for the cascade of people impacted by their 

leadership. The wake of influence is wide and deep and there are too many people 

hanging in the balance. I am also dedicated to deconstructing the caricature of people of 

power, both internally and externally, from one that is deaf, blind, aloof and uncaring, to 

one that is humanized, in need of relationships and care, and that can be transformed for 
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the good of all. Finally, I am dedicated to the future of the counseling, both for individual 

counselors and for the profession at large. I am committed to participating in the 

development of who individuals entering the profession, as well as with the health and 

wellness of the profession as a whole. At the core, we must continue to practice the 

principles of the profession: belief in change, belief in relationships, and belief in hope.   
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